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THURSDAY AFTERNOON, JUNE 22, 1961 
Fourteenth Session 

ARTICLE 97 
The afternoon session is opened wiUi prayer by Rev. C. Vanden Reuvel 

after Psalter Hymnal No. 261 is sung. 

ARTICLE 98 
.The Advisory Committee on Infallibility, Rev. B. Pekelder reporting, 

submits the following: 
1. Mat~rials: 

A. Agenda Report No. 24. (See Supplement No. 24) 
B. Letter·of Dr. M.Wyngaarden to Synod. (See Communication No. 

3) . 

II. Background: 
A. Protest and Appeal of Dr. M. Wyngaarden 
1. At the Synod of 1959 Dr. M. Wyngaarden submitted a Protest and 

Appeal against Dr. J. H. Kromminga. Under Point I of his document, 
Dr. Wyngaarden charged that "President -J. R.' Kromminga does not 
have the ecclesiastical right to commit himself in his policy as president, 
nor to commit the seminary in its policies to such a drastic reinterpreta
tion of Arts. III to VII inclusive of the Belgic Confession." On this score 
Synod replied that "President Kromminga does not commit the seminary 
in its policies to any interpretation of the creeds." (Acts, 1959, p. 70) 

2. The question remained whether "Dr. Kromminga committed him
self in his policy as president to a drastic reinterpretation of Arts. III to 
VII of the Belgic Confessionl

' by the view expressed in his use of the 
term "periphery" (Acts, 1959, p. 71 (3), p. 68 (7). At this point Synod 
adopted the recommendation: "Reply that the word 'periphery' in this 
context of President Kromminga's article is ambiguous. He has employed 
language which may easily leave the impression that there is an area of 
Scripture in,which it is ~llowable to posit the possibility of actual histori
cal inaccuracies. President Kromminga assured Synod that in using the 
term 'periphery" he does not mean 'this or that word' in Scripture, but 
rather 'some aspect' of the content of the words which is not germane to 
the Spirit's purpose." Synod decided to "withhold further judgment 
whether or ,not at this _point the view expressed by President Kromminga 
is consistent with the creeds, and commit this matter to a thorough studi' 
(Acts, 1959, pp. 68, 69). 

3. Analysis: 
The charge, "that President Kromminga committed himself in his 

policy as president to a 'drastic reinterpretation' of Arts. III to VII of 
the Belgic Confession" (Acts, 1959, p. 71) depends upon the establishihg 
of the charge, "that President Kromminga makes an unwarranted dis
tinction between this so-called periphery 'and that which does not be
long to this so-called periphery" (Acts, 1959, p. 68). Synod must now 
decide whether the view expressed by Dr. Kromminga in the use of the 
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word periphery is consistent with the creeds. Thus Synod faces two issues 
in this order: 

a. Whether the view .expressed by Dr. Kromminga in the use of the 
term periphery is consistent with the creeds. 

b. Whether Dr. Kromminga committed himself to a drastic reinterpreM 

tadon of Arts. III to VII of the Belgic Confession. 

B. Study Committee: 
. I. The Synod of 1959 also adopted a recommendation of the Board 

of Trustees "that a study be made of the relationship between inspiration 
and infallibility in the light of Scripture and our creedal standards." This 
was in accord with the request of the seminary faculty that, further earnest 
study of this relationship should prove very helpful to the denomination. 
A study committee was appointed and was also given the mandate to 
study whether the view expressed by President Kromminga is consistent 
with the creeds (Acts, 1959, p. 73). The study committee report is con· 
tained in the Agenda (pp. 119-194). (See Supplement No. 24) 

2. Analysis of Study Committee Report: 
a. It should be observed that the study committee .. proceeds on the 

basis of two truths which are our common conviction: that all Scripture 
is inspired .and that all Scripture is infallible. The Conclusions of the 
Fourth Ecumenical Synod of 1958 express the starting point of this re
port: " ... the human authors of Scripture were moved by the, Holy 
Spirit so as to insure that what they wrote communicated infallibly God's 
self-revelation. The considerations that Scripture pervasively witnesses 
to its ovvn God-breathed origin and character and that as redemptive 
revelation it is necessarily characterized by the divinity which belongs to 
redemption are the explanation of the sustained faith of the historic 
Christian church that "Scripture in its whole extent and in all its parts 
is the infallible and inerrant Word of God" (Agenda, 1961, p. 124). (See 
Supplement No. 24) 

h. The study committee has indeed performed a significant service in 
its address to the mandate given by the Synod of 1959. This voluminous 
report constitutes a serious study of the relationship between inspiration 
and infallibility in the light of Scripture and the creeds. While the report 
should be considered in its totality, and isolated statements must be 
viewed in their wider context, we draw attention to the following.: "Di
vine inspiration establishes Scripture as an infallible rule and sufficient 
canon for all of Christian faith and life by securing it against falsification, 
error, and deceit" (Agenda~ 1961, p. 185). Such a statement, based upon 
an intensive study of Scripture and creedal utterances, constitutes a clear 
testimony to the infallibility of Scripture. 

c. The study committee also addressed itself to the "periphery ques~ 
tion." While it did not feel it to be in its province to adjudicate the 
charge against Dr. Kromminga, it did confer with him, and the report re
flects these interviews. The study committee has considered the use of 
the word "periphery." After observing that it has been employed in the 
Reformed theological tradition, it goes on to say that the word may be 
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used.: to describe "incidental and circumstantial data which have np ,in
dependent revelational significance, but are dependent for their ,revela
tional,sign-ificance llPon the relationship they sustain to the central intent 
and purpose of a given passage" (Agenda, .1961, p. 193). (See Supple
ment No. 24) 

III. Recommendations: 
A. That Synod declare, as the study committee indicates in the fulfill

ment, of the mandate,., that both Scripture ;lnd the creeds establish: an 
essential- relationship between inspil~ation and infallibility, in which the 
infallibility of Scripture iS'inferred from inspiration, and inspiration. se-
cures the infallibility of all of Scripture. . 

Note,' Although a due appreciation of this fact requires a complete 
study 6f the entire .report, the following quotations may illustrate .the 
above: ' 

1., "Initially we may say that infallibility as an inference, drawn from 
inspiration is to be ascribed to Scripture only in accord with the extent, 
nature, and purpose of inspiration" (Agenda, 1961, p. 151.). (See Supple
ment No. 24) 

2. HDiviIl'e in;spiration establishes Scripture as an infallible rule and 
sufficient canon' for all 'of Christian faith and life by securing it against 
falsification,error, and deceit" (Agenda, 1961, p. 185). (See Supple
ment No. 24) 
':,'}'.,i "Ap-' examination', of the chu~ch's interpr~tation of the Belgic Con
fession,as well ,as of the principles which it has ~nunciated forces usto the 
conclusion t~at the approa'ch of the church to the- trustworthiness of the 
~cripture -is. _ .. to give testimony to the' faith of the church on the basis 
qf the demands ,of, Scripture to its own authority and trustworthiness" 
(Agenda, 1961, p. 187). (See Supplement No. 24) -Ado/)ted 

B. That Synod commend this, study committee report to the church. 

Grounds: 
1. This report will serve to remove misunderstandings that have arisen. 
2. This, report is ;i' framework for further study of the nature of the 

relationship between- inspiration and infallibility. ~Adopted 

C. That Synod declare that Dr. M. Wyngaarden's charge (nthat 'Presi
q~nt Kromminga, makes -an unwarranted distinction between this' so
called' periphery, and that which does not belong to this periphery" and 
-that t,his view is inconsonant with the creeds) is unsubstantiated. 

Grounds: 
1. Dr. Kromrninga has ',removed an ambiguity in the presentation of 

his view by stating that his use of the' word "periphery" was .in -no way 
~ntended as a limitation of, the extent, or the degree.of the infallibility of 
f5cripture. 

2. The stuQ.y committee in its report indicates that it is possible to 
make such a distinction ,which is not inconsonant with' the creeds. 
" ... there are in the Scriptures incidental and circumstantial data which 
have, no -incie.pendent relevational significance, but are dependent for their 
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revelational significance upon the relationship they sus~ain 'to -the :centrai 
intent and purpose of a-given' passage. W~en: viewed in -this. light, .-the 
tenn 'periphery' must be judged not inconsonant ,:vv~tb.·, cr~edal, te::tch~~gs 
on infallibility" (Agenda, 1961, p. 193). Dr. Kwmming~assured the 
committee that the above statGment reRects his view. (See Supplemi:mt 
No. 24) " ~Adopted 

p.That Synod declare that "the specific charge tha\ Pr,~?dent Krop:1: 
minga cOIrunitted himself in his policy _as president to a 'drastic reinterrre~ 
tation' of Arts. III to VII of the Belgic Confession') is unsubstantiated. 

Ground: Synod in 1959 accepted the logic of its advisory .cOlnmittee 
thaf the first chal'gedepends upon the establisllment. of the second (see 
Analysis, II, A, 3 above), whenitclecided to withhold furth,r jlldgII)ent 
on the first charge until the second was completely adjudicated. Since :the 
second charge (see Recommendation C above) ,is unsubsta,ntiated; ,the 
charge :of "drastic reinterpretation" falls. ':_' ~~.'dDpted 

E. Recommendation: That Synod affirm the f~ith of the church in 
the infallibility of Scripture, and urge upon the church the approach .of 
humble faith in the Word of God. -A,dopted 

F. That Synod: thank ,the.;st4dy committee for .its,valuable syrvice.: 
-Ai1opted 

G. That Synod instruct the Stated Clerk to send a fitting letter. to Dr. 
L. Praamsma, who suffered severe injuries in' a car ,accident while serving 
on this committee, and who is again confine,d to ,the hospital, ~s~~ripg 
I:im of our prayers .for his-complete recovery. , ----::-Ado,pteq 

H. Overture No. 35. 

1. Material: Overture No. 35. 

2. Recommendation: That Synod do not accede, to Overture -,No.' 35 
pf Classis Alberta South requesting Synod to recons,ide-r. the decision of 
1959 in the light of the report of the.study committee on Infallibility. 

'Ground: One Synod cannot rescind a de'cision of another' Synod, 'ac-, 
cording to the Synodical Rules of Procedure. ' ' ' 

Since this report is received' by Synod, Classis -Alberta South '\-vili have 
the opportunity to solve its own problem, or spell out in particular 'its 
problem between Synod 1959 and Study Committee Report No; 24, 
Agenda, 1961. (See Supplement No. 24) 

(Report of Advisory Committee continued in Art. 126) 

ARTICLE 99 

The chair reads a letter from Rev. J. H. Stck, who at a' previous session 
was appointed to one year's lectureship in ,the _Old Testament. The 
brother expresses appreciation for the confidence Synod expressed ,in -him 
and announces his acceptance of the appointment. (See Art. 70) 

ARTICLE 100 

The Advisory Committee on Foreign Missions~"cJ. Art. 79, -Rev. 'G. 
Pars reporter, submits the following material: 
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INFALLIBILITY AND INSPIRATION IN THE LIGHT OF 
SCRIPTURE AND THE CREEDS 

ANALYSIS OF THE MANDATE 

A. The mandate of the committee as given by Synod reads as follows: 
"To study the relationship between inspiration and infallibility in the 

light of Scripture and OUf own Creedal statements." 

B. "To study the matter upon which Synod withheld judgment" (Acts, 
1959, p. 73). Synod withheld judgment whether or not a view expressed 
by President Kromminga in his paper "How Shall We Understand In
fallibility?" is consistent with the Creeds. This matter on which Synod 
withheld judgment has to do with the charge of Professor Wyngaarden 
that President Kromminga makes an unwarranted distinction between 
the so-called periphery of Scripture and that which does not belong to 
this so-called periphery. Synod replied that the word Periphery in the 
context of President Krornminga's article is ambiguous. He has em
ployed language which may easily leave the impression that there is an 
area in Scripture in which it is allowable to posit the possibility of actual 
historical inaccuracies. President Kromminga assured Synod that in 
using the term periphery he did not mean "this or that word" of Scrip
ture, hut some aspect of the content of the words which is not germane to 
the Spirit's purpose. After declaring that it is inconsonant with the 
Creeds to declare or suggest that there is an area of Scripture in which 
it is allowable to posit the possibility of actual historical inaccuracies, and 
appealing to Article V of the Belgic Confession, "Believing without any 
doubt all things contained therein," Synod decided to withhold further 
judgment whether or not the distinction of President Kromminga is con
sistent with the Creeds. 

, This mandate contains two parts. The first is general and sweeping. 
We must study the relationship between inspiration and infallibility in 
the light of Scripture and the Creeds. The second is particular and 
specific. It has to do with the distinction of President Kromminga con
cerning Scripture's periphery understood as some aspect of the content 
of the words of Scripture which is not germane to the purpose of the 
Holy Spirit. Regarding this second part of the mandate, Synod asks for 
a thorough study. The grounds adduced appeal to the fact that this is a 
relatively new distinction in the theological discussion of our church, and, 
that the problem is exceedingly complex, involving both apologetic 
methodology and far-reaching doctrinal implications. 

To understarid the entire mandate correctly, it must be seen clearly, 
first of all, that the Synod of 1959 adopted the Conclusions of the Report 
of the Committee on Inspiration to the Fourth Reformed Ecumenical 
Synod of 1958 (henceforth FRES) and, secondly, made a Declaration 
regarding the impropriety of positing actual historical inaccuracies in the 
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Bible. These matters Synod did not want committed to a tborough study. 
It was against' extensive argumentation that the Conclusions and the 
Declaration be committed first of all to a study before they be adopted 
tbat Synod decided to adopt the Conclusions and make its Declaration. 
The intention of Synod on this matter comes out clearly in directing the 
attention of the committee to the decisions of tbe Synods of 1922, 1924, 
and 1937 in which Articles III to VII of the Belgic Confession receive 
an official interpretation in the light of ·specific cases, to the Conclusions 
of tbe FRES and to the Declaration made by the Synod of 1959. Patently, 
Synod wanted our Committee to make its investigation in the light of 
what Synod has decided, adopted and declared, not to make an in
vestigation of its decisions, adoptions and Declaration to find out whether 
or not they are correct. 

We must, then, make a thorough study. But we are not to start de 
novo. We must study tbe whole problem of the relationship of inspiration 
and infallibility in tbe light of the Scriptures and the Creeds. We must 
also study tboroughly the matter on which Synod withheld judgment 
in the light of the Conclusions of the FRES of 1958 and tbe Declaratiori 
of Synod of 1959. 

The Synod of 1960 has more recently declared "that it is tbe right of 
the churches and any ecclesiastical committee to study and test in the 
light of Scripture (italics in original) all creedal statements and synodical 
declarations" (Acts, 1960, p. 72). Our committee must accordingly keep 
in mind both the intentions of tbe Synod of 1959 and tbe reminder of the 
Synod of 1960 tbat the one and only absolute standard of all pronounce-
ments is the Holy Scriptures. . 

Having submitted these initial remarks in regard to our mandate, our 
committee presents its report according to the following arrangement of 
materials: 

r. INTRODUCTION 

II. THE TESTIMONY OF SCRIPTURE 

III. DOCTRINAL IMPLICATIONS OF SCRIPTURAL TESTIMONY 

IV. THE WITNESS OF THE CREEDS 

V. DOCTRINAL IMPLICATIONS OF THE CREEDAL WITNESS 

VI. SYNODICAL PRONOUNCEMENTS 

VII. CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS 

VIII. THE "PERIPHERY" QUESTION 

IX. RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A. Limitation of scope of work 
In introducing this study of the relationship between inspiration and 

infallibility in tbe light of Scripture and tbe Creeds, we would, at the 
outset, delineate and limit the scope of our work. Such a study might 
conceivably extend to the entire doctrine of Scripture. Obviously a 5e~ 
lection must be made. 
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In the judgment of the committee the following matters, while they 
warrant mentioning, do not require detailed study at this time because on 
them there is common agreement among us. 

1. The distinction between the original text of the Bible and the many 
translations of the original 

The activity of the Holy Spirit in inspiring Holy Scripture was an 
unique phenomenon, limited to the writing of the original manuscripts. 
It does not extend to the translation of the originals. Accordingly, there 
is no perfect translation. The church has the continuous task to produce 
translations which reproduce the original text as closely as possible. 

We therefore take exception to the position of the Roman Catholic 
Church, which has declared that the Vulgate is the authentic translation 
of the Bible (d. Council of Trent, Sessio IV; Vaticanum, Sessio III). 
The text of this translation is considered to be lithe doctrinal authority of 
the Church, by the guidance of the. Holy Spirit" (d. G. C. Berkouwer, 
Het Probleem der Schriftkritiek, p. 213). 

2. The distinction between the autographs and the various manuscripts 
of the Bible 

There exists today a vast number of manuscripts of the Bible or parts 
of the Bible. We do not, however, possess any of the original writings as 
they came from the authors' hands. Abraham Kuyper has given an ex~ 
planation of this fact in these words. "Such autographs might soon have 
been idolized, and apparently it pleased the Lord to prevent this evil by 
rather exposing His Holy Scriptures to the tooth of time than to lead HiS 
church into the temptation of superstition" (Encyclopedia III, p. 67). 
It is impossible to speak with absolute certainty on this matter, but we 
must recognize that the extant manuscriptS contain variant readings. 
However, many of these variants are of a very insignificant nature. "The 
vast bulk of the Word of God is not affected by variations of text at all. 
Many of the variants concern differences in spelling only. Others can 
be readily accounted for as scribal embellishments" (Everett F. Harrison, 
in Revelation and the Bible, p. 240). In the New Testament the verses 
that give real difficulty can be counted; they are Matt. 16: 13b; Mark 16: 
19,20; Luke 22:43, 44; John5:4; John 7:53, 8:11; Acts8:37; I John 
5:7 (d. F. W. Grosheide, Hermeneutiek, p. 153). In the Old Testament 
there are also some real problems of which the conflict in numbers found 
in parallel passages is a striking example (d. II Samuel 10:18 and I 
Chronicles 19: 18; I Kings 4: 26 and II Chronicles 9: 25). 

In spite of these difficulties it is justifiable to speak of a most careful 
preservation of the text of Holy Scripture through the centuries. The 
recent discovery of the Dead Sea Scrolls has only confirmed our con~ 
fidence in the reliability of the traditional text. It has aptly been stated: 
"What we possess in our present Bible is a remarkably substantial copy 
of this first set of writings, the purity of which is determined by the re
search of lower criticism" (E. J. Carnell, An Introduction to Christian 
Apologetics, pp. 192, 193). F. W. Grosheide has remarked, "Sometimes 
the suggestion is made that the text of the New Testament is uncertain to 
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such an extent that we can speak no longer of an infallible Bible. The 
first requirement for such an infallibility, so the suggestion goes, is that 
we know precisely what it is that is infallible. This we do not know. 
Now we readily agree with the thesis that infallibility belongs, strictly 
speaking, to the writings as they were written by men of God by inspira
tion of the Holy Spirit. But it is wrong to say that we do not really possess 
these writings any more. First of all, quite a number of difficulties about 
the text can be solved with certainty. The remaining ones are of no con
sequence. A famous English scholar has intimated that only one thou
sandth part of the New Testament may be called dubious. And recently 
discovered ancient fragments of the Bible (Chester-Beatty Papyri) show 
that. the text which is generally accepted today was the current text of 
the s_econd century. However true it ,may be in' itself to assert that the 
textual differences make no point of the doctrine of salvation uncertain, 
this need ,not even be mentioned. It is, however, necessary to point out 
that they are insignificant for. the text itself" (Bijbelse H andboek, II, 
p.53). 

The position from which we proceed is that the perfections of Scripture 
apply in the first instance to the original manuscripts and to the various 
extant manuscripts and copies to the extent that they faithfully reproduce 
the original. The difficulties with which the variants confront us do not 
prevent us from maintaining that we have in our Bible today the very 
Word of God. 

3. The distinction between the mechanical and the organic theory of 
inspiration 

The writers of Scripture were not passive instruments of the Holy 
Spirit. Although it is true that some parts of Scripture were literally 
dictated (cf. Exodus .34:27; Revelation 2:1), other passages place the 
active participation of the human authors beyond dispute (d. Proverbs 
25:1; Luke 1:1-4). This activity of the writers accounts for the differ
ences in language, style, and manner of presentation. The organic theory 
of inspiration would give due recognition to the human"" aspect of Scrip
ture (cf. Acts, FRES; 1958, p. 48). 

The mechanical dictation "theory, which is found in the Consensus 
Helvetica (1675), finds no defense today in the churches maintaining the 
Reformed Confessioris. Berkouwer rightly states that the distinction be
tween the divine and the human element may never be used to make a 
separation between "them. "The doctrine of organic inspiration does not 
indicate a compromise nor the admission of an accommodation of the di
vine revelation by which the reliability of Holy Scripture might be en
dangered, but has reference to the mystery of the Holy Scripture in the 
miracle of its realization in which in an inscrutable way the Holy Spirit 
took into His service what was in itself an imperfect human instrument, 
but by means of which He presented to us that reliable Word which is a 
lamp unto our feet and a light unto our path" (Het Probleem der Schrift-

. kritiek, pp. 352-353) . 
The doctrine of organic inspiration to which we hold on the one hand 

guards against the negation and/or depreciation of the human partici-
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pation in the inspiration of Scripture and on the other hand upholds the 
priority and sovereignty of Goel over the human agents He used to pro· 
duce the Sacred Scriptures. 

B. Basis of our study 
The doctrine of inspiration assumed 'by this study is that which is set 

forth in the Belgic Confession; Articles III and V, and in the Conclusions 
of the FRES as adopted by the Christian Reformed Synod of 1959, i.e., it 
assumes "an inspiration of an organic nature which extends not only to 
the ideas but also to the words of Holy Scripture," so that "Holy Scrip
ture in its entirety is the Word of God written.)) 

The doctrine of infallibility assumed by this study is that which is set 
forth in the Belgic Confession, Articles IV, V, VII, and in the Con
clusions of the FRES as adopted by the Christian Reformed Synod of 
1959, i.e., it assumes that the Old and New Testaments are two canonical 
books "against which nothing can be alleged," that we are to believe 
"without any doubt all things contained in them" because "the doctrine 
thereof is most perfect and complete in all respects'" "that Scripture in 
its whole extent and in all its parts is the infallible and inerrant Word 
of God." 

The doctrine of the Bible, the Word of God written, assumed by this 
study is that which the Bible itself provides, i.e., it assumes that the Bible 
is the dynamic WORD of God, a light to our path (Psalm 119: 105), 
the living and active discerner of the thoughts and intents of the heart 
(Hebrews 4: 12), that which is able to make us wise unto salvation (II 
Timothy 3: 15), the Word that will endure forever (I Peter 1:25). Ac
cordingly, our purpose in this study is not to investigate coldly and dis
passionately a supposedly dead and inactive book which we by careful 
exegesis may increasingly control or manipulate. Our purpose is rather, 
by reverent and painstaking analysis, to subject ourselves increasingly to 
the inscripturated Word by bringing every thought into subjection to the 
obedience of Christ (II Corinthians 10: 5). The God of thc Scriptures, 
who in inspiring His own Word once spoke through the inspired written 
Word, still speaks through it today. We recognize that our attitude must 
be that of listening ever mOre intently to the voice of God speaking in 
the Scriptures. 

C. Defining the question 
The present question to be considered is: What is the relationship 

between the doctrine of plenary and verbal inspiration and the doctrine 
of infallibility in the light of Scripture and the Creeds? (') 

It is not to be asked whether there is a relationship between the doc
trine of inspiration of Scripture and the doctrine of Scriptural infalli-

(1) -Plenary inspiration and verbal inspiration are often used interchangeably. 
Both indicate that the Scriptures in their entirety are inspired. However, the two 
terms are not identical in meaning. Plenary inspiration refers to the scope of 
inspiration, meaning that the whole of Scripture is inspired. Verbal inspiration 
refers to the intensity of inspiration,- meaning that all the parts (words) are in
spired. 
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bility. This is admitted (In all sides. (') Moreover, the Conclusions of the 
FRES on Inspiration say expressly that the Biblical doctrine of inspiration 
holds "that the human authors of Scripture were moved' by the Holy 
Spirit so as to insure that what they wrote communicated infallibly God's 
self-revelation" and, "does not ... allow for the inference that Scripture 
may be regarded as a fallible human witness to -divine revelation, for 
such an evaluation constitutes an attack upon the glorious sovereign work 
of the Holy Spirit in inspiration." The Conclusions also state: "The con
siderations that Scripture pervasively witnesses to its own God-breathed 
origin and character and that as redemptive revelation it is necessarily 
characterized by the divinity which belongs to redemption are the ex
planation of the sustained faith of the historic. Christian church that 
Scripture in its whole extent and in all its parts is the infallible and in
errant Word of God.)) 

The question then is not whether the Biblical doctrine of the verbal in
spiration of Scripture implies Biblical infallibility. That it most certainly 
does, and that fact is not being challenged in the present discussions. 
But there remains the question of the nature of the relation between in
spiration and infallibility and the clarification of the latter. 

II. THE TESTIMON'S::," OF SCRIPTURE 

Before examining the testimony of Scripture, it should be observed that 
our submission to Scripture's self-testimony and, our minute study of 
Scripture to discover with some measure of precision what that self-testi
mony is, involves us at the outset in an acknowledgment of Scripture's 
absolute authority. We approach this particular study of Scripture in the 
confidence that Scripture's own account of its origin and nature is his
torically trustworthy and doctrinally authoritative. We study to learn, 
not to evaluate or criticize. We look to Scripture as our teacher, nO,t as 
a mere participant in our discussion.(3) It is our presupposition that 
God, in Scripture, speaks authoritatively and trustworthily concerning 
Scripture; and that to discover what God has said concerning Scripture 
we must canvass what Scripture says concerning itself, giving due weight 
to each word which Scripture employs in its self-testimony. This is the 
presupposition of faith. As such it is faith's "yes" to the affinnation of 
the Holy Spirit in our hearts in that act which has become technically 
known as the testimonium Spiritus S ancti internum. 

A word of caution is here in order, however. The internal testimony 
of the Spirit is not an independent source of revelation concerning Scrip
ture. It is neither more nor less than an internal affirmation of the Spirit 
in our hearts of that which He testifies to 'us externally in the S~ripture. 
As the Westminster Confession says, "Our full persuasion and assurance 

(2) Synod of 1959 adopted the recommendation of the Board of Trustees which 
contained a declaration of the Seminary Faculty "that there is a necessary con" 
nection between the Scriptural teaching on Inspiration and Infallibility rightly 
understood" (Acts, 1959, p. 73). 

(3) This of course does not imply the stamp of approval on doctrines such as 
some propounded by the Pharisees, which the Scripture records, but does not ap" 
prove and may even repudiate. 
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of the infallible truth and divine authority thereof, is from the inward 
work of the Holy Spirit bearing witness by and with the Word in our 
hearts" (eh. I, V). The content of that internal testimony is not, there
fore, to be learned by analyzing our faith; nor is it to be learned by an 
independent examination of the internal testimony of the Spirit. So we 
are led back to Scripture to test OUf faith with respect to Scripture and 
to discover just what it is to which the Spirit bears testimony in our hearts 
concerning Scripture. 

A. II Tim. 3:16, 17: "Every Scripture inspired of God is also profitable 
for teaching, for reproof, for correction, for instruction which is in right
eousness: that the man of God ,may be complete, furnished completely' 
unto every good work." 

1. Relevant Observations: 
a. This is one of. the loci classici for the doctrine of verbal inspiration 

of Scripture. 
b. Without reflecting here on the role of the human agency in' the 

writing of Scripture, Paul declares Scripture's full divinity. Whatever 
else Scripture may he, it is "God-breathed" (theopneustos).(') It is 
HGod-breathed" in such a fashion that, as Paul understands it, it is all 
one to say HScripture says" as to say "God says" and conversely. A 
number of passages.from the Pauline epistles illustrates the point. 

(1) Gal. 3: 8, "And the Scripture, foreseeing that God would justify 
the Gentiles by faith, preached the gospel beforehand unto Abraham, 
saying, In thee shall all the nations be blessed." A quick reading of this 
verse would leave the impression that a message had come to Abrahim 
by a certain "Scripture." From the 'Genesis account of this episode, how
ever, we learn that this is not the case. Gen. 12: 1-3 tells us plainly that 
Jehovah spoke this "gospel" to Abram by direct revelation. 

(2) Rom. 9:17, "For the Scripture saith unto Pharaoh, For this very 
purpose did I raise thee up that I might show in thee My power, and 
that My name might be published abroad in all the earth." . . . Once 
more Paul asserts that "&.cripture" speaks. But the witness of Exodus 
9: 13ff is that this message was communicated directly to Moses who was 
commanded in turn to speak it to Pharaoh. 

(3) Gal. 3:22, "But the Scripture shut up all things under sin, that 
the promise by faith in Jesus Christ might be given to them that believe." 
This passage illustrates the same point in a somewhat different fashion. 
Nevertheless here also Paul uses "Scripture" for God. 

(4) Acts 13:32-35, Although this passage is from Luke's account of 
Paul's preaching rather than from Paul's own writings, it ought to be 
considered. We read: "And we bring you good tidings of the promise 
made unto the fathers, that God hath fulfilled the same unto our children 

(4) It has been suggested that theopneustos should be understood in the active 
voice so that we ought to interpret Paul to say here that Scripture breathes God 
or is "gifted with God's Spirit, breathing the Divine Spirit," H. Cremer in Herzog's 
Realencyclopedie, 1880, sub "Inspiration." This suggestion has not generally found 
favor among scholars, however. Warfield has adequately refuted it in his article 
"God-inspired Scripture" (The Inspiration and Authority of the Bible J pp. 245ff). 
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in that He raised up Jesus; as also it is written in: the second psalm, Thou 
art My Son, this day have I begotten Thee. And as concerning that He 
raised Him up from the dead, now no more to return to corruption, he 
hath spoken on this wise, I will give you the holy and sure blessings of 
David. Because he saith also in another psalm, Thou wilt not give Thy 
Holy One to see corruption." In this significant passage Paul quotes 
three verses from the Old Testament (Ps. 2:7; Isa. 55:3; Ps. 16: 10) and 
ascribes them all directly to God .. The peculiar relevance to the present 
discussion of this Pauline use of Scripture becomes apparent when we 
observe that in their original settings the first passage quoted is intro
duced with the words, "Jehovah said unto me." The second, however, 
has no such introduction but appears only in the context of the normal 
prophetic formula, "Thus saith Jehovah." The third makes no express 
claim to divine authorship at all. It is therefore apparent that for Paul 
whatever 'is found written in Scripture can properly be ascribed directly 
to God simply because it is in Scripture whether or not there appears, 
with respect to it, any kind of explicit claim to divine authorship. This 
does not mean, of course, that every statement found in Scripture taken 
in isolation is to be understood as revelatory of the mind of God, or that 
Paul would make such a claim. It is the fool and not God who says in 
his heart, "There is no God" (Ps.14:1). , 

c. Paul speaks of "every Scripture" or. "all Scripture" (pasa graphe), 
i.e. every Scripture which is included in "the sacred writings," ·vs. 15. 
And there is no warrant to suppose that Paul intends to ascribe "God
breathedness" only to portions of these inspired writings. They are, he 
quite clearly asserts, in their entirety "God-breathed." Paul's own ex
tensive use of Scripture in his preaching and writing indicates how far 
he understands that "God-breathedness" to extend. Nowhere does he 
cast doubts on any of the accepted writings nor on any portions of them 
but rather makes free and indiscriminate use of many of them. In his 
account of Paul's ministry Luke records references to Exodus (1), 
I Samuel (1), II Samuel (1), Psalms (3), Isaiah (5), Habakkuk (1), 
and possibly also Genesis (1). In Paul's epistles there are unmistakable 
references to Genesis (15), Exodus (8), Leviticus (4), Deuteronomy (13), 
I Kings (2), Job (1), Psalms (20), Proverbs (1), Isaiah (24), Jeremiah 
(3), Hosea (5), Joel (1), Habakkuk (1), Zechariah (1), Malachi (1), 
and possible references to Numbers (1) and Ezekiel (1). 

It is highly relevant to note that these include references to historical 
narrative, psalmody, wisdom literature, prophecy, and legislation. Al
though Paul himself was chiefly interested in doctrine and morality, he 
accepts all the Scriptures, in whatever literary category, as belonging 
to the "God-breathed" body of sacred writings. 

Furthermore, Paul's own use of Scripture indicates that the quality 
of "God-breathedness" extends to the very words of Scripture. Paul 
does not hesitate, when th~ purpose of the Spirit so demands, to turn an 
argument on the form of a word. Gal. 3:16'is the classic example: "Now 
-to Abraham were the promises spoken, and to his seed. He saith not, 
And to seeds, as of many; but as of o~e, And to thy seed, which is 
Christ." 
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It is evident, then, that the writer of II Tim. 3:16 viewed the. whole of 
the body of canonical writings possessed by Israel in the days of Christ 
as comprising the "God-breathed" Scriptures which are profitable for 
perfecting the man of God. For that reason he called them "the oracles 
of God" (Romans 3:2), a term in itself highly significant, for, as Wameld 
has amply shown, it means "divinely authoritative cornmunications/' 
"emanations from God," "God's own utterances" ("The Oracles of God," 
Inspiration and Authority of Scripture, pp. 403,404). 

The question of the status of New Testament writings naturally arises 
in view of the fact that the discussion so far has dealt only with Paul's 
view of the Old Testament canonical writings. Obviously we are faced 
with a difficulty here, for the New Testament body of writings was not 
yet in existence. There was as yet no finished and accepted canon. Nor 
is there any sure reference in Paul's letters to New Testament writings 
other than his own. It is true that I Tim. 5: 18b appears to be a quota
tion from Luke 10: 7. If it is, and the possibility is not to be doubted, 
then we have an explicit equating of a New Testament writing with the 
Old -Testament Scripture, for in one breath Paul quotes from Deuter
onomy and from Luke, and introduces both with a single formula, "the 
Scripture saith." It is not sure, however, that Paul has Luke's gospel in 
mind. It may be that he is but quoting a common proverb, based on Old 
Testament teaching, a proverb also known and used by Jesus. 

. Be that as it may, it is significant that Paul, while holding to the view 
of a canon of "God~breathed" writings which constitute "the oracles of 
God," claims for his own teaching, either oral Or written, equal status. 
The word that .he preached was not "the word of meri" but "the word of 
God" (I Thess. 2: 13). That which he wrote was "the commandment of 
the Lord" (I Cor. 14:37). He that does not obey the writing of the 
apostle is to be disciplined (II Thess. 3: 14). If any man preach or teach 
any other gospel than that which Paul proclaimed, he is to be accursed 
(Gal. 1:8,9). When Paul speaks as an apostle of Jesus Christ to the 
churches it is "Christ that speaketh" in him (II Cor. 13:3). Paul did not 
learn his gospel at the feet of men but rather received it "through reve
lations of Jesus Christ," Gal. 1:12, some of which were "exceeding great" 
(II Cor. 12:7). 

Such statements as these, together with the authority over the faith and 
practice of the churches which Paul pervasively claimed, indicate clearly 
that he expected the churches to accept a new body of authoritative, 
Spirit~taught writings which were to serve as authentic witnesses to and 
interpreters of the new and final series of revelatory events centered in 
the earthly ministry and resurrection of Jesus Christ. He did not give, 
and could not have given any indiCation as to the identity and number 
of all these writings. Yet he quite obviously considered his own writings 
to be among them (d. Col. 4: 16). He gave to the church, moreover, a 
standard by which to judge the canonical acceptability of any message, 
oral or written. This he did when he wrote, "If any man preach unto 
you any gospel other than that which we preached unto you, let him be 
anathema" (Gal. I: 9b) . 
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We ought to conclude, therefore, that it is consistent with Paul's teach
ing to extend the idea of "God-breathedness" to New Testament writings 
also. 

d. The quality of "God-breathedness" is what makes Scripture "profit
'able for teaching, for reproof, for correction, for instruction in righteous
ness." By asserting its profitableness in these categories Paul claims for 
Scripture both divine authority and divine trustworthiness. He places all 
men under the authority of this word even as he himself made Scripture 
the final court of appeal and the solid foundation for his own faith and 
teaching (cf. Acts 17:2, 3; 26:22, 23; 28:23). At the same time he calls all 
men to believe with him, "all things which are according to the law, and 
which are written in the prophets" (Acts 24: 14). He who would be a 
"man of God," "complete, furnished completely unto every good work" 
must submit to the "God-breathed" Scriptures as completely trustworthy 
and profitable for teaching, reproof, correction, and instruction in right
eousness. 

Obviously, this divine authority and trustworthiness which Paul claims 
for Scripture extends as far as "God-breathedness" extends, that is to all 
the sacred writings in their whole extent and in all their parts, even to 
the very words. 

e. While it is clear that Paul asserts the divine authority and trust
worthiness of Scripture, extending as far as the "God-breathedness" of 
Scripture extends, i.e. to its whole extent and to all its parts, even to its 
words, there remains the question: on what matters does Scripture speak 
with divine authority and trustworthiness? 

The claim expressly made by Paul in the passage presently under con
sideration is that Scripture speaks with divine authodty and trust
worthiness on those matters "which are able to make thee wise unto sal
vation" (vs. 15), i.e., those matters which are able to teach, to reprove, 
to correct, and to instruct in righteousness "that the man of God may be 
complete, furnished completely unto every good work" (vs. 17). In mak
ing this claim for ,Scripture Paul focuses his attention on the message of 
which Scripture is the sole witness and of which, by virtue of inspiration, 
it is an authoritative and trustworthy witness. 

However, Paul's own use of Scripture as the teacher, corrector, re
prover, and instructor in righteousness with divine authority and trust
worthiness, demonstrates his conviction that, in order to speak its divine 
message with absolute authority and trustworthiness, Scripture must speak 
with absolute authority and trustworthiness on many things. On matters 
of doctrine, of course: Rom. 3:4 (Ps. 51:4); ROll. 3:10-18 (Ps. 14: Iff; 
53: Iff; 5:9; Isa. 59:7f; Ps. 36:1); Rom. 4:3 (Gen. 15:6); Rom. 4:7, 8 
(Ps. 32:11); Rom. 9:15 (Ex. 33:19); Rom. 9:27 (Isa. 10:221); Rom. 10: 
18 (Ps. 19:4); Rom. 11:8 (Isa. 29:10; Deut. 29:4); I Cor. 3:19 (Job 
5:13); I Cor. 3:20 (Ps. 94:11); II Cor. 9:9 (Ps. 112:9); Gal. 3:11 
(Hab. 2 :4), etc. 

but also on matters of tbe divine promises: Rom. 9: 33 (Isa. 28: 16) ; 
Rom. 10:11 (Isa. 28:16); Rom. 10:13 (Joel 2:32); Rom. 11:26,27 
(Isa. 59:20f; 27:9); Rom. 15:9-12 (Ps. 18:49; cf.lI Sam. 22:50; Deut. 
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32:43; Ps. 117:1; Isa. 11:10); Rom. 15:21 (Isa. 52:15); I Cor. 15:27 
(Ps. 8:6); I Cor. 15:54,55 (lsa. 25:8; Hos. 13:14); II C()r. 6:16 
(Lev. 26:12; Ex. 29:45; Ez. 37:27; Jer. 31:1); II Cor. 6:17, 18 (lsa. 
52: 11; Hos. 1: 10; Isa. 43:6); Gal. 3:8 (Gen. 12:3); etc.; 

on matters of prediction: Rom. 9:25 (Hos. 2:23; 1:10); Rom. 10: 
19 (Deut. 32:21); Rom. 10:20 (Isa. 65: 1); Rom. 15:3 (Ps. 69:9); 
I Cor. 1:19 (Isa. 29:14); I Cor. 2:9 (Isa. 64:4; 65:17); I Cor. 14:21 
(Isa. 28: 11£); Eph. 4:8 (Ps. 68: 18); etc.; 

on matters of ethical principles and moral precepts: Rom. 7:7 (Ex. 
20:17; Deut. 5:21); Rom. 10:5 (Lev. 18:5); Rom. 12:19 (Deut. 32: 
35); Rom. 12:20 (Prov. 25:21£); Rom. 13:9 (Ex. 20: 13ff; Deut.5: 
17ff); I Cor. 1:31 (Jer. 9:24); II Cor. 6:17 (lsa. 52:11); Gal. 3:10 
(Deut. 27:26); Gal. 3:12 (Lev. 18:5); Gal. 3:13 (Deut. 21:23); Gal. 
5:14 (Lev. 19:18); Eph. 4:25,26 (Zech. 8:16; Ps. 4:4); Eph. 5:31 
(Gen. 2 :24); Eph. 6:2, 3 (Ex. 20: 12; Deut. 5: 16) ; I Tim. 5: 18 (Deut. 
25:4). 

This last reference is of particular interest because the Old Testament 
legislation to which Paul here refers seems to be one of the lesser precepts 
given to Israel by Moses. God had said, "Thou shalt not muzzle the ox 
when he treadeth out the corn." Whether or not the specific prohibition 
set forth in this precept was still in force; in Pa,ul's day he does not say. 
But he clearly asserts that the ethical principle embodied in it is binding 
on the church. Guided by this principle the church is to count the 
elders that,rule well to be "worthy of double honor, especially those who 
labor in the word and in teaching" (I Tim. 5: 17). "Is it for the oxen 
that God careth," Paul asks the Corinthians, "or saith he it assuredly for 
our sake?" (I Cor. 9:9, 10). The question is rhetorical. His answer: 
"Yea, for our sake it was written." From it he draws the conclusion that 
they who sow spiritual things ought properly to reap carnaJ things from 
those to whom they minister (vs. 11). 

and on matters of history: Special interest attaches to this last in view 
of the modern attacks on Bible history. Consequently it warrants a more 
extensive discussion. A survey of the evidence reveals the following: 

(1) Paul accepts the genuinely historical character of Bible history. 
He knows nothing of myth or saga. His allegorical use of the history of 
the two sons of Abraham (Gal. 4: 22ff) is no evidence to the contrary in 

. view of the overwhelming witness to his acceptance of the true historicity 
of the Biblical narratives. He accepts as genuine history: 

(a) the Biblical account of the origin of the world (Acts 17: 24) ; of 
man (Acts 17:26; I Cor. 11 :8,9; 15:45,47; I Tim. 2: 14) ; of sin (Rom. 
5:12ff; I Cor. 15:22; I Tim. 2:13 and of death (Rom. 5:12, 15,17; 
I Cor. 15:22); 

(b) the Biblical account of the life of Abraham; the promises made 
to him (Gal. 3:8, 16); his faith (Rom. 4:2f), even in the face of severe 
tests (Rom. 4: 18ff); the election of Isaac (Rom. 9: 7; 9: 13, 16), the 
promise to Sarah (Rom. 9: 9) ; the generation of Ishmael by Hagar with 
its sequent complications (Cal 4: 22ff) ; 

(c) the peculiar circumstances of the birth of Esau and Jacob (Rom. 
9: 10-12) ; 
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(d) the Biblical account of the Exodus: Moses' confrontation of 
Pharaoh (Rom. 9: 15, 17); God's leading oUsrael by the cloud (I Cor. 
10: 1, 2); the crossing of the Red Sea (I Cor. 10: 1,2); the forty years' 
journey (Acts 13:17ff); the sins of the people (I Cor. 10:5,7,8,9,10); 
the judgments of God in the wilderness (I Cor. 10: 5, 8, 9, 10); the ex
perience of the people with the manna which they gathered (II Cor. 
8:15); the giving of the law on the tables of stone (II Cor. 3:7); the 
transfer of glory to Moses for which reason he veiled his face (II Cor. 
3: 7ff) ; 

(e) the conquest of Canaan (Acts 13: 19) ; 
(f) The history ofthe judges (Acts 13: 20) ; 
(g) Israel's request for a king (Acts 13: 21 ) ; 
(h) the reign of Saul (Acts 13:21, 22); 
(i) the history of David (Acts 13:22, 36); 
(j) the visit of Elijah to Mount Horeb (Rom. 11: 2ff) 
(2) Paul accepts the revelational character of Biblical history. This 

becomes abundantly evident from the writings of the apostle in which he 
at times draws important theological conclusions from historical events. 

In Romans 4 he proves from Old Testament history that his doctrine 
of salvation by faith alone apart from the works of the law is the true 
and ancient doctrine of salvation. He recalls the Scriptural declaration, 
"And Abraham believed God, and it was reckoned unto him for right
eousness" (Gen. 15:6). In this statement alone he finds substantiation 
for his doctrine. The unassailable proof, however, is furnished by history, 
viz., that Abraham was declared righteous before "he was in circumcision 
(Rom. 4: 9ff) and before the giving of the law (Rom. 4: 13) . 

Similarly in Romans 9: 6ff Paul proves the doctrine of election by 
pointing to the history of the early patriarchs where the principle of God's 
sovereign selectiveness operated openly in the election of Isaac and Jacob. 

Again, in Romans 11: 2ft' there is an appeal to history to substantiate 
the doctrine of the covenant faithfulness of God in His saving of a rem
nant. This instance is the more evidential in view of the fact that Paul 
does not appeal to the larger movements of Old Testament history but 
rather to a relatively minor event in that history, the experiences of Elijah 
when he in discouragement retired to Mount Horeb. 

Paul believes that Old Testament history is revelatory also of moral 
principles. He points the church of Corinth (I Cor. 1O:5ff) to the record 
of Israel's waywardness and God's judgments in the wilderness. Then he 
adds significantly, "Now these things happened unto them by way of 
example; and they are written for our admonition, upon whom the ends 
of the ages are come" (I Cor. 10: 11 ) . 

Furthermore, the proper conduct of women in the church is controlled 
by the historical fact that "the man is not of the woman; but the woman 
of the man; for neither was the man created for the woman; but the 
woman for the man" (I Cor. 11: 8, 9). Similarly the proper place for 
the woman in the corporate life of the chnrch is also determined by his
torical facts. "But I pennit not a woman to teach," Paul wrote to Tim,; 
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othy, "nor to have dominion over a man, hut to be in quietness. For 
Adam was first formed, then Eve; and Adam was not beguiled, but the 
woman being beguiled hath fallen into transgression" (I Tim. 2: 12-14). 

In yet another place Paul draws conclusions concerning the glory of 
"the ministration of righteousness" which came in Jesus Christ by re~ 
calling the glory which shone on the face of Moses as the mediator of 
"the ministration of condemnation" (II Cor:. 3:7ff). 

Moreover, the obligation of the saints and Christian congregations to 
share their possessions with the needy is discovered by Paul in the fact 
that when God provided Israel with manna in the wilderness, "he that 
gathered much had nothing over; and he that gathered little had no 
lack" (II Cor. 8: 15). 

And whatever may be the correct interpretation of Paul's - to us -
strange use of Biblical history in Gal. 4: 22ff, it is quite evident that the 
apostle views the history of the two sons of Abraham as revelational. 

This survey of Paul's use of Old Testament history abundantly shows 
that in his mind, this history is genuinely revelatory and is of one piece 
with that revelation of God in Christ and in the Holy Spirit which con
stitutes the supreme disclosure. The history of the Old Testament is just 
as truly a vehicle of divine revelation and speaks with equal authority, 
although with neither the fulness nor the finality, as the revelation in 
Jesus Christ. In his own use of Scripture Paul honors the principle which 
he frequently expressed in. various ways but set forth most clearly in 
Romans 15:4. "For whatsoever things were written aforetime were writ
ten for our learning, that through patience and through comfort of the 
Scriptures we might have hope." 

(3) Paul accepts the trustworthiness of Old Testament history. No
where does he call it into question. Wherever he uses it for purposes of 
instruction he assumes its complete reliability. (See the passages noted 
under (2) above.) 

It must be recognized, however, that Paul's evaluation of Old Testa
ment history is not from the point of view of the secular historian. It is 
rather from the point of view of an apostle of Jesus Christ whose mission 
it was to witness to the revelation of God. That is to say, his high evalu
ation of the Old Testament is not as a history book as such but rather as 
a written revelation of God which was communicated not only through 
theophanies, prophetic disclosures, and Spirit-inspired poetry and wisdom 
literature, but also through a history which was an essential part of that 
revelation. 

That stich a written revelation does not, in Paul's mind, require the 
fulness of historical account nor the precision of detail required by the 
modern science of historiography is evident from Paul's own use of his
tory. Two examples will suffice. In Acts 13: 18-20 Paul employs three 
enumerations within the space of three verses: the number of years that 
God nourished Israel in the wilderness; the number of nations whose 
land Israel inherited; and the number of years in which God "gave them 
their land for an inheritance." It is noteworthy that in the first and third 
instances Paul introduces his numbers with an adverb indicating ap-
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proximation an~ that in the second instance he simply takes over the 
symbolic figure of Deuteronomy 7: 1. That the figure of Deuteronomy 
7: 1 is symbolic of completeness rather than historically precise is evident 
from the fact that of the many tribal listings only three contain seven. 
(Deut. 7: 1; Joshua 3: 10; 24: II) and these omit mention of such tribes 
as the Ammonites, Moabites and Rephaim. The usual listing gives but 
five or six (Ex. 3:8, 17; 13:5; 23:23; 33:2; 34:11; Deut. 20:17; Joshua 
9:1; 11:3; 12:8; Judges 3:5; Nehemiah 9:8; I Kings 9:20; Numbers 
13:29; II Chron. 8:7). An early listing gives ten (Gen. 15:19-21). 
Evidently approximation and symbolic figures are, in Paul's mind, often 
exact enough for the purposes of sacred history. . 

When the apostle employs New Testament history he shows the same 
attitude toward fulness of detail and precision. Only such detail and such 
precision interests him as is required by his immediate purpose. In I Cor. 
15: 5-8 the apostle provides the' Corinthians with a list of witnesses to the 
resurrection, naming them evidently in the order in which the resurrected 
Lord appeared to them. The list, however, is incomplete .for it makes no 
mention of the Lord's appearance to the women (Matt. 28:9), to Mary 
Magdalene (Mark 16:9; John 20: 14ff) , and to the two disciples on the 
way to Emmaus (Luke 24: 13ff). Neither does it record the second ap
pearance of Jesus to the disciples at Jerusalem (John 20: 26ff) nor His 
appearance to the seven at the sea of Tiberius (John 21). And if his 
statement, "then to all the apostles", has reference to the final appearance 
at Jerusalem (Acts 1 :9-12; Luke 24:50) he does not give sufficient detail 
for us to be sure. Furthermore he speaks of "the twelve" when in reality 
there were but eleven, d. Mark 16:14. We may also note that he once 
more employs round numbers, d. "about five hundred brethren." 

Nevertheless, because the apostle evidently assumes the complete trust
worthiness of all the Biblical narratives of which he makes use in his 
ministry, we must conclude that he accepted the Biblical record as a 
wholly trustworthy account of a revelational history even though he de
manded of it neither excess nor rigid exactitude of detail. 

This leads to a concluding observation. What for Paul is the central 
purpose of Scripture as a "God-breathed" writing, what the focal point 
of God's inspiring activity, and what the proper use of Scripture, is in
dicated by a series of declarations which can be gleaned from Luke's ac
count of Paul's labors and from Paul's own writings. Above aU, Paul 
used Scripture to witness to Jesus Christ (Acts 17:2, 3; 26:22,23; 28:23; 
d. 13: 7ff; 17: 11). This witness must not be conceived narrowly, how
ever. The Scriptures testify not only of -the person and work of Jesus 
Christ but also of the will of God for those who are in Christ. They 
"were written for our learning, that through patience and through com
fort of the Scriptures we might have hope" (Romans 15:4. d. 4:23,24); 
or as the apostle elsewhere asserts, "for our admonition, upon whom the 
end of the ages are come" (I Cor. 10:11). Therefore Scripture must be 
received as that which is "able to make thee wise unto salvation through 
faith which is in Christ Jesus" (II Tim. 3: 15). It is "profitable for teach
ing, for reproof, for correction, for instruction in righteousness; that the 
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man of God may be complete, furnished completely unto every good 
work" (vss. 16, 17). In his use of Scripture and in his teaching concern
ing Scripture the apostle always keeps his eye on the central purpose of 
Scripture. Whatever he says about Scripture' must therefore be under
stood of Scripture as the revelation of God in writing. 

On what matters, then, does Scripture speak with divine authority 
and trustworthiness? On all matters which have direct or indirect bearing 
on the self-disclosure of God which is of one piece, which has come in 
history, which has been communicated through various means including 
redemptive history and a' "God-breathed" Scripture and which ha"s in 
view to make men "wise unto salvation through faith which is in Christ 
Jesus." This is to say that Scripture speaks with divine authority and 
trustworthiness on all things on which it chooses to speak in so far as it 
chooses to speak of them. There are many matters on which Scripture 
has not chosen to speak, e.g. geometric theorems, cosmology, laws of syl .. 
logism, principles of elocution. On such things Paul does not claim that 
Scripture speaks with authority and trustvvorthiness. But on all matters 
on which it has chosen to speak in its inspired commu.nication of the self· 
disclosure of God, it speaks with absolute authority and trustworthiness, 
and on these matters in so far as it has chosen to speak of them. 

Conclusions: 
1. Paul understands Scripture to be the God-inspired, written embodi· 

ment of God's special self-disclosure to men which has as its specific pur· 
pose to make men '\vise unto salvation through faith which is in Christ 
Jesus." That disclosure reveals God's will, His acts, His promises, His 
covenants, His purposes, and is made in history by means of historical 
events, theophanies, miracles, verbal communications," and special in· 
fluences of the Holy Spirit on the hearts of men. 

2. Paul claims for Scripture complete divine authority. What Scripture 
speaks, God speaks. Through the special divine activity of '''spiration'' 
God becomes the supreme author of all of Scripture. Before this authority 
men must bow unquestioningly. 

3. Paul claims for Scripture complete trustworthiness. Through it the 
God "who cannot lie" speaks to men. What God says to men through 
Scripture is to be believed implicitly. 

4. Paul claims for Scripture complete divine authority and trustworthi· 
ness on all matters on which Scripture chooses to speak in so far as it 
chooses to speak of them. 

B. II Peter 1 :19-21 "And we have the word of prophecy made more 
sure; where unto ye do well to take heed, as unto a lamp shining in a 
dark place, until the day dawn, and the day-star arise in your hearts: 
knowing this first that no prophecy of Scripture is of private interpreta· 
tion. For no prophecy ever came by the will of man: but men spake 
FROM God; being moved by the Holy Spirit." 

1. Relevant Observations: 
a. Peter's purpose is that the Christians may be "established in the 

truth" (vs. -12) which_ is the '~Power and coming of our Lord Jesus 
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Christ" (vs. 16) of which the apostles had been eye and ear witnesses 
(vs: 18) and by which the apostles had had confirmed to them the word 
of prophecy (vs.19) whereunto the believers do well to take heed, bear
ing in mind that no prophecy is of private (personal or subjective) in
terpretation. Scripture must be in.terpreted according to God's revealed 
plan. For no prophecy is of human initiation; it originates from God. 
And if we may take our key from vss. 12-16, prophecy must be inter
preted as it relates to the "power and corning of OUf Lord Jesus Christ." 

h. Vs. 21 begins with "for" (gar), linking it with the preceding in the 
sense that it is the basis or confirmation of the foregoing. The readers do 
well to "take heed" because prophecy is of divine origin. Although vss. 
19-21 may not give a comprehensive statement as to the nature of Scrip
ture, they clearly indicate Peter's view that Scripture must be heeded be
cause it is from God. 

That Peter in this way honored Scripture can be demonstrated from 
his own use of Scripture as we find it in his epistles and preaching (cf. 
Acts). . 

1) Scripture must be "heeded" : 
-in matters of doctrine, cf. I Peter 1: 24 (Isa. 40: 6), I Peter 3: 10 

(Ps.34:12f), IPeter5:5 (Prov.3:34), II Peter2:22 (Prov.26:11), 
Acts 2:25-28 (Ps.16:8-11), Acts 4: 11 (Ps.118:22); 

-in matters of promise, cf. I Peter 2: 6 (Isa. 28: 16), Acts 2: 35 (Ps. 
110:1); 

-in matters of prediction, cf. I Peter 2:7 (Ps. 118:22), I Peter 2:8 
(Isa.8:14), Acts 2: 17-21 (]oeI2:28, 32), Acts 3:22 (Deut.18:15,19); 
-in matters of moral precepts I Peter 1 : 16 (Lev. 11: 44), I Peter 2 : 

21ff. (Isa.53: 9) ; Acts 1: 20 (Ps. 69: 25, Ps. 109 :8). 
2) Scripture is from God: 
I Peter 1: 10-12 teaches clearly that the prophets possessed the "Spirit· 

of Christ" by which they predicted the sufferings of Christ. The prophets 
were given truth by revelation, and Peter's readers had come to know this 
truth through "them [the apostles] that preached the gospel unto you by 
the Holy Spirit sent forth from heaven" (vs. 12). 

Whether it may be concluded that Peter is here also making a claim 
of divine origin for the New Testament writings, including his own, is not 
certain, but certainly he does for the message the apostles proclaimed. 
It is in any case plausible to conclude that the apostolic writings are in
cluded in his purview since he complains (II Peter 3: 15, 16) that the 
unsteadfast wrest the writings of Paul rr as they do the other Scriptures" 
thereby implying that Paul's writings are in a similar category with "the 
other Scriptures." Again in I Peter 1: 25 he links the "word of the Lord 
which abideth forever" (Isa. 40: 8) to the "word of good tidings" which 
was preached to the believers. 

c. Vs. 21 clearly teaches that as God's revelation comes to man there 
is human activity as well as divine: 

1) "men spake" (elalesan). Trench, in his Synonyms of the New 
Testament, -contrasts laleo with lego, and indicates that although laleo 
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must not be understood in the New Testament in the contemptuous sense 
of "chatter," as Plato defined it, yet laleo is used to emphasize audible, 
articulate speech while lego emphasizes the words uttered and "that these 
correspond to reasonable thoughts within the breast of the utterer" 
(p. 268). 

From the usage of the word laleo, and from the immediate context in 
which Peter affirms that "no prophecy of Scripture is of private inter
pretation" because "no prophecy ever came by the will of man," we must 
infer that the prophecies of Scripture were initiated by the Spirit of God. 

Caution should be exercised, however, that the human activity in the 
process of revelation be not deprecated. The specific force of laleo itself 
does not permit of depriving the utterer the understanding of his own 
message. Furthermore, it must be ·noted that the word laleo is used even 
of God and Jesus. A third consideration which forbids deprecating the 
human role which the authors played is the fact that anthropoi is the 
subject of the sentence not only, but is placed grammatically in the posi
tion of emphasis. This is underscored in the Expositor's Greek New Tes
tament as follows: "It is of much significance for the interpretation of 
the whole passage that anthropoi occupies a position of emphasis at the 
end of the sentence, thus bringing into prominence the human agent" 
(cf. in loco) . 

~~ M en spake from God." Since there is variant reading, "holy men of 
God," which is not without authority, we ought not rest too great"weight 
of argument on these words. Let it only be noted that either reading 
implies authority and official status on the part of the men and their 
message. 

2) "Being moved by the Holy Spirit," clearly speaks of the activity of 
God in the giving of prophecy. Yet it is difficult to determine precisely 
what that activity is. It is noteworthy that the word feromenoi is used 
and not feroumenoi. The former is from fero which denotes a more or 
less intermittent action; while the latter is from foreo, which denotes a 
more continuous action (d. Trench op. cit.). Neither is agomenoi used 
which describes the general leading of the Spirit exercised over all Chris
tians (cf. Rom. 8: 14). Again, neither is didasko employed which would 
suggest the idea of transmitting knowledge (cf. I Cor. 2: 13) . 

"Being moved" suggests the idea of being borne along. In Acts 27: 15, 
17 this verb appears again in the passive voice where it is interpreted in 
the somewhat figurative sense of being driven. Since feromenoi in this 
passage is passive it ought to be understood in the sense that men were 
driven by the Spirit to speak. ,They were energized by the Spirit and 
under a divine compulsion to utter the Spirit's message. The word feTo
menoi taken by itself would not teach that the content of the message was. 
given by the Spirit, but in this passage it bears this connotation since we 
are told that "no prophecy ever came by the will of man." 

d. This is the only instance in the New Testament in which the word 
lero is used with the Holy Spirit. This indicates that Peter has in mind 
a very singular activity of the Spirit. It is Peter's way of describing the 
manner in which the Holy Spirit influenced the prophets to speak their 
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message. It may be of interest to note that ieTo is used in the LXX with 
the Holy Spirit in the compound form epitero in Gen. 1: 2, "And the 
Spirit of God moved upon the face of the 'waters." Here also a very 
special act of the Holy Spirit is suggested. A rather significant parallel 
therefore can be observed between Gen. 1: 2 and II Peter 1 : 21. 

e. The expression, "Men spake from God, being moved by the Holy 
Spirit," has implications for the relationship between inspiration and 
infallibility. To understand what these implications are one must examine 
Peter's statement in the light of the larger context of Scripture. 

"Being moved by the Holy Spirit" is an activity which must be dis
tinguished from that general endowment of the Spirit which qualifies men 
for office and from that leading of the Spirit which is common to all 
believers which activities of the Spirit did not and does not make men 
immune from sin and error, d. the lives of Joshua, Jephthah, Samson, 
Saul, David, and Peter (Gal. 2:13). The specific word chosen by Peter 
carries in it the thought of a more complete mastery of the human object. 
Its force is evident from its use in Acts 27: 15, 17 where we read that the 
storm-tossed ship was so "driven" by the wind that there wa's no power 
in the ship to resist or even to set a course. What the effect of this in
fluence was on the prophets can be learned from a study of the claims and 
ministry of the prophets. 

L A first" 'observation which demands our attention is that although 
the prophets do ~ot claim for themselves the influence of the Spirit of 
God, with the exception of Ezekiel (2: 2', 3 :24, 8: 3, 11: 1, 11 :5, 11 :24, 
43: 5) and possibly Micah (3: 8), Zech. 7: 12 does speak of "words which 
Jehovah of hosts had sent by his Spirit by the former prophets." Chrono
logically all the Old Testament prophets except Malachi (and possibly 
Joel) are to be included in Zechariah's' category "former prophets." We 
may- therefore conclude that Moses, Samuel, David, Nathan, Elijah, 
Elisha and the major and minor prophets are those who. spoke "words 
which Jehovah of hosts had sent by his Spirit." Zechariah even indicates 
that the influence of the Spirit upon the prophets extends to the very 
words of the message. This is consistent with the Biblical description of 
a prophet as seen by relating Ex. 7: 1, "and Aaron thy brother shall be 
the prophet," with Ex. 4: 15, "And thou shalt speak unto him [Aaron], 
and put the words in his mouth." Note also Jer. 1 :9, "Then Jehovah 
put forth his hand, and touched my mouth; and Jehovah said unto me, 
Behold, I have put my words in thy mouth." 

2;' A second observation is that "being moved by the Holy Spirif' must 
be understood as an intermittent activity of the Spirit upon the prophet 
and not as an abiding quality of the prophet. This is consistent with the 
general use of lero. The intermittent nature of this unique influence of 
the Spirit is pointed up by the example of the prophet Nathan who on 
one occasion sought to speak for God while relying on his own personal 
judgment in advising David to proceed with the construction of the 
temple. God's correction of 'Nathan's former declaration illustrates the 
fact that Nathan was not always speaking in the Spirit and that only 
when the Spirit was upon him was he moved to speak the word of God. 
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It further illustrates that prophecy came not by the will oiman, but by 
the will of God. This illustration, moreover, confirms the trustworthiness 
of Scripture since from it we can learn that if a prophet misspoke himself 
the Lord did not leave the matter unattended. It is noteworthy, how
ever, that there appears no other instance where the Lord "corrects" his 
prophet's utterance,. 

3. Another important effect that "being moved by the Holy Spirit" 
had upon the prophets was that they were filled with courage and power. 
They, e.g., Elijah and Isaiah, stand fearlessly before hostile kings; they, 
e.g. Amos, preach boldly to unreceptive audiences. Sometimes they are 
compelled to speak even at the cost of their lives. Thus th.e dynamic of 
[eromenoi is d.emonstrated in the ministry of the prophets. They had an 
implicit faith in their mess~ge and they were willing to risk their lives for 
it. They knew that what the Lord had spoken was indubitable truth and 
commended the total acception and submissio~ of the people. 

4. A fourth observation which must be made is that the message of the 
prophets was endowed with a singular power. The claim of the Lord in 
Isa. 55: 11 "so shall my word be that goeth forth out of my mouth: it 
shall not return unto me void, but it shall accomplish that which I 
please ... " is realized constantly. In some instances it converts, in oth~r _ 
instances it hardens, but it always prospers in the thing whereunto the 
Lord sent it. 

A final observation is that the message of the prophets manifests a 
remarkable unity. This is particularly striking since it appears that there 
is little or no collaboration among the prophets. They arise in different 
generations, and in different localities. Yet they always speak th~ same 
message, "Seek ye the Lord." They always denounce the mind 6f the 
flesh. 

We conclude, therefore, that although the prophets do not generally 
claim to speak under the direct influence of the Spirit there is a strong 
prophetic witness to the Spirit's activity in the ministry of the prophets, 
d. Ezekiel and Zechariah, an activity which did not necessarily exempt 
the prophets from sin and error in other areas of life but which did 
"move" them to proclaim the "words which Jehovah of hosts had sent by 
his Spirit." This indicates a divine revelation and a transmission of that 
revelation which is completely authoritative and trustworthy. 

2. Pertinent Questions: 
a. Is Peter restricting his discussion to the stri,ctly prophetic element of 

the Old Testament? 
The following considerations may indicate that Peter's words could be 

understood as referring solely to the prophetic element. 
I)The word "prophecy" is used repeatedly (vss. 19,20,21). 
2) The preceding context deals with the history of salvation which the 

prophets had predicted. 
More weighty considerations, however, would indicate that Peter in~ 

tends to include the entire Old- Testament under the term "prophecy": 
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. 1) It was natural that Peter would speak of the "word Cif prophecy" 
since he is indicating in the context that the coming of Christ had been 
predicted. This prediction is found in the prophets' elements of the Old 
Testament. 

2) The predictions of Christ's coming are not found exclusively in 
the books of the prophets, and Peter refers to, at least one prediction 
which is fouod in the book of Psalms (cf. I Peter 2:7). 

3) Peter urges his readers to "take heed, as unto a lamp shining in a 
dark place" which suggests more than the writings of the prophets. It 
implies taking heed to the moral teaching of the Old Testament and 
lessons of Old Testament history as well (cf. II Peter 2:1ff). 

It is to be concluded then that Peter's use of the word "prophecy" 
'ought not to be understood in the restrictive sense, but pars pro tota. The 
force of Peter's words is that the whole of the Old Testament came not 
by the will of man, but from God. 

Yet even if the term "prophecy" as used by Peter be understood to 
refer to the Old Testament prophecies alone, as some pJ;'efer to under· 
stand it, it is of minor consequence. The honor and esteem which the 
Jews generally gave to the rest of the Old Testament, particularly the 
writings of Moses, were certainly as high as any that they accorded to 
the writing of the prophets (d. Luke 16:29-31). It ought to be observed, 
furthermore, that Peter makes free use of historical sections and ob-
viously accepts them as history with revelatory and normative value. For 
example: 

1) In his epistles he obviously accepts the historicity of Abraham and 
Sarah (I Peter 3: Sf), the deluge of Noah (I Peter 3: 20, II Peter 3: 5, 6), 
the false prophets of the Old Testament (II Peter 2: 1), Noah (II Peter 
2 : 5 ), Sodom and Gomorrah (II Peter 2: 6), Balaam and the speaking ass 
(II Peter 2: 15f) . 

2) In his preaching as recorded in Acts he indicates that he accepts the 
historicity of the prophet Joel (Acts 2:16), of David (Acts 2:29), of 
Abraham, Isaac and Jacob (Acts 3: 13), and Moses (Acts 3 : 22) . 

h. Recognizing that men were the agents by which God communicated 
his message, and that the role of these men was significant, as pointed up 
by the emphatic position given anthropoi in the sentence, what may be 
deduced from this passage as to the effect of the human activity upon 
the finished product of Scripture? 

1) The Bible is intensely human for it is written in human language. 
It has no esoteric style or vocabulary. It employs commonly understood 
rhetoric. The prophets spoke in the vocabulary and thought patterns of 
their time. 

2) This humanness bears a varied character as exemplified by the fact 
that the books of Scripture differ greatly in style, vocabulary, idiomatic 
expression, cultural outlook and influence. 

3) In the main it can be said that although the Spirit moved the 
prophets to speak, the message they spoke was not exclusively God's mes
sage. It beca~e their message also. The prophets were indignant con-
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cerning the sins and injustices they were called upon to denounce. They 
were sorrowful about the message which announced judgment and doom 
on Israel. They rejoiced in the message of salvation and reconciliation. 

4) Peter gives no hint of a -"ready-made" Scripture which fell from 
heaven as the Moslems and Mormons claim for their holy writings. OUf 

Scriptures have come to us by the voice and hand of man. 
c. What may he deduced from this passage as to the effect of the 

Spirit's activity upon the finished product of Scripture? 
1) The prophets' speaking (and its inscripturation) was not of a 

common or ordinary character. Their speaking is to be distinguished, 
not only from the ordinary speech of men, hut even from the official 
teaching of the law by the priest in the temple. The uniqueness of their 
message is suggested by the word feromenoi~ "moved," since this verb 
is used to describe a special and extra-ordinary activity of the Spirit( cf. 
reo Gen. 1: 2 above). Although they speak in the language of men, there 
is an intensely divine stamp upon the message. They accurately predict 
the fate of evil nations and the punishments of wayward Israel. More 
amazingly they predict the coming and sufferings of Christ announcing 
the salvation of Israel through him. 

2) Since the prophets were "moved by the Holy Spirit" it is natural 
that Scripture should be considered the Word of God, the ultimate in 
normative authority. 

3) Since the prophets were "moved by the Holy Spirit" Peter mani
festly believed that their message was the bearer of divine power, so as 
to assure its fulfilment, d. Isa. 55: 11. We should observe then that Peter 
is emphasizing here the reliability of the Scriptures of which this dynamic 
is an essential element. We may conclude then that because of the in
fluence of the Spirit of God upon the prophets, their message is com
pletely trustworthy. 

d. Is it to be assumed that Peter's claim concerning what "men spake" 
may also be applied to the inscripturation of their words? 

Yes, for Peter's direct reference is to Scripture seeing that it is only by 
way of the inscripturated message that the prophets could speak to Peter 
and his readers. 

3. General Conclusions from II Peter 1 :19-21. 
a. Peter's claim that "no prophecy ever came by the will of man, but 

men spake from God, being moved by the Holy Spirit" clearly indicates 
that the Scriptures have their origin in God. In this sense the Bible is 
wholly divine. 

b. Men were the agents of the Holy Spirit in the production of the 
Scriptures. Hence Scripture was written in human language, by as well 
as for men. In this sense the Bible is fully human. 

c. The activity denoted by the word feromenoi is a singular one, and 
must not be confused with the general endovvrnent of the Spirit. The 
prophets were impelled (and in some instances were compelled, e.g. 
Jonah) to speak, and their message was the very "words which Jehovah 
of hosts had sent by his Spirit." 
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d. Peter's own use of Scripture demonstrates that he accepted it as 
completely trustworthy and authoritative on that which it speaks. No
where is the reliability of Scripture -brought into question. It is every
where assumed. 

e. What Paul says positively, "all Scripture is inspired" (II Tim. 3: 
16), Peter says even more forcefully in a negative statement, "no prophecy 
ever came by the will of man .... " Paul makes an all inclusive· state
ment, "All Scripture ... " and says that in its entirety it is the product of 
inspiration. Peter makes an all exclusive statement, "No prophecy ever 
came by tpe will of man'" by which he teaches that there is no Scripture, 
but it has come from God. Paul speaks of inspiration; Peter speaks of 
men being moved (or driven) by the Holy Spirit. Both make it clear that 
the uniqueness of Scripture lies in its divine origin and that therefore 
bears divine authority and divine trustworthiness. 

c. Matt. 5:18: "For verily I say unto you, Till heaven and earth pass 
away, one jot or one tittle shall in no wise pass away from the law, till 
all things be accomplished." Luke 16:17: "But it is easier for heaven and 
earth to pass away, than for one tittle of the law to fall." 

1. Relevant observations: 

a. Jesus here makes a claim concerning "the law." What is included 
in this "law"? Does Jesus have reference merely to the moral, civil, and 
ceremonial legislation of the Old Testament? Does He have in mind the 
five books of Moses which were commonly called "the law" by the Jews? 
Or does He refer to the whole Old Testament Scripture which was some
times called "the law"? (I Cor. 14:21; John 10:34; 12:34; 15:25 etc.). 

The succeeding context would suggest' the first in view of the fact that 
Jesus speaks of "righteousness" and -proceeds to give a commentary on 
the moral precepts of the law which He sets over against -the official 
commentary of Judaism. However, it must not be overlooked that the 
discussion is introduced with the declaration, "Think not that I came to 
destroy the law or the prophets; I came not to destroy, but to fulfil." At 
this point, at least, both law and prophet~ are in Jesus' purview. Neither 
may it be overlooked that at the conclusion of vs. 18 Jesus indicates as the 
temporal terminus ad quem of His claim for "the Law,'~ "till all things 
be accomplished." This would strongly suggest that "the prophets" are 
still in His purview at this point. It is safe to conclude, therefore, that by 
"the law" in vs. 18 Jesus was speaking of the whole Old Testament Scrip
ture. In fact, any other conclusion would be hazardous in view of in
sufficient evidence to the contrary. 

The similar statement found in Luke 16: 17 is also preceded by an 
introduction which indicates that not the law narrowly conceived but the 
whole Old Testament is in mind, d. vs. 16: "The law and the prophets 
were until John." 

b. The claim made concerning Old Testament Scripture is that "one 
jot or one tittle shall in no wise pass away from the law till all things be 
accomplished" (Matt. 5: 18); rather that ,'it is easier for heaven and 
earth to pass away, than for one tittle of the law to fall" (Luke 16: 17). 
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c. It can hardly be supposed that Jesus is here talking about text 
transcription. This is not His universe of discourse. Consequently He ob
viously uses the expression "one jot or one tittle" figuratively. His'mean
ing is not that the smallest detail of the text of Scripture will never be 
lost or changed, but rather that not even the smallest detail of the mes
sage of Old Testament Scripture shall fail. 

d. His claim is that the message of Old Testament Scripture is charac
terized by an indefectible authority and trustworthiness. Its message, 
even to its smallest detail, shall stand unchangeable and with abiding 
authority. Not one tiny particle of that message can "fall." Its message 
in its whole extent and in all its parts is "infallible." It' is its message 
and not the inscripturation of that message for which Jesus here makes 
a Claim. 

e. Nevertheless, that message, in its whole extent and in all its parts, 
even to the smallest and least significant detail, is known only by way 
of its inscripturation. This is what the particular figure employed by 
Jesus caJls forcefully to our attention. If it had been a spoken message 
that He had had in mind He would have had to say, Not one syllable 
or voice inflection shall pass away. Instead He speaks of "jot" and 
"tittle." The thought cannot be escaped, therefore, that Jesus here as
sumes that the message of Old Testament Scripture, the message which 
shall "in no wise pass away" and which cannot "fall," was accurately 
expressed in the sacred writings down to their very "jots" 'and "tittles." 
He that would know that message must heed every "jot" and "tittle" 
and must have confidence in it because the message it conveys "shall in 
no wise pass away." • 

f. Jesus' own use of Scripture illustrates the point thus made. When 
answering the Sadduccees who questioned Him about the resurrection 
He said, "Ye do el r, not knowing the 'Scripture, nor the power of God . 
. . . . But as touch i ng the resurrection of the dead, have ye not read that 
which V'!aS spoken unto you by God, saying, I am the God of Abraham, 
and the God of Isaac, and the God of Jacob? God is not the God of 
the dead, but of the living." Matt. 22:29, 31, 32, d. Mark 12:24,27. 
The Sadducees had failed to give due consideration to the tense of a 
verb. 

g. But since the primary subject of Jesus' discourse in Matt. 5: 18 and 
Luke 16: 17 is the message of Scripture rather than the written text as 
such, it must be asked what that message is for which He claims inde
fectible authority and trustworthiness. It is expressly that which Jesus 
came "to fulfil" and that which shall surely "be accomplished." In other 
words, it is all that which Scripture says shall be fulfilled and all that 
which Scripture says must be accomplished, and these to the minutest 
detail. To these things Jesus makes obvious, though indirect, reference 
when He calls Scripture "law and prophets." Law and prophecy are 
precisely the things which can be "fulfilled" and "accomplished~" This 
message possesses the ·character of absolute authority and trustworthiness. 

h. The authority and trustworthiness of this message of Scripture is 
such in. the eyes of Jesus that it stands sovereign over history, even over 
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His own participation in history. W·hen His disciples would resist His 
arrest He restrains them with the words, "Thinkest thou that I cannot 
beseech my Father, and he shall even now send me more than twelve 
legions of angels? How then should the scriptures be fulfilled, that thus 
it must be?" Matt. 26:53, 54. Then turning to the mob which stood 
against Him He reminds them that He is subject not so much to their 
power and perversity as to the Scriptures of the prophets. "All this is 
come to pass," He said, "that the scriptures of the prophets might be ful
filled" vs. 56. So it was throughout His earthly career. That which He 
came to do and that which was done to Him was all directed by the 
Scriptures. There was no fortuity ip events. There was rather the "need" 
that all things "be fulfilled ... which are written in the law of Moses, 
and the prophets, and the Psalms concerning (him)': Luke 24:45, cf. v. 
46. Jesus speaks of Scripture as though it were the very counsel of the 
sovereign God to which all is subject. He views Scripture, therefore, as 
bearing the authority of a wholly reliable disclosure of the will and pur
pose of God. Its message is trustworthy and cannot fail of being fully 
realized in history. 

i. The claim which Jesus makes for the message of Scripture has an 
instructive parallel in the claim which He makes for His own words. In 
the course of His eschatological disclosures He paused to say, "Heaven 
and earth shall pass away, but my words shall not pass away" Matt. 24: 
35, and parallels. In saying that His words shall not pass away it is evident 
that Jesus was not speaking of verbal utterances as such. Most of these 
were not recorded and so have not been preserved. Jesus spoke rather of 
the message which His words conveyed. That message, He claimed, would 
not fail. Every word of it· would stand, that is, every part would be ful
filled. 

This is in all its essential points the same claim that Jesus makes for 
Scripture. As His words "shall not pass away" even though heaven and 
earth depart, so not one jot or one tittle "shall ... pass away from the 
law, till all things be accomplished." Although the Lord nowhere makes 
an explicit comparison between His words and those of Scripture, it is 
apparent that He views the words of Scripture as being equally authori
tative and equally trustworthy with His own. 

This is the more significant in view of the fact that Jesus Himself spoke 
by inspiration of the Holy Spirit. Dr. A. Kuyper has well reminded us 
that "the representation ... that Christ knew all things without inspira
tion spontaneously ... is nothing less than the denial of the incarnation 
of the Word. The consciousness of God and the Mediatorial conscious
ness of the Christ are not one, but two, and the transfer of Divine 
thoughts from the consciousness of God into the consciousness of the 
Christis not merely inspiration, but inspiration in its highest form ... (En
cyclopaedia der H eilige Godgeleerdheid, Vol. II, pp. 492f). Jesus made 
it plain that the words He spoke were not His words but the Father's, 
John 14: 10, 24; 7: 16. Furthermore, He spoke the Fathers' words 
through the Spirit. "For he whom God hath sent speaketh the words of 
God: for he giveth not the Spirit by measure" John 3: 34. As One who 
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has received the Spirit He fulfilled His prophetic ministry. Because of the 
influence of the Spirit His words are "the words of God." In Him the 
prophecy was fulfilled which said, "The Spirit of the Lord is upon me, 
because he anointed me to preach good tidings to the poor .... " Luke 
4:18, d. Matt. 12:18. 

Jesus, it is true, received the Spirit without measure. By that token 
He is the "Chief Prophet." But the Spirit He received was the same 
Spirit of inspiration by which the authors of Scripture wrote. Therefore 
Jesus did not hesitate to build the edifice of His own prophetic ministry 
on the foundation of the Old Testament. He spoke as one who had 
authority in Himself to speak forth the word of God, but at the same 
time He accepted the full divine authority of Scripture and submitted to 
it. Although His was "inspiration in the highest form," He accorded to 
Scripture the same respect which He demanded for His own words. 

Conclusions: 
1) Jesus' express claim in Matt. 5: 18 is that the message of Old Testa

ment Scripture, a message which is characterized as "law and prophets," 
a message which shall be "fulfilled!' and which must be "accomplished," 
is of absolute authority and of absolute trustworthiness and stands, as 
respects these two qualities, on an equal plane "With His own words. 

2) This authoritative and trustworthy message is inerrantly conveyed 
by the very jots and tittles of Scripture so that it can properly be identi
fied with Scripture. (') 

3) The absolute authority and trustworthiness claimed by Jesus for 
the message of Scripture, and which by identification of that message with 
Scripture carryover -to Scripture itself, and are applied to Scripture as 
the conveyor of that message, not to -Scripture as an encyclopedia of 
human knowledge. 

D. John 10:35 "If he called them gods, unto whom the word of God 
came (and the Scripture cannot be broken), say ye of him, w hom the 
Father sanctified and sent into the world, Thou blasphemest; because I 
said, I am the Son of God?" 

1. Relevant observations. 
a. The key word, luthenai which is usually translated here "broken" (6) 

has three meanings which cover most of its 34 occurences in the New 
Testament: (1) to release or loosen from anytlllng that binds (Matt. 16: 
19; 18:18; 21:2; Mark 1:7; 11: 2,4,5; Luke 3:16; 13:15, 16; 19:30, 
31,33; John 1:27; 11:44; Acts 2:24; 7:33; 13:25; 22:30; I Cor. 7:27; 
Rev. 1 :5; 5:2; 9: 14, 15; 20:3, 7); (2) to transgress a moral precept 
(Matt. 5:19; John 5:18; 7:23); (3) to destroy anything, to break it 
up, to disintegrate it (John 2:19; Acts 27:41; Eph. 2:14; II Peter 3: 
10,11,12; I John 3:8; d. Acts 13:43). 

(G) This is not to question the legitimacy of textual criticism as an area of 
Scriptural investigation. On the contrary, it highlights its importance. 

(6) So in Authorized Version, American Standard Version, Revised Standard 
Version, Berkeley Version. William's translation has "made null and void." 
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It is difficult to fit the usage of John 10:35 into any oneal these three 
rather well defined meanings. Jesus can hardly have meant that Scrip
ture cannot be transgressed. l\1en can and do transgress its precepts. The 
idea of destroying as expressed in the passages listed above under (3) 
hardly seems to fit either. Jesus is not saying that no one or nothing can 
break up and so destroy Scripture. Nor does the idea of loosing or re
leasing seem to apply ,since there is nothing in the context to suggest 
binding, as though Scripture is so bound to something that it, cannot be 
released. The other instances of the usage of luo are then not of much 
help in determining the precise meaning here. vVe are forced to de
termine that precise meaning on the basis of its immediate context. 

The episode which occasions Jesus' statement is the offense of the Jews 
on hearing the striking claim of Jesus, "I :and the Father are one" (vs. 
30) . In anger they took up stones to stone Him, but hurled first the 
charge, "Thou, being a man, makest thyself God." To that our Lord 
replied, "Is it not written in your law, I said, Ye are gods? If he called 
them gods, unto whom the word of God came (and the scripture cannot 
be broken) say ye of him, whom the Father sanctified and sent into the 

,world, Thou blasphemest; because I said, I am the Son of God?" 

The specific point at issue between Jesus and the Jews here is not 
whether or not Jesus is the Only-begotten Son of God. It is rather 
whether or not Jesus blasphemed when He said, "I am the Son of God." 
The Jews say, yes. If a man calls himself God, or even if he calls himself 
the Son of God, thus maJeing himself equal with God, cf. John 5: 18,he 
has blasphemed and has made himself worthy of death. Jesus said, no. 
Even the Scripture calls men "gods" and does so very directly, saying "I 
said, Ye are gods." (1) Having made that defense Jesus reinforces it with 
the statement: kai ou dunatai luthenai n graphe. This proves His point, 
He says, that He cannot be charged legally with blasphemy. He has done 
no more than Scripture itself has done. "And the Scripture cannot be 
broken." 

It must be noted that Jesus does not here quote a prophecy of which 
He sees the present moment to be a fulfillment, and then add parenthet
ically that no prophecy of Scripture can fail of fulfillment. Nor does He 
refer to a ,commandment and then observe that no commandment of 
Scripture can fail of fulfillment: On the contrary, Jesus quotes a Psalm 
in which the judges of Israel are warned that they themselves have a 
Judge. Although they stand in the place of God (Deut. 1: 17; 19: 17; 
II ehron. 19:6) so that they are even called "gods" they must judge 
their fellowmen as those who will themselves be judged. 

The passage, then, to which Jesus refer~, does not say that men will be 
gods, nor even that they actually are gods. It says only that in some sense 
men can appropriately be called "gods." The language is figurative. 
But it proves that one does not blaspheme merely by calling a man the 
Son of God for Scripture goes farther when it calls human judges "gods." 

(7) He refers to Psalm 82 where Scripture actually calls men "gods" twice, 
vss, 1,6. 
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When, then, Jesus says, "And the scripture cannot be broken [luthe 
nair what does He mean by luthenai? 

The'verb is passive in form and ought to be understood as passive in 
idea. It says that there is something that cannot be done to Scripture. 
The basic idea of the verb seems to be "to loosen" or "to 'release from 
that which binds." By extension it comes to mean "to disintegrate" and 
then "to destroy." Wh,en applied to moral precepts it comes to mean "to 
break their authority or binding character," not that this actually can be 
done, but it can be attempted and every act of disobedience is just such 
an attempt (Mark 7: 13). 

It would seem that it is this last idea which Jesus expresses here, but 
with a 'unique application. As noted above, we do not have here a claim 
about Scriptural precepts, that they cannot be broken, but about Scrip
ture' itself, that it cannot be broken. Jesus affirms that what is written 
is binding on us to accept. We cannot break its binding force. What is 
written stands and it cannot be made to fail. It is secure against attack 
or criticism. What 'is written is written, and it cannot be annulled or 
the force of its words cancelled. 

No doubt this is the same thought expressed by interpreters in a variety 
of ways. Calvin (sub loco) and John Murray (Infallible Word, p. 26) 
both interpret Jesus as meaning that "Scripture is inviolable.') Marcus 
Dods (Expositors' Greek Testament, sub loco) paraphrases Jesus' words 
thus "Scripture cannot be denied or put aside." Lenski (sub loco) un
derstands Jesus to say that "Scripture stands immutable, indestructible 
in its verity." Warfield (op. cit. p. 139) takes Jesus to say that "it is 
impossible for the Scripture to be annulled, its authority to be withstood, 
or denied." 

b. It must be asked, secondly, concerning what Jesus makes this claim. 
He makes it concerning "scripture." "Scripture," He says, "cannot be 
broken." By "scripture" He means: 

1) a body of literature, and that body of literature in its entirety and 
as a unit. He raises no question about the extent 'of Scripture. His claim 
presupposes that there is a commonly recognized body· of writing to which 
he can refer simply as "scripture." Of that whole body of writing, made 
up of many parts, containing a great variety of literary styles, and cover
ing a wide range of subjects, He declares that it "cannot be broken." 

2) a body of literature which possesses a unique character, standing 
discernibly apart from all other literature. It is unique in that it was 
written by men "in the Spirit" (Matt. 22: 43), speaks with divine author
ity (see the above discussion of Matt. 5:18; Luke 16:17), and discloses 
God's plan and purpose of redemption centered in the person and work 
of Christ (Luke 24:27; John 5:39). He speaks of a body of literature, 
therefore, which is so unique that it cannot ultimately be evaluated by 
the canons of any other body of literature but only in terms of itself. 
Concerning such a body of literature Jesus said, it "cannot be broken." 
It is inviolable. 

c. Moreover, Scripture is inviolable not only in its teaching but also 
in its literary framework. In the passage under consideration the point 
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at issue between Jesus and the Jews is not a matter of doctrine, or of 
prophecy, or of historical fact, or of moral precept. It is rather, as we 
have seen, a question of propriety of language, Of, more strictly, a ques
tion of the legality of using a certain mode of expression. It was the 
question, can a man call himself the Son of God without blaspheming? 
Jesus reminds the Jews that Scripture calls men "gods." Concerning that 
language Jesus asserts, "And the scripture cannot be broken." But the 
passage in Psalm 82 quoted by the Lord is not simple didactic prose; 
it is a poetic form of speech. It does not mean to say that men actually 
are "gods," but only that in the office of judge they stand in the place 
of God. 

Elsewhere Jesus has claimed that the teaching of Scripture is inviolable. 
By identifying the message of Scripture with the text of Scripture, even to 
its jots and tittles, He has indirectly made a claim also regarding the trust
worthiness of Scripture as a vehicle for communicating that message. Here 
He makes a claim concerning the literary form in which that message is 
cast and through which it is communicated. He claims that this literary 
form is also inviolable. If this seems to be too large a conclusion, let it be 
remembered that our Lord makes here a sweeping claim concerning Scrip
ture and then applies that claim to a relatively insignificant matter. From 
this we must draw large conclusions. The more sweeping the claim 
and the more minute the application, the larger the conclusion at which 
we must arrive. 

If Jesus had made this claim for Scripture with reference to some mat
ter of faith or practice or prophecy or history, His statement would only 
have reinforced His other statements examined above, but would have 
added nothing essentially new. Now, however, He has made a further 
claim. Speaking of a matter which has to do merely with the literary 
form of Scripture-the fact that by a figure of speech men are called 
"gods" -He declares Scripture inviolable. 

The only way to escape the force of Jesus' words here is to assume 
that Jesus is employing irony in an ad hominem argument. And it is 
true that there is an obvious ad hominem element in Jesus' reply to the 
Jews. Their quickness to accuse Him of blasphemy is prompted by their 
hopelessly legalistic conception of morality. Because He senses the pres
ence of that legalistic mind Jesus chooses not to argue the fundamental 
point with them, whether or not He is indeed the Son of God, but rather 
the fine legal point whether or not, according to the Judaistic concep
tion of the law, He has actually blasphemed. 

However, to assert that Jesus was speaking merely ad hominem in His 
parenthetical remark concerning Scripture would seem to be a de
liberate effort to escape the force of His words. In view of Jesus' own 
respect for Scripture as revealed by His reverent use of it, it is far more 
in character to understand Him as expressing a truth here on which He 
and the Jews both stand. Although often critical of their legalism, Je
sus nowhere else censures their view of Scripture. There is not sufficient 
reason to sup'pose that He does so here. 
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But then we are faced with a very high claim for Scripture. Not only 
does Scripture carry absolute authority and absolute trustworthiness re
garding its message (see above under Matt. 5:18; Luke 16:17) but 

. it is also inviolable in its literary form. This does not mean, of course, 
that grammarians and linguists cannot find language irregularities in 
Scripture. Nor does it mean that all of Scripture is of equal literary 
quality. The point is rather that as a vehicle for communicating the in
spired message of God the literary framework of Scripture is inviolable 
and at no point can its force be annulled. Such is Jesus' claim. 

This is really no more than we might have expected. A written mes
sage that possesses absolute authority and absolute trustworthiness as to 
its message, a message indicated by the very jot and tittles of its script, 
needs an inviolable vehicle of communication. It were strange indeed if 
a wholly divine message were not clothed in an inviolable literary frame
work. And what we might have expected, Jesus explicitly claims. 

2. Conclusions: 
1) Scripture, when evaluated as a unique instrument fashioned for 

a specific purpose, i.e. to provide a permanent, literary embodiment of 
the redemptive self-disclosure of God to men within history, is inviolable. 
It is secure in its truth-character against all the tests of time. 

2) The quality of inviolableness applies also to the literary frame
work of Scripture as the vehicle for the transmission of God's message to 
men, 

III. DOCTRINAL IMPUCATIONS OF SCRIPTURAL TESTIMONY 

With the results of our study of Scripture's self-testimony before us it 
is necessary to correlate our findings and work out their relevance for 
the specific problem at hand, i.e. the relation between inspiration and in
fallibility, and the nature of Scriptural infallibility. 

It would, however, be helpful first of all to examine the word "in
fallible" in order, if possible, to clarify its historic meaning in the theo
logical context in which it is here being employed. Such an examination 
is the more necessary because of the mentality of our times which is 
geared more to the mathematical and descriptive sciences with their 
unique kind of exact precision. 

The Oxford Universal Dictionary on Historical Principles. 3rd edition, 
1955, gives two related meanings for "infallible": "incapable of erring" 
and "not liable to fail," in that order. The first meaning is dated late 
Medieval and the second, 1526. Evidently it is a word of hoary age in 
the English language and of relatively stable meaning. Its stem springs 
from the Latin verb falla which means among other things "to deceive," 
and "to make a mistake." With the prefix "in" it comes to mean "non
deceiving," and "non-erring." 

Of special interest to us is the fact that the word "infallible" appears 
in the English translation of the Belgic Confession of Faith of 1561, 
Art. VII, where it stands in the phrase "this infallible rule" (ceste 
reigle infallible). The context indicates its meaning tolerably well. The 
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'/infallible rule" stands in contrast with the writings, customs, traditions, 
persons, councils, decrees, and statutes of men which are of incomparably 
lesser value because uall men are of themselves liars, and more vain 
than vanity itself." Men are deceivers and vain, i.e., they are prone to 
falsify, to err, and to fail. The Hinfallible rule" possesses just those quali
ties which are not to be found in the works of men. It does not de
ceive; it does not err; it does not fail. It does not do so because of its 
infallibility. 

In the King James Bible of 1611 "infallible" appears but once. The 
lone passage is Acts 1: 3 where Luke speaks of the risen Christ who 
"shewed himself alive after his passion by many infallible proofs, being 
seen of them [tbe disciples 1 forty days, and speaking of the things per
taining to the kingdom of God." The phrase "infallible proofs" trans
lates the Greek tekmeriois. This word is found only here in the New 
Testament but its meaning is not in doubt since it is a word of antiquity. 
The context of the Lukan passage also makes the author's idea clear. He 
is speaking of "that from which something is surely and plainly known; 
an indubitable evidence" (Thayer). On the basis of this word tbe 17th 
century English translators plainly intended to characterize the "proofs" 
of Jesus' resurrection as non-deceiving and non.failing. Thus their 
meaning is remarkably close to that of de Bres in the Belgic Confession . 

. The Canons of Dordt of 1618, '19, employs the concept infallible no 
less than six times, twice adjectively and four times adverbally. It 
speaks of "the infallible fruits of election" (fructus electionis infallibiles, 
de onfeilbare vruchten der verkiezing), I, Art. 12, where the emphasis 
certainly is on the unfailingness of the fruits. A similar stress on un
failingness is to be found in four of the remaining five passages. In II, 
Art. 8, we read of bringing the elect "infallibly to salvation" (ad salutem 
infallibiliter perdueendos, onfeilbaar tot de zaligheid te brengen); in III 
and IV, Art. 12, of regenerating Hcertainly, infallibly, and effectively" 
(certo, infallibiliter, et efficaciter; zekerlijk, onfeilbaarli jk en krachtig
lijk); in III and IV, par. 8, of bending man's will to faith and con
version "patently and infallibly" (ad fidem et conversionem patenter et 
infallibiliter fleetat; kraehtiglijk en onfeilbaarlijk zoude buigen tot ge
loof en bekeering)~' and in V, par. 8, of continuing "infallibly ... in 
faith" (infallibili ... in fide perseverentia; in 't geloof onfeilbaarlijk 
zouden volharden). The sixth passage reads: "If the elect of God were 
deprived of this solid comfort tbat tbey shall finally obtain tbe victory, 
and of their infallible pledge of eternal glory, they would be of all men 
the most miserable," V, Art. 10. Here the revelant-passage appears in the 
original Latin: infallibile aeternae gloriae arrha, and in the Holland: 
onbedrieglijk pand der eeuwige heerlijkheid. It is interesting to note 
that at this point the Dutch translators discarded the usual aonfeilbaar~ 
lijk" and employed ((onbedrieglijk.~' This shift is significant since on be
drieglijk stresses the idea of non-deceptiveness in distinction from onfeil
baarlijk~ the latter expressing more the idea of unfailingness. Obviously 
the Dutch fatbers understood the Latin infallibile when applied to 
"'pledg~" in the context as stressing non-deceptiveness. The "pledge of 
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eternal glori' here spoken 'of would not deceive or mislead the elect. 
Two emphases then are clearly recognized by the Synod of Dordt in the 
Latin concept infallibile, that of non-failingness and that of non-decep
tiveness. 

The idea of security against failure stands foremOst" in chapter XVI, 
ii, of the Westminster Confession of 1647. In speaking of the per
severance of the saints, it declares for "the certainty and infallibility 
thereof." 

\Vhen the Westminster divines spoke of "the infallible rule of inter
pretation of Scripture," I, ix. they obviously had in mind the thought 
of non-deceptiveness. They said, "The infallible rule of interpretation 
of Scripture is the Scripture itself: and therefore, when there is a ques
tion about the true and full se'nse of any Scripture (which is not mani
fold, but one), it must be searched and known by other places that speak 
more clearly." They probably did not intend to say that Scripture un
'failingly interprets Scripture, which would be tantamount to saying 
that there is no passage in Script'ure of which the meaning cannot be 
funy discovered by a careful scrutiny of Scripture. But they surely in
tended to say that the only reliable, undeceiving interpreter of Scripture 
is Scripture. Scripture will not mislead or err in interpreting Scripture. 
In this Scripture stands alone among the interpreters of Scripture. 

The Westminster Confession speaks elsewhere of God's "infallible" 
knowledge which, because it is also "infinite" and "independent upon 
the creature," makes all things open and manifest in God's sight so that 
"nothing is to Him contingent, or uncertain," II, ii. Certainty and non
contingency give us the key to "infallibility" as here employed. "In
fallible" knowledge is not so much complete knowledge, an idea con
veyed by the word "infinite." This knowledge is rather reliable, non
failing and therefore inerrant. The idea of non-failingness gets strong 
emphasis in view of the main force of the sentence, which speaks not 
so much of the knowledge of things as of events. The same is true in 
the chapter on Providence, V, where God's "infallible fore-knowledge" 
is spoken of, and where it is said that "all things come to pass i!llmutably, 
and infallibly," according to the decree of God. 

In Chap. XVIII, ii and iii the Westminster Assembly spoke of "an 
infallible assurance of faith." This infallible assurance stands contrasted 
with the "fallible hope" of unregenerate men, a hope which "shall 
perish." They who posses "infallible assurance" "may ... be certainly 
assured that they are in the state of grace." And "this certainty is not 
a bare conjectural and probable persuasion grounded upon a fallible 
hope." An infallible assurance is one, therefore, which does not deceive 
and does not fail. It is certain. It cannot be in error. 

\Vhat the Westminster divines meant by "the infallible truth" of the 
Word of God, I, iv, can therefore be established by their frequent use 
of the term in these other contexts. The truthfulness of Scripture is 
such, they affirm, that it does not falsify or deceive, does not err, and 
cannot fail. 
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We turu finally to the '''Report of the Committee on Inspiration" to 
the Fourth Refonned Ecumenical Synod of 1958. In this report the in
fallibility of Scripture is frequently asserted. However, when the authors 
of the report turn to a discussion of infallibility they speak simply of 
"inerrancy." Although their fifth conclusion affirms that Scripture is 
the "infallible and inerrant" word of God, it would appear that they 
thought of infallibility primarily in terms of inerrancy. According to 
this report, an infallible Scripture is a Scripture that does not err. . 

The above survey of the biblical and confessional use of the concept 
of infallibility leaves us with little doubt as to its connotations when 
applied to Scripture in the historic manner. It bears three distinct but 
closely related ideas. It says of Scripture that it is non-deceiving, i.e. 
non-falsifying; that it is inerrant; and that it is non-failing. To restrict 
infallibility to inerrancy as the Report on Inspiration appears to do 
would seem to be an impoverishment of the historic meaning. It ignores 
the idea of non-deceptiveness and non-failingness. Perhaps the most 
nearly equivalent term available to us in the English language is trust
worthiness. Admittedly this suggested equivalent looks at the idea from 
the other side in much the same way that effect looks at an event from 
the opposite side of cause. But granted that this be so it nevertheless 
recommends itself to us because it not only encompasses the three ideas 
discovered in the historic meaning of infallibility but also properly 
signalizes the positive truth which the negative statements forcefully 
highlight and simultaneously suggests the attitude which ought to be 
accorded the Scriptures. Scripture; because it does not deceive, does not 
err, and does not fail, is therefore wholly trustworthy and commands 
implicit trust. 

We return now to the correlation of our exegetical findings and a 
discussion of their relevance to the problem of the relation of inspiration 
and infallibility with its related question: How must we understand 
infallibility when applied to Scripture? 

It has been said that "inerrancy is but an inference drawn from the 
fact that all Scripture is inspired of God" (Report on Inspiration). While 
not entirely above criticism (see above), this statement expresses an 
important truth. It fails to indicate, however, who it is that draws this 
inference. That theologians have done so is beyond dispute. That the 
Reformed Churches have done so also is obvious from a reading of the 
historic Reformed Creeds. Yet if it be only an inference drawn by 
theologians and church assemblies it has but limited value. It goes 
without saying that good and necessary inferences may legitimately be 
drawn from Scriptural teaching, yet it would be presumptuous for us 
to assume that the ways of God with men - of which revelation is cer
tainly one - must necessarily conform to the patterns of human reason. 
Not that we are to suppose the presence of the irrational in God's ways, 
but we are to remember that God's thoughts are not our thoughts neither 
our ways His ways. His ways and thoughts are higher than ours as the 
heavens are higher than earth. If, on the other hand, the inference from 
inspiration to inerrancy, or infallibility in the larger sense, is drawn by 
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Scripture itself, then we are on solid ground. Then the inference has 
been legitimatized by revelation itself. 

An examination of Scriptural testimony discloses that this latter is 
indeed the Case. Both Jesus and His apostles accept and assert the 
complete trustworthiness of Old Testament Scripture on the grounds 
that this written word was "God-breathed" (Paul), that it was written 
under the "moving" of the Holy Spirit (Peter), and that by means of it 
men spake "in the Spirit" (Jesus). Old Testament Scripture is made 
up of human words, but because of the sovereign activity of God 
operative in its production this Scripture is the Word of God adorned 
with divine authority and trustworthiness. Of supreme significance" is 
the fact that Jesus, who Himself spoke by the Spirit, ascribed an author
ity and trustworthiness to the Old Testament equal to that of His own 
teaching and Himself bowed submissively to its authority.(8) Moreover, 
He did not take it upon Himself to preserve in writing His gospel of the 
kingdom but entrusted that writing to His appointed ambassadors whom 
He endowed with the Spirit. Their Spirit-taught witness and His Spirit
taught witness as transmitted by them, was to be the Word of God of 
the new covenant. The common denominator between the prophets, 
Jesus, and the apostles which makes their words of equal authority 
and trustworthiness is the Holy Spirit who "leads into all the truth." 
The inference from inspiration to infallibility is indeed legitimatized by 
revelation itself. 

But how must we understand infallibility as applied to Scripture? As 
we have seen, infallibility connotes non-deceptiveness, inerrancy, and 
non-failingness, i.e. ~ll those qualities which make for complete trust
worthiness. How are these to be understood as ascribed to Scripture? 

At this point great care must be exercised. The authors of the Report 
on Inspiration have wisely said, "The concept of inerrancy must not, 
however, be arbitrarily framed; it must be derived from the Scripture 
itself. We may not impose upon the Bible preconceived notions of in
errancy." The same applies equally to infallibility in the larger sense. 
In drawing our inference regarding infallibility we must be careful 
neither to conclude too little nor too much. To do the former would 
be to take away from the words of Scripture: to do the latter would be 
to add; and against both we are solemnly warned (Rev. 22:18, 19). 

Initially we may say that infallibility as an inference drawn from 
inspiration is to be ascribed to Scripture only in accord with the extent, 
nature, and purpose of inspiration. 

The extent of inspiration, we affirm, is both plenary and verbal. It 
reaches to the whole of Scripture and to all its parts. We must therefore 
assume that Scripture's trustworthiness extends to every word. However, 
inspiration with its sequent divine trustworthiness does not apply to each 
word, each "jot and tittle," considered in isolation. Warfield has well 
said that "no one supposes that the mere grammatical forms separately 

(8) How futile then is the attempt of the Form Criticism school to determine 
the exact words. of Jesus and to give them an authority higher than the rest of 
Scripture! 
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considered are inspired·: the claim concerns words in their ordered 
sequence - in their living flow in the sentences ... " (op. cit. p. 425). 
Words must get their meaning from their usage in their respective con
texts else they can be made to do violence to the author's intent. By 
the same token we may not lift any portion of Scripture, however large 
or small, out of its original context in the larger body of inspired liter
ature and still claim for it, in its artificial isolation, divine trust
worthiness. TJ:1at is to say, we can distil.from the doctrine of plenary, 
verbal inspiration only that Scripture possesses a divine trustworthiness 
on matters concerning which it speaks, not on matters on which certain 
passages, in isolation, may seem to. speak, nor yet on matters on which 
men, by improperly handling Scripture; may seek to force Scripture 
to speak. 

It must be observed, however, that this does not allow us in any way 
to eliminate certain troublesome words or statements from Scripture 
on the grounds that they are superfluous to the Holy Spirit's purpose 
and hence participate to a less degree in inspiration. Much less may we 
suppose that some words lie altogether' outside of divine inspiration, 
i.e.) that they appear only by "permission." Any kind of selective 
elimination would be, to say the least, extremely hazardous in view of 
the fact that we possess no criterion' for selecdvity. But, more to the 
point, it cannot be justified on the basis of the doctrine of verbal in
spiration. which demands that every word be accepted as an inspired 
word in the context in which it, stands, "Inspiration," and more precisely 
"spiration" (theopneustos, II Tim, 3:16), is a concept which denotes 
positive action. It hardly allows for passivity. A word may contribute 
an i.dea more or less.incidental to the author's main purpose. Yet every 
word remains an inspired word andmust be supposed to have a purpose 
even when that purpose may be difficult to discern. So all the words of 
Scripture, speaking in their "ordered sequence," are to be received as 
wholly trustworthy, 

As to the nature of inspiration, we begin with the assumption that it 
is org-anie. Although this view is often misconstrued, we do not take 
the time here to expound it at length. Suffice it to say that we mean 
bv this characterization that the Holy Spirit did not suppress the 
personalities of the human writers of Scripture "but rather that he 
wvcrcignly prepared, controlled and directed them in such a way that 
he utilizr.cl their endowments and experiences, their research and re
flection, their lang-uage and style" (Concl. 3, Report on Inspiration). 
Vet He so moved them that what they wrote is the very Word of God. 
On the one hand this does not give warrant for speaking of a fallible 
hllman witness to divine revelation. for such would be a denial of any 
rlistinctively positive effect of inspiration on Scripture. It is precisely 
.the act of divine inspiration that secures for Scripture its divine trustM 
worthiness. On the other hand the organic nature of inspiration pre
cludes defining infaIlibility in terms of purity of literary style, pedantic 
regularity in grammatical construction and orthography or monotonous 
uniformity in literary skill. It warns us further not to expect that the 
human authors wrote from the vantage point of omniscience and full 
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comprehension. They were Inen whose knowledge did not fun ahead of 
their day until they were acted upon by the inspiring Spirit of God, and 
then their kunwledge advanced only in those matters on which God 
would have them speak with authority. 

Finally, there is the purpose of inspiration. That purpose, the churches 
recognize, was to constitute Scripture 'a trustworthy "rule of faith and 
practice." It was, therefore, to constitute, Scripture a self-revelation of 
God possessing an authority and a trustworthiness greater than that 
which can be claimed for any merely human witness, i.e., with an 
authority and a trustworthiness that is divine. Authority and trust
worthiness, to be sure, are not identical. Institutional authority, for 
example, does not depend on trustworthiness. Yet in the realm of wit
ness, authority and trustworthiness are inseparable. Here authority 
extends only so far as trustworthiness, and in the inspired writings 
trustworthiness must be supposed to extend as far as authority. That 
leads us to a helpful conclusion. As an inspired "rule for faith and 
practice)' Scripture must be supposed to speak with divine trustworthiness 
on all matters - matters of fact (historical, phenomenological, theologi
cal, psychological, or whatever), matters -of experience, morality, promise, 
prediction - on which Scripture claims to speak authoritatively. And 
the area of Scripture)s authoritative speaking cannot be limited or 
restricted in any way except by the actual speaking of Scripture. 

The infallibility of Scripture, then, which is to be inferred from the 
extent, nature, and purpose of inspiration is a trustworthiness which 
attaches to all the words of Scripture in their "ordered sequence" and 
which extends as far as the authority of Scripture extends. It is a divine 
trustworthiness in view of the fact that inspiration (God-breathedness) 
constitutes these human writings the very Word of God. It is a trust
worthiness which allows for but is not compromised by the limited 
knowledge and limited comprehension of the human writers and by 
their varying degrees of literary skill. 

7(- * .)C. * 
In drawing these conclusions from the Scriptural doctrine of its own 

divine inspiration, four relevant facts concerning Scriptural revelation 
are to be kept in mind: 

1. Scriptural revelation is genuinely historical and conceptual. It is 
a fact-word revelation. God has disclosed Himself in history by means 
of history. His providential control of all history constitutes a divine 
witness (Acts 14:17) confronting all men and rendering them "without 
excuse" if they do not acknowledge "his everlasting power and divinity" 
(Rom. 1 :20). But this general revelation was as ineffectual unto the 
salvation of fallen man as was the general creative and providential 
activity of God. God's redemptive purposes called for redemptive 
acts in history and for a corresponding redemptive revelation in history. 
Scripture is the inspired record of those redemptive and revelatory acts 
of God together with the revelatory word which signalized and in
terpreted them, and apart from which they possess no genuinely reve
latory or saving efficacy. The redemptive and revelatory acts of God 
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meet fallen man on the historical plane on which man languishes in his 
sins. The revelatory words of God speak to fallen man in the language 
of his human intercourse. These things are everywhere evident in the 
Scriptural witness to God's acting and God's speaking, but nowhere 
more clearly than in the Scriptural witness to the incarnation. This is 
not to deny that divine revelation is personal. It is only to affirm that 
the divine Person has chosen to disclose Himself to human persons by 
means of divine acts and divine words which speak to man in such a 
manner that he, with the enlightenment of the Holy Spirit, can ap
prehend the othervvise incomprehensible and thus enter into personal 
communion with God. 

2. Scripture was not addressed to some non-existent universal man but 
to a certain people living in a certain era of time, and experiencing the 
changing circumstances normal to the living fluidity of history. Although 
communicating a divine self-disclosure intended for and valid for all 
men everywhere and in all ages, it was actually addressed to Israel and 
the apostolic church. Without distorting its message it adapted itself to 
the conditions and the culture of that chosen people. In fact, only by 
such adaptation could the revelation be communicated to any people 
without distortion. Each separate communication necessarily took ac
count of the people to whom it was addressed and of the historical and' 
cultural situation of that people at the time of the communicatiori. To 
be sure, revelation, and the redemptive acts of God to which it attached 
itself, became increasingly dominant as a moulder of that historical and 
cultural situation. And back of these redemptive influences stood the 
all-pervasive providence of God sovereignly forming that historical and 
cultural situation. Nevertheless, the people whose history and culture 
were so formed was a people of a certain time, place, tradition, sense 
of values; and religious perspectives, having its own canons of conduct, 
wisdom, learning, history, etc., specifically, scriptural revelation necessarily 
reckoned with the fact that the people addressed was a people of a 
practical rather than a speculative turn of mind, a people in transition 
from the pastoral, nomadic life to the life of the settled community, a 
people scientifically naive when judged by modern standards, and a 
people influenced by a great variety of cultures as a result of a checkered 
history which brought it out of the cultural circle of Mesopotamia' into 
the cultural circle of Egypt and settled it finally at the juncture of 
these two great cultural centers where it eventually came also under the 
influences of the cultures of Greece and Rome. A true exegesis of Scrip
ture gives due weight to this necessary adaptation. At the same time it 
rejects all efforts to "demythologize" (') the Bible, recognizing that such 
efforts divorce redemptive tfl:1th from redemptive and revelatory fact, 
seeking vainly to maintain the former while ignoring if not denying the 
latter. All attempts to separate the so-called "kerygma" (10) of Scrip
ture from Scripture's historical framework result in a complete loss of 
revelatory content since the "kerygma" of Scripture is a witness to God 
as He discloses Himself in redemptive and revelatory acts. 

(See notes 9 and lOon page 155) 
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3. Thirdly, the Holy Spirit has made use of several kinds of literature 
in His authoritative communication of God's truth, and these must' be 
explained according to the standards of the several kinds. To suppose 
that the demands of trustworthiness are such as to restrict the Holy 
Spirit to one form of literature is as absurd as to suppose that, while 
employing many literary forms,- the Holy Spirit, in order to' speak ",:,ith 
divine trustworthiness, must be governed ,in His speaking by the canons 
'of that'one form which is most direct and most minutely precise. -When, 
-therefore, the Spirit-inspired 'Scripture speaks prophetically it must be 
explained according to the canons ,of 'sacred prophecy; \",Then it speaks 
poetically it must be explained according to the canons of sacred poetry; 
when it speaks chokmatically (e.g. Proverbs), it mus't be explained' ac
cording to the canons of sacred chokma; when it speaks apocalyptically 
(e.g. Revelation), it must be explained according to the canons.of sacred 
apocalypse; and when it speaks historically it must be, explained accord
ing to the canons of sacred history. In each instance we must suppose 
that the Spirit speaks with divine authority and trustworthiness even 
while speaking according to the canons which pertain to the specific 
genus of literature employed. There are, after. all, as has been well said, 
"vague ways of speaking that are truer than strict facts would be. When 
the Psalmist said, 'Rivers of water run down mine eyes, because men 
keep not thy law,' he did not state the fact; but he stated a truth deeper 
than fact, and truer." 

4. Finally, Scriptural revelation is truly progressive. That which is 
"latent" in the Old Testament is "patent" in the New. This progression 
is one, therefore, which must be carefully distinguished from that w~ic,h 
is manifested in the history of human efforts in such areas as philosophy, 
science, and social structuring. These fallible, human efforts have found 
with embarrassing frequency that progress is possible for' them only by 
abandoning old, discredited theories and ideas. The progressiveness 
of scriptural revelation is a progression' from dimness to clear light; 
from prophecy and promise to fulfilment; from shadow and type"to 
substance; from preparation to realization. It is a progression within 
unity and continuity. It is a ,Progression which makes the "old" truly 
old and the "new" truly new without discrediting the Old or isolating 

(9) Rudolph Bultmann, the German theologian with whose name "demythol~ 
ogizing" is usually associated, teaches that in the gospels we find a mixture of 
history and myth. The task of the theologian is to separate the one from the other. 
His conclusion is that the pre~existence, incarnation, resurrection, ascension and 
second coming of Christ all belong to the mythological aspects of the gospel. Of 
these, then, the Bible must be "demythologized." What remains in the gospels of 
historical value is the crucifixion and the Church's faith in the resurrection. The 
true purpose of the gospel message was not to describe supernatural events that 
take place in space and time, but rather to announce the coming of God to man 
and the radical change that this coming makes in man's existence (G. C. 
Berkouwer, H et Werk van Christus~ pp. 44, 45; Baker, Twentieth Century En~ 
cyclopedia of Religious Knowledge, Vol. II, p. 780; P. E. Hughes, Scripture and 
Myth, p, 5), 

(10) Greek for "message," "proclamation," ''preaching'' (R. Bijlsma, Schrif
tuurlijk Schriftgezag, p. 224, ff; P. E. Hughes, idem, p. 5). 
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the New. Because of it the differences between Old and New are very 
real without destroying the unity and continuity of the revelation or 
allowing for conflict and disagreement. 

* * * * 
These conclusions regarding the infallibility of Scripture are remark

ably confirmed by the Scriptural studies undertaken above. Jesus, Peter, 
and Paul are in complete agreement regarding the nature and extent of 
Scriptural infallibility. All Scripture, to its very "jots and tittles" is 
from God. The divine act of inspiration has communicated to all a 
divine quality which causes them to bear in themselves a divine au
thority before which men ought to submit and a divine trustworthiness 
which men ought to accept. There is no question of selectivity and there 
is no thought of greater or lesser degrees of inspiration, authority 
or trustworthiness. Moreover, it speaks with authority on whatever 
it chooses to speak. And when it speaks with authority it speaks with 
complete trustworthiness. To be sure, Scripture does not range ency
clopedically over the whole spectrum of human knowledge. There is 
a central point of focus. Its purpose is to make men "wise unto salva
tion through faith in Jesus ChrisL" Therefore it centrally and per
vasively witnesses to Christ and the way of salvation which God has 
both wrought and supremely revealed in Him. It is for this purpose 
and for this purpose only that Scripture makes use of Scripture, and it 
is from this perspective and this perspective only that Scripture makes 
claims for itself. Scripture presepts itself solely as a divine self-revela
tion of God for redemptive purposes. But in communicating this re
demptive self-disclosure of God Scripture claims to speak 'authoritatively 
~nd infallibly on all matters on which it finds necessity to speak. From 
the point of view of its revelatqry purpose Scripture is inviolable even 
in its literary framework. "The Scripture cannot be broken." 

The question whether or not the word infallibility adequately con
veys Scripture's claim to its own trustworthiness can be confidently 
answered in the affirmative. Remembering that in the historic theologi
cal context it has connoted the ideas of non-falsifying, non-deceiving, 
inerrant, and non-failing, therefore of divine trustworthiness, the Church 
need not hesitate to ascribe infallibility to Scripture. As we have seen, 
these are precisely the claims for itself which Scripture makes and this 
is precisely the kind of confidence which Scripture manifests towards 
itself. Scripture never finds it necessary to correct Scripture or even 
to caution against an over enthusiastic confidence in Scripture:, although 
Scripture does record Christ's warning against a false confidence in Scrip
ture (John 5:39, 40). Whenever Scripture reflects on Scripture it is in 
such terms as manifest complete reliability and whenever S(::ripture uses 
Scripture it does so with the utmost assurance that Scripture is wholly 
trustworthy. 

When applied concretely to Scripture this understanding of infalli
bility means that because God is a God who "cannot lie" (Titus 1:2), 
who does not change (Mal. 3:6) and whose word abides forever (Isa. 
40:8), we must confidently expect that the prec~pts of Scr.ipture are 
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perfectly consistent with each other, mutually compatible, and wholly 
trustworthy as indicators of the will of God for men; that Scriptural 
doctrines partake of the same consistency, mutual compatibility and 
trustworthiness; and that the promises and predictive prophecies- of 
Scripture possess the same qualities. With respect to historical, psycho
logical and phenomenological facts it means that we must confidently 
expect that Scripture possesses such "accuracy" and such "consistency" 
as is required by the Spirit's purpose for speaking of such facts. Scrip
ture does not mention facts merely to memorialize isolated facts. It 
rather includes them in order. to communicate with absolute authority 
and trustworthiness the self-disclosure of God. At this point we must be 
careful, therefore, to apply such words as "accuracy," "inerrancy" and 
"consistency" in no other-way than the nature of Scripture allows. By 
"accuracy," "inerrancy" and "consistency" we should not in the first 
instance mean that the historical, psychological or phenomenological 
statements of Scripture conform precisely - as we today understand 
precision - to event, or circumstance or nature or parallel statement, 
but that they completely fulfil the Spirit's purpose for making these 
statements. This purpose, one must hasten t9 add, can only be discov
ered by a diligent and believing exegesis of Scripture. It is not to be 
posited before interpretation begins, but is to be learned solely from 
the Scripture itself. 

If in any given passage that purpose requires precise conformity to 
event, circumstance, nature, or parallel statement, then a further kind 
of accuracy obtains. Many examples of such accuracy come readily 
to mind: Gen. 21 :5, "And Abraham was a hundred years old, when 
his son Isaac was born"; Gen. 31: lOb, " ... the he-goats which leaped 
upon the flock were ringstreaked, speckled and grizzled"; Ex. 3:2b, "the 
bush burned with fire, and the bush was not consumed"; Amos 1: 1, "The 
words of. Amos, who was among the herdsmen of Tekoa, which he saw 
concerning Israel in the days of Uzziah, king of Judah, and in the days 
of Jeroboam the son of Joash, king of Israel, two years before the earth
quake"; Matt. 1:25, " ... and he knew her not till she had brought 
forth a son'. . . ", etc. In fact it may be supposed that a substantial 
number of the historical, psychological, and phenomenological state
ments of Scripture possess such accuracy since in substantial parts of 
Scripture the intent and purpose of the Holy Spirit requires it. 

But if the purpose of the Spirit in making historical, psychological, or 
phenomenological statements does not require "photographic" precision, 
if it requires only the precision of the "portrait", we may demand nb 
more. When, for example, Moses wrote that the hare and the coney 
"chew the cud" (Lev. 11:5, 6; Dt. H:7); when Jesus said that God 
"rnaketh the sun to rise" (Matt. 5:45)'; when the prophets said of Solo
mon that he "made silver to be in Jerusalem as stones" (I Kings 10: 27) ; 
when Moses said to Israel, "Behold, ye are this day as the stars of heaven 
for multitude" (Deut. 1: 10) ; when Matthew wrote that "Joram begat 
Uzziah" (Matt. 1:8); when Jesus said "for as Jonah was three days and 
three nights in the belly of the whale; so shall the Son of man be three 
days and three nights in the heart of the earth" (Matt. 12:40); when 
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Jeremiah confessed "there is in my heart as it were a burning fire shut 
up in my bones:' (Jer. 20:9); when Jehovah said of Leviathan "His 
breath kindleth coals, and a flame goeth forth from his mouth" (Job 
4.1:2.1); we have no :occasion. for speaking of "inaccuracy", "error", or 
"inconsistency", even though these statements do not speak with 'pe
dantic 'precision, since the contexts in which they appear do not require 
of them precise conformity to event, circumstance, nature, or. parallel 
statement. At the same time, such historical or phenomenological state
ments fully serve the Spirit's purpose and faithfully convey the Spirit's 
intended meaning. From the point of view of their respective contexts 
and the pUTpose of Scripture they are wholly accurate so that through 
them the Spirit speaks with absolute authority and absolute trustworthi
ness. To speak of "inaccuracy," "error," or Hinconsistency" is to speak 
unscripturally of Scripture and can be done only when Scripture is 
subjected to criteria which are not appropriate to Scripture. Whether 
or not the presently accepted text of Scripture is exact is quite another 
matter and belongs to the science of textual criticism. 

What now of the so-called "problem passages" of Scripture in which 
Scripture seems to be inconsistent with itself, or contradictory, or out
right erroneous? This is the not inconsiderable question which must still 
be faced. Let it be remembered, however, that the number of "problem 
passages" is not nearly so great as is sometimes claimed. Most difficul
ties evaporate before a careful and reverent study of the text. There 
remain, nevertheless, some problems which stubbornly resist all efforts 
at solution. It is with these that we are here concerned, and the ques
tion persists, what of-them? 

This is first of all a question of methodology. The question has been 
put somewhat 'as follows: is it more proper to handle the phenomena 
of Scripture, among which the problem passages appear, inductively 
with a view to formulating a doctrine of Scriptural infallibility which 
is in harmony with all the discovered "facts," or is it more proper to 
formulate the doctrine of infallibility from the self-testimony of Scrip
tUre alone and then approach the phenomena of Scripture with an a 
priori commitment to that doctrine? 

It must be observed that this question does not confront liS with 
a choice between radically antithetical approaches to Scripture. It is 
recognized that 'every obedient student of Scripture must begin with 

. the a priori of faith, that is, with the presupposition of faith that Scrip
ture is the only trustworthy authority on Scripture. It recognizes, fur
ther, that within the a priori of faith the believing student of Scripture 
must always study Scripture inductively in order to discover, its message. 
The only question under consideration is, how far must our inductive 
study of Scripture extend in. order to discover the nature and extent of 
Scriptural infallibility? Is this study to limit itself to the self-testimony 
of Scripture, both direct and indirect, or must it also extend to the 
phenomena of Scripture, including the problem p'assages? Must we wait 
with formulating the Scriptural doctrine of its own infallibility until we 
have examined all of Scripture so that our doctrine of infallibility may 
take account of all our "finding," or are we more obedient to Scripture 
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by listening only to the express claims of Scripture, both direct and in
direct, and letting these claims control our study of the phenomena? 

It may seem that the answer to this question is quite obvious. Our 
scientific-mindedness is inclined immediately to say that all the givens 
of Scripture must be canvassed if Scripture is to be, taken seriously. 
Only so can a doctrine of infallibility be composed which is truly 
Scriptural. So obvious does this appear that many have pleaded for just 
this kind of study, suggesting that any other approach fails to do justice 
to the facts of Scripture and may lead to a concept of infallibility which 
would ultimately prove untenable. 

There are, however, decisive considerations which point in another 
direction. Pre-eminent among these is the fact that Scripture has an 
explicit doctrine of its own infallibility. Infallibility is not merely an in
ference drawn from an examination of the phenomena of Scripture. It 
is rather an explicit claim of the Scripture for itself. Nor is it an obscure 
doctrine locked away in some· difficult and unstressed passage. To the 
contrary, when one considers the number of passages in which Scrip
ture's confidence in Scripture is demonstrated he discovers that this 
is one of the best attested of all the doctrines of Scripture. In view of 
this obvious fact, it remains for faith to listen obediently to Scripture's 
own testimony to its infallibility. Faith does not presume to know better 
than Scripture. It does not and it may not withhold judgment as to Scrip
ture's infallibility until it has itself examined all the phenomena of Scrip
ture. Neither does it nor may it allow its inferences drawn from the 
phenomena of Scripture to modify Scripture's doctrine of its own in
fallibility. It may no more presume to rest on its own independent 
judgment here than it may do so in respect to the sinlessness of Jesus. 
The doctrine of the sinlessness of Jesus rests solely on the explicit teach
ing of the Bible and in no degree on our examination of the life of 
Jesus. Even so, our doctrine of Scriptural infallibility must· rest solely 
on Scripture's own claims. To be sure, Scripture illustrates and eluci
dates this doctrine of Scripture. Scripture does not claim one thing 
for itself and then manifest something quite different. Nevertheless, our 
faith in the infallibility of Scripture does not rest on our ·discovery of 
its infallibility. It rests simply and solely on Scripture's claims. The 
same principle which applies in 'the formulating of other Scriptural doc
trines applies here. Although this may seem like reasoning in a circle, it 
is no more so than is our. faith in the deity of Christ which rests pri
marily on His self-testimony. 

Moreover, to suppose that the fact of infallibility is to be learned from 
the self-testimony of Scripture ·but that the nature and extent of infalli
bility is to be learned only by way of an exhaustive examination of 
the phenomena of Scripture is· to misunderstand the nature of Scripture's 
self-testimony. It is to suppose that Scripture teaches but a formal, ab
stract concept of infallibility, the specific content of which must be de
rived from an inductive study of the total body of Scripture. Ultimately 
this leads to a total dependence on fallible human investigation. Scrip
ture's self-testimony, however, is specific. It claims an infallibility which 
is definite and recognizable. It does not lay itself open to the damag-
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ing conjectures of our vaunted "scientific" investigations. It does not 
leave its infallibility to be defined by us but lays its own claims authori
tatively upon us. 

Furthermore, to suppose that the formulation· of the doctrine of 
Scriptural infallibility awaits OUf exhaustive investigation of the phe
nomena of Scripture so that it can be adjusted to all the "facts!' of 
Scripture leaves us with but two alternatives both of which are equally 
abhorrent to faith. Either the Church must rashly claim that her knowl
edge approaches omniscience so that she possesses all the relevant facts, 
even with respect to the problem passages, or else she must sadly 
acknowledge that although the Scripture teaches its own infallibility 
she must hold her confession of this doctrine in abeyance since she 
does not possess sufficient information to know what the infallibility 
of Scripture might be. 

It becomes evident, therefore, that the faith of the Church is to be 
formed by the self-testimony of Scripture concerning its own infalli
bility, a testimony which is clearly to be heard in Scripture's express 
claims and in Scripture's many demonstrations of confidence in itself. 
This is not to say that the believer, having obediently heard that testi
mony, no longer meets with problems in Scripture. It does mean, how
ever, that these problems do not arise out of the vagueness of the doc
trine of Scriptural infallibility. They arise rather at the point of the 
application of this doctrine to the almost infinite variety of the phe
nomena of Scripture, And it is precisely at this point that the believing 
interpreter will move humbly and cautiously lest he do violence to Scrip
ture, which is, he professes, the very word of God written. 

IV. THE WITNESS OF THE CREEDS 

Before we begin our study of the doctrinal standards of the Church, 
one specific question should be considered: why were these confessions 
formulated? We raise this question at this point not to inquire into 
the immediate causes which occasioned these confessions, but to state 
the relationship between them and the inspired Word of God. 

In the days of the Reformation already certain sects and religious 
groups because of their Biblicism deemed the framing of confessions 
superfluous or even dangerous. The Anabaptists and the Arminians, like 
the Reformers, exalted the Bible, but, unlike the Reformers, downgraded 
the creeds. In more recent years the Puritans, the Congregationalists 
and the Fundamentalists have shared this devaluation of creeds and 
have advocated instead a simple lay religion built up directly from the 
Bible. 

This anti-creedal view, often accompanied by a preoccupation with 
soteriology and eschatology, has frequently resulted in a fragmentary 
selection of Bible passages calculated to sustain certain cherished doc
trinal positions. 

Contrary to this trend which resulted in the increase of sects and in
dependent ecclesiastical groups, the Reformed Churches drew up their 
forms of unity. That is, out of respect for the Bible the Reformed 
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Churches formed their creeds. They did not want merely to quote a 
numher of texts from the Bible, nor did they regard the Bible as a col
lection of many separate truths. Rather, they spoke of the doctrine of 
the Bible as a whole and of the unified truth of the Bible. Therefore, 
being well-versed in Scripture, they carefully formulated in their con~ 
fessions a summary of Christian doctrine. 

Our conviction that the Reformed Standards are in harmony with 
the Word of God is clearly expressed in the Formula of Subscription of 
the Synod of Dart as follows: "We heartily believe and are persuaded 
that all the articles and points of doctrine contained in the Confession 
and Catechism of the Reformed Churches, together. with the explana
tion of some points of the aforesaid doctrine made by the National 
Synod of Dordrecht, 1618-'19, do fully agree with the Word of God. 

"We promise therefore diligently to teach and faithfully to defend the 
aforesaid doctrine, without either directly or indirectly contradicting the 
same by our public preaching or writing." 

The Conclusion of the Canons of Dort exhorts all fellow-ministers in 
the Gospel of Christ "to regulate by the Scripture, according to the 
analogy of faith (secundam fidei analogian) not only their sentiments, 
but also their language." The concept "analogy of faith" is derived 
scripturally from the Greek text of Romans 12 :6. In commenting on this 
passage Calvin says: H (Paul here speaks of) the principal parts of re~ 
ligion with which all doctrine should be in harmony." Following Cal
vin's lead, Reformed theologians have generally interpreted this "analogy 
of faith" in terms of the "analogy of Scripture," confessing thereby that 
Scripture embraces a unity of doctrine which excludes inner-contra
dictions. 

Behind the formulation of the Reformed Confessions lies this deep 
conviction concerning the unity of Scripture. The task of the Church 
is to confess and proclaim, maintain and defend this Scriptural unity 
of doctrine. 

* * * 
Synod has charged our study-committee with the mandate to study 

the relationship between inspiration and infallibility in the light of .our 
Creedal Standards (Acts, 1959, p. 73). Among these Standards only the 
Belgic Confession deals directly with the written Word of God (Articles 
III-VII); the Heidelberg Catechism does deal indirectly with .this sub
ject in answers 21, 25, 95, 96,117,123; the Canons of Dart do the same 
in I, Art. 14; I, Art. 17; I, par. 3; III and IV, Art. 12; V, Art. 10. 

The main part of this section of our report will consist therefore of 
an analysis of relevant articles of the Confession. It will be followed by 
some consideration of the pertinent parts of the Catechism and Canons. 

In our method we shall employ a strictly historical orientation, that is, 
we shall try to understand the Creeds in no other manner than was. 
meant by their. framers and was understood by the Churches which 
originally accepted them as their Standards. As for the Belgic Confes
sion, it is a well~known fact that de Bres, in preparing this Creed, made 
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use of the Gallican Confession of 1559, the first draft of which was made 
. by John Calvin. It is obvious, therefore, that the writings of Calvin, 

especially his Institutes, may be helpful in understanding the true mean
ing of the Belgic Confession. 

Analysis of Art. III-VII of the Belgic Confession 
Art. III. The written Word of God. 

"We confess that this Word of God was' not sent nor delivered by the will 
of man, but that men spake from God, being moved by the·Holy Spirit, as the 
apostle Peter says; and that aftenvards God, from a special care which He 
has for us and our salvation, commanded His -servants, the prophets and 

. apostles, to commit His revealed Word to writing; and He Himself wrote with 
His own finger the, two tables of the law. Therefore we call such writings holy 
and divine Scriptures." 

'a. This article clearly distinguishes between the Word of God as it 
was originally spoken and the Word as it was afterwards committed to 
writing. There was first an oral revelation which we cannot hear any 
more, and there is a written revelation which we can still read. How~ 
ever, this distinction does not clear the way for the idea of two separate 
revelations, the first of which has more value and is more direct than 
the other ope. God commanded His servants to commit His revealed 
Word to writing. The written Word is none other than that which God 
had revealed, when men spoke Hfrom" Him, being moved by the Holy 
Spirit. God Himself first uttered the ten commandments, and then 
"wrote with His own fingers the two tables of the law.'" Of course God 
has spoken much more through His prophets and apostles than we read 
in Scripture. But the speaking of the men of God resulted in Scripture, 
as appears most clearly in the context of the Petrine passage: 

"Knowing this first, that no prophecy of the Scripture is of any private 
interpretation. For the prophecy came not in old time by the will of man; 
but holy men of God spake as they were moved by the Holy Ghost" (2 Peter 
1:20,21). 

h. This article does not speak in so many words of the inspiration of 
the Holy Scriptures. Only of the word first spoken by men is it said that 
its authors were moved by the Holy Spirit. We read further that this 
word is committed to writing "from a special care, which God has for 
us and our salvation." Finally the example is given of God's "writing 
with His own hand th~ tables of the law." 

Why does this article not present an explicit exposition of the doctrine 
of inspiration? The answer is that such an exposition seemed to be 
superfluous at that time when Christians generally accepted this doc~ 
trine without dispute. Calvin, in explaining the locus classicus 2 Tim. 
3:16, begins by saying: "This is the principle, that distinguishes our re
ligion from all others, viz. that we know, that God has spoken to us, and 
that we are most certainly assured, that the prophets did not speak 

. according to their own knowledge, but only proclaimed as instruments 
of the Holy Spirit what they had received from above." In his Institutes 
he explains, that God spoke to the fathers through the prophets, and 
then he continues: "But when God determined to give a more illustrious 
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form to the Church, He was pleased to commit and consign His word 
to writing, that the priests might there seek what they were to teach the 
people, and every doctrine delivered be brought to it as a test." Even 
the historical details were "dictated by the Holy Spirit" (IV, viii, 6). 
And the apostles were "sure and authentic amanuenses of the Holy 
Spirit" (IV, viii, 9). Calvin stresses the point, not as a special Calvinistic 
doctrine, but as a principle of the Christian religion, tha,t the Scriptures 
are from God and that the Holy Spirit is their primary Author. That, 
however, does not mean that he advocates a kind of mechanical theory 
of inspiration. His expressions "dictation" and "amanuenses" stress the 
activity of the primary Author, but he does not deny personal participa
tion and contribution of the secondary authors. "Whether you read 
David, Isaiah, and others of the same class, whose discourse flows sweet 
and pleasant; or Amos the herdsman, Jeremiah and Zechariah, whose 
rougher idiom savours of rusticity; that majesty of the Spirit, to which 
I adverted, appears conspicuous in all" (I, viii, 2). Calvin does not solve 
the mystery which lies at the bottom of the distinction of the divine and 
the human activity, nor does he sacrifice the" one on the altar. of the 
other. 

As for Guido de Bres, it may be said that he· has the same reverence 
for the written Word of God as for the spoken Word, and he approv
ingly quotes Augustine: "In my opinion Scripture has such a value that 
I firmly believe that nOI"l:e of its authors made a mistake in writing. And, 
if some parts of it might seem to be in conflict with the truth, then I 
hold, that an error has crept into the manuscript or that the translation 
is not quite correct or that I don't understand it" (cf. Polman, De 
Nederlanse Geloofsbeliidenis I, p. 179). 

The "special care," of which Art. III speaks, is elucidated by the 
words of Calvin and de Bres. It consisted of a special act of God who 
made His written Word even "more illustrious" than His spoken Word, 
thus safeguarding its character as an abiding authority. This act of God 
resulted in a book, to which every doctrine is to be brought as to a test, 
and of which "none of its authors made a mistake in writing." 

c. The necessity and the holiness of the written Word of God finds its 
highest expression in the words: HAnd He Himself wrote with His own 
finger the two tables of the law." The Bible itself stresses this point; it is 
stated in Ex. 24: 12 and repeated in Ex. 31: 18,32: 16,34: 1, Deut. 4: 13 
and Deut. 9: 10. In the last place we read: "And Jehovah delivered unto 
me the two tables of stone written with the finger of God; and on them 
was written according to all the words, which Jehovah spake with you in 
the mount out of the midst of the fire in the day of the assembly." 

The example recorded here is exceptional only in the mode in which 
the oral Word of God became inscripturated. It is but the clearest in
dication of that substantial identity of the oral and the written Word 
which obtains throughout Scripture. All of God's written Word is to be 
considered as equal to the spoken Word. 

d Finally this article calls "such writings holy and divine Scriptures." 
Holy Scriptures means: Scriptures separated from all other scriptures. 
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Divine Scriptures means: Scriptures from God. Calvin gives this ex
position: "Since no daily responses are given from heaven, and the Scrip
tures are the only records in which God has been pleased to consign His 
truth to perpetual remembrance, the full authority which they ought to 
possess with the faithful is not recognised, unless they are believed to have 
come from heaven, as directly as if God had been heard giving utterance 
to them" (1, vii, 1). 

e. Since Heinrich Heppe in 1861 wrote his Reformed Dogmatics, set 
out and illustrated from the sources many theologians have become ac
customed to make a sharp distinction between the earlier and later Re
formed theology, especially with regard to the doctrine of the Word of 
God. One of them is Karl Barth, who wrote the "Joreword" to the 1935 
edition 0f Heppe's book in which he praised this work abundantly, es
pecially in its appraisal of the doctrine of Scripture. "Heppe has done me 
the service, which he can and will do for others, of bringing me to under
stand the special direction in which dogmatic science has proceeded in 
the early Reformed Church." 

Because Heppe's work continues to have a great influence today, es
pecially in Neo-Orthodox circles, we should consider briefly his historical 
analysis. He begins by stating the assumed fact, that the older Reformed 
theology distinguished between the "Word of God" and "Holy Scrip
tures." "By the first term they meant all that God had spoken to the 
fathers in diverse ways and in latter times by His Son. It was therefore 
taught by Calvin and his immediate successors in Church teaching, that 
the Word of God, i.e. the manifold revelations or words in which God 
had spoken to men, were transmitted orally at the start and that it was 
only later that they were recorded. According to this account, then the 
'Word of God' was the word spoken by God to individual men. The 
later dogmaticians on the contrary, separating the idea of inspiration 
from that of revelation, unanimously teach that the Word of God rests 
not upon God's personal acts or revelation but upon the manner of their 
recording, upon inspiration. On this view the 'Word of God' is the Word 
brought to record by inspiration, whereby the concepts 'Word of God' 
and 'Holy Scripture' were identified" (Heppe, Reformed Dogmatics, 
Eng!. trans!. 1950, p. 15). Heppe thus declares that according to Calvin 
the Scripture is the "original document of revelation" but the later dog
maticians identified it with revelation itself. 

Abraham Kuyper already warned against Heppe, whom he called an 
Arminian and a Socinian (J. C. Rullmann, Kuyper-Bibliographie II, p. 
271). Kuyper refuted his idea that Calvin taught an inspiration of the 
spoken Word only and not of the written Word. Other Reformed theo
logians have followed Kuyper. They were right; there is no contrast such 
as Heppe suggests between the older and the later ReforfIled theologians 
on the i,nspiration of the Holy Scripture. A study of the early creeds of 
the Reformation will make this clear. The oldest Reformed Confession 
begins with these words: "The holy, divine, biblical Scripture, which is 
the Word of God, is inspired by the Holy Spirit" (First Helvetic Con
fession, 1536, art. 1). And the first article of the Second Helvetic Con-
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fession (1566) reads: "We believe and confess the Canonical Scriptures 
of the holy prophets and apostles of both Testaments to be the true Word 
of God, and to have sufficient authority of themselves, not of men. For 
God Himself spoke to the fathers, prophets, apostles, and still speaks to 
us through the Holy Scriptures." 

The Gallican Confession of Faith declares the same in these words: 
"God reveals Himself in his Word, which was in the beginning revealed 
through oracles, and which was afterward committed to writing in the 
books which we call the Holy Scriptures" (1559, Art. II). This con
viction is also set forth in the Second HeIvetic Confession, Art. II: 
"Therefore, in controversies of religion or matters of faith, we can not 
admit any other judge than God himself, pronouncing by the Holy Scrip
tures [italics ours] what is true, what is false, what is to be followed, or 
what is to be avoided." 

Our conclusion is that in the early decades of Reformed confessional 
development the universal conviction was that expressed by the chapter 
heading of Art. I of the Second Helvetic Confession: 

"Of the Holy Scripture Being the True Word of God." 

Article IV. Canonical Books of the Holy Scriptures 
"We believe that the Holy Scriptures are contained in two books, namely 

the Old and the New Testament, which are canonical, against which nothing 
can be alleged. These are thus named in the Church of God. The books 
of the Old Test.ament are the five books of Moses) etc .... " The following 
points should be noted: 

a. De Bres is obviously concerned here with the canonical status of 
these "two books." Both the Old and the New Testament are called 
"canonical." This was and is of importance over against the teachings of 
the Anabaptists and others, who, while acknowledging the scope of the 
canon as traditionally accepted by the historic Christian faith, thus con~ 
fessing both the Old and the New Testament as the Sacred Scriptures, 
nevertheless minimize the value of the Old Testament. 

b. However, there were others in Reformation times who affirmed the 
uniform revelational quality of all that belongs to the Scriptures, but 
challenged the traditionally accepted limits of what rightfully belongs to 
it. Facing this new crisis in the Christian canonical commitment the 
church fathers of Article IV took their stand. Though in rethinking their 
thoughts we cannot always speak with complete certainty on every point 
of interpretation, yet it does seem clear that this article addresses itself 
primarily to the question: In which books are the holy Scriptures con
tained? In Reformation times Christians generally were agreed that 
whatever belongs to the Scriptures should be received as the inspired and 
authoritative Word of God, and should by that token be received as the 
Church's canon for faith and life. One of the underlying burning issues 
of the day was, however, which books deserve such recognition. On this 
point Calvinists differed with Roman Catholics, who enlarged the canon 
to include certain apocryphal books, and Lutherans, who tended to re~ 
duce the canon by questioning the canonicity of some New Testament 
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books. In answer to both violations of the canon, the Confession takes 
its stand in favor of the traditionally accepted limits of the canon. Against 
these "two books~' - further designated as "the Old and the New Testa
ment" and as "canonical books" - in their canonical status, against the 
divinely appointed limits of this closed and well-delineated canon, against 
the unique and exclusive place of these enumerated books in the canon, 
nothing can be alleged. Here the Confession reaffirms that canonical 
commitment which forms a sustained and fundamental part of the Chris
tian faith from earliest times. 

This interpretation is supported by the following internal evidence. 
The subordinate clause, "against which nothing can be alleged," has as its 
antecedent these "two books," "the Old and the New Testament," the 
"canonical books," as is clear from the French text of Article IV: 
"auxquels iI n'ya rien a repliquer."(ll) This plurality of books suggests 
the question: Which books? The use of the word "contained" also points 
in the direction of a formal rather than material approach to the canOll, 
a quantitative rather than qualitative approach. The subsequent listing 
of the sixty-six books in proper order indicates further that the basic in
tent and purpose of this article is to delineate those writings which be
long to the canon. The entire article should be viewed in the light of this 
central concern. If the non-allegation clause be construed materially as 
referring to' canonical character, then it would stand as a foreign element 
in an article otherwise concerned wholly with the crucial formal question 
of the scope of the canon. (12) 

The place of Article IV in the context of Articles nf-VII, the logical 
sequence and progression of thought in these articles, also substantiates 
this interpretation. Article III confesses the divine origin of the Scrip
tures in oral and written revelation, by virtue of which they are called 
holy and divine. Article IV indicates in which books these holy and 
divine Scriptures are contained, marking off the extent of the canon by 
mentioning the books which belong to it, first in general ("two books, the 
Old and the New Testament") and then in particular (the sixty-six 
books by name). By way of transition Article V casts a look back to the 
preceding article in reiterating the established bounds of the canon as 
received and confessed by the Church ("We receive all these books, and 
these only, ... "). Then it proceeds to explicate the meaningfulness of 
the Scriptures in their canonical character, indicating the normative sig-

(11) "Auxquels" ("which") must have these references as its antecedent, for 
it is plural in form. 

(12) Within the committee there was also some support for the view, that the 
subordinate clause, "against which nothing can be alleged," was probably inserted 
by the authors of the confession after the word "canonical" for the simple reason 
that the word "canonical" would not be immediately understandable to a majority 
of the common people who adopted this confession 'as the truth of God's Word. 
With the unlettered people of the church in mind, the authors then placed this 
phrase here so that no one could possibly doubt the meaning of the othel"'Nise 
somewhat strange word "canonical." The Old and New Testament are canonical, 
i.e., against them nothing can be alleged. On this interpretation it is impossible to 
say whether the primary import of this clause is fonnal or material, since this was 
not in the author's purview at this point. 
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nificance of the canon and the basis upon which our reception of it 
rests. ArtiCle VI treats of the status and character of the apocryphal 
writings in contrast to the canonical writings, suggesting a treatment 
parallel to that given the canonical writings, which moved from canon~ 
ical status in Article IV to canonical character in Article V, Article VII, 
against the background of the preceding limitation of the divine, holy, 
canonical Scriptures to the sixty-six books of the Old and the New Testa
ment, now confesses that this limitation (versus Roman Catholicism) 
involves no impoverishment for the ,Church, since the will of God and the 
way of salvation is so fully and perfectly and sufficiently revealed therein 
as to make the Scriptures an infallible rule, excluding the necessity of all 
other writings ·as canonical and demanding the rejection of everything 
apart from the Scriptures which is contrary to them. 

This interpretation is not in conflict with that of the Synod of 1924. 
The area of controversy there was, of course, quite different. Still, though 
the context there was differeilt, yet the conclusion reached is quite ac
ceptable even in our context here. The Synod of 1924 states: "The 
clause 'against which nothing can be alleged' is simply to be regarded as 
an explanation of the term: canonical" (Acts of Synod, 1924, p. 204). 
The unqualified use of the term "canonical" leaves unanswered the ques
tion we have here sought to answer, namely: In what sense is canonical 
to be understood in this article? 

This interpretation is likewise not in conflict with that of the Synod of 
1959, which recognizes that this non-allegation clause "refers to the con
tent of all the books as well as to the inclusion of the books in the canon" 
(Acts of Synod, 1959, p. 67). Here both canonical status and canonical 
character are posited, but without attempting to define the relationship of 
meaning or priority between them. This above interpretation may then 
be taken as a supplement to that of the Synod of 1959. 

c. Although the central concern of this article'is not what is contained 
in the holy Scriptures, but in what the holy Scriptures are contained, 
still a recognition of the canonical status presupposes and implies a prior 
recognition of the canonical character of those books. This is the deeper 
background of the Confession's reaffimation of the historic Christian 
canonical commitment, here viewed primarily in its canonical status, in 
other articles viewed more explicitly in its canonical character. In Article 
IV therefore by inference the deduction may be drawn that the term 
"canonical books" finds further material explication in the subordinate 
clause: "against which nothing can be alleged." Canonical books are 
holy and divine books, and therefore beyond reproach, above negative 
criticism, books against which nothing can be alleged which would in any 
way detract from them as the Church's canon for faith and life. In a 
similar vein the famous Reformed theologian Junius in his theses De 
canone Sacrae Scripturae comments as fonows on the meaning of Scrip
tural canonicity: "VIle call canon the most true, most certain, most right 
rule and manner, ordained by God for the faith and life of His Church: 
-the canon in the Church is therefore nothing else than the Word of 
God, which is in its inward form the unchangeable truth of God, and in 
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its outward fonn, the Holy Scripture, the most pure and most absolute 
expression of that inward form" (funii Opuscula, 1592, ed. Kuyper, pp. 
307, 308). 

d. As mentioned previously the number of the canonical books was a 
controversial point. In the Lutheran confessions we nowhere find a list 
of the canonical books and at the Conference of Poissy the Lutherans 
objected to including the Epistle of James among the canonical books in 
the Gallican Confession of Faith. Some of them doubted the canonicity 
of II Peter, II and III John, Jude, James, Hebrews and the Revelation 
of John. 

Sometimes Calvin- is charged with the same attitude concerning cer
tain books of the canon. He was, however, one of the authors of the 
Gallican Confession and objected only to the fact that Paul is there 
called the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews. 

The Reformed churches have always accepted the canon of the 
church of all ages. It was not instituted, but accepted by the church, 
because God has given these books their authority. (13) 

e. On the difference between the Old and the New Testament (d. 
pt. a. above) we turn to Articles IX and XXV of our Confession. In 
Artic:;:le IX we read: "That which appears to us somewhat obscure in 
the Old Testament is very plain in the New." And in Article XXV: 
"We believe that the ceremonies and symbols of the law ceased at the 
coming of Christ, and that all the shadows are accomplished; so that the 
~se of them must be abolished among Christians; yet the truth and the 
substance remain with us in Jesus Christ, in whom they have their com
pletion." This is according to the old rule: What is latent in the Old 
Testament is patent in the New Testament. There is a history of revela
tion, and a progression from the shadows to the light. 

f. The parenthetical phrase, "against which nothing can be alleged," 
is of special significance for our understanding of the teaching of the 
Belgic Confession on the doctrine of Scripture. It indicates the attitude 
the believer assumes toward the Scriptures. This attitude excludes mak
ing any allegation, of any kind whatever, which would detract from the 
canonical character of the Scriptures. 

(13) Whether the concept "canonicity" be construed in terms of canonical status 
or canonical character, it should be acknowledged that the Scriptures constitute 
the canon of Christian faith and life not by reason of an act of ecclesiastical in
fallibility, which enabled the church to make such a selection inerrantly, since this 
involves the recognition of a "canon" above this canon. Neither may the church 
claim divine inspiration in autonomously selecting these books, since this would 
constitute a violation of the uniqueness of Biblical inspiration. Nor can the church 
simply appeal to a special divine providence by which it was allegedly guided in 
the lengthy sifting process which produced the canon, since such a special provi
dence is nowhere evident in the history of canon formation. No act of the church, 
or any other extra-Scriptural factor, however lofty or divine, adequately accounts 
for the formation of the canon. The secret lies within the canon itself. The canon 
established for itself a place within the believing consciousness of the church, im. 
pelling -the church to embrace these Scriptures as the Word of God. It won for 
itself this place by virtue of the witness of the Holy Spirit within the Word and 
the witness of the Holy Spirit with the Word. 
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This phrase should be seen as a corollary of canonicity. Those books 
are canonical which set the rule or norm for faith and life. Above these 
canonical books there is no canon. That is to say, while the canon makes 
rules for and passes judgment upon us, we may not make rules for or 
pass judgment upon the canon, The canon of Scripture declares what 
we should be and do. We on our part may never declare or intimate 
that the canon is not what it really should be. The Scriptures are 
wholly inviolable. 

Article V. 

Whence the Holy Scriptures Derive Their Dignity and Authority 
"We receive all these books, and these orily, as holy and canonical, for the 

the regulation, foundation, and confirmation of our faith; believing without 
any doubt all things contairied in them, not so much because the Church 
l'eceives and approves them as such, but more especially because the Holy 

. Spirit witnesses in our hearts that they are from God, and also because they 
carry the evidence thereof in themselves. For the very blind are able to 
perceive that the things foretold in them are being fulfilled." 

a. «We receive." This means that the church has not produced the 
canon nor conferred canonicity upon the Scriptures. The church has 
received them. In receiving the Scriptures the church acknowledges that 
they are from God. 

b. "For the regulation, foundation and confirmation of our faith." 
True faith is always related to the Word of God. As Calvin states: 
"We must remember, that there is an inseparable relation between faith 
and the word, and that these can be no more disconnected from each 
other than the rays of light from the sun. Hence in Isaiah the Lord 
explains: 'Hear, and your soul shall live' (Is. 55:3). And John points 
to the same fountain of faith in the following words: 'These are written, 
that ye might believe' (John 20:31). Take away the word, therefore, 
and no faith will remain" (inst. III, ii, 6). 

c. "Believing without any doubt all things contained in them." These 
words, without distinction or exception, speak of all the contents of the 
Word of God. Our Creed does not limit faith to the gospel, nor to 
the promises, nor to "the only comfort." It extends to all things be
cause all these things have been written for the regulation, foundation 
and confirmation of our faith. That does not mean that our Confession 
denies that the content of the Holy Scripture varies greatly. We pointed 
out already that it distinguishes between the shadows of the Old Testa
ment and the fulfilment in the New Testament. But the point stressed 
here is that everything of Scripture is for the regulation, foundation and 
confirmation of our faith and is to be received by us as such. 

Once again, as we noted in reference to Article IV, the Confession 
here indicates the attitude the believer assumes toward the Scriptures. 
What was stated negatively in Article IV, is expressed positively here. 
In the former article any and every allegation against the Scriptures is 
excluded. In the present Article we testify that we believe without any 
doubt all things which the canonical books contain. 
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d. r'Not so much because the Church receive'S and approves them as 
such~ but more especially because the Holy Spirit witnes,ses in our hearts, 
that they are from God, and also because they carry the evidence thereof 
in themselves." Our Confession mentions three motivations for "be
lieving all things contained in" the Scriptures. The first one (in order 
of mentioning, but not of importance) is that of the authority of the 
church, expressed in the words: "Not so much because the Church re
ceives and approves them as such." Calvin attacks the Roman Catholic 
conception of ecclesiastical authority. He denies that our faith in the 
eternal and inviolable truth of God could rest on the will of men. Still 
he defends the words of Augustine who declared that he would not be
lieve the gospel, were he not moved by the authority of the church. He 
declares that especially "those who are not yet enlightened by the Spirit 
of God, become teachable by reverence for the Church" (I, vii, 3). 
Calvin adds that "the consent of the Church is not without its weight. 
For it is not to be accounted of no consequence, that, from the first 
publication of Scripture so many ages have uniformly concurred in 
yielding obedience to it, and that, notwithstanding the many extra
ordinary attempts which Satan and the whole world have made to op
press and overthrow it, or completely efface it from the memory of 
men, it has flourished like the palm-tree and continued invincible" 
(Inst. I, viii, 12). 

This reverence for the Church, however, can' lead only to a relative, 
or tenuous certainty because the Church can err and has often erred. 
Calvin therefore continues by saying, "it is plain that Augustine would 
have the certainty of the godly to rest on a very different foundation." 
At that point he speaks of the second motive) which is to be found in 
the testimony of the Holy Spirit in our hearts. "As God alone can 
properly bear witness to His own words, so these words will not obtain 
credit in the hearts of men, until they are sealed by the inward testimony 
of the Spirit. The same Spirit, therefore, who spoke by the mouth of 
the prophets, must penetrate our hearts, to convince us that they faith
fully delivered the message with which they were divinely entrusted" 
(I, vii, 4). Calvin finds proof of this testimony in the words of Isaiah: 
"My Spirit that is upon thee, and my words which I have put in thy 
mouth, shall not depart out of thy mouth, nor out of the mouth of thy 
seed, nor out of the mouth of thy seed's seed, saith the Lord, from 
henceforth and for, ever." And at another place he speaks of the Spirit, 
promised by the Savior, who should not speak of Himself,. but confirm 
the truth, which He had Himself delivered through the Word. "Hence 
the office of the Spirit promised to us, is -not to fonn new and un
heard-of revelations, or- to coin a new form of doctrine, by which we 
may be led away from the received doctrine of the gospel, but to seal 
on our minds the very doctrine which the gospel recommends" (lnst. 
I, ix, 1). . 

The third motive is to be found in Scripture itself, for the books of 
Scripture "carry the evidence thereof (that. they are from God) in 
themselves." Calvin speaks of the uniqueness of Scripture in impressing 
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. the hearts .of the readers. "Read Demosthenes or Cicero, read Plato, 
Aristole, or any other of that class: you will, I admit, feel wonderfully al
lured, pleased, moved, enchanted,; but turn from them to the reading .of 
the'sacred volume, and whether you will or not, it will so affect you, so 
pierce your heart, so work its way into your very marrow, that, in 
comparison of the impression so produced, that of orators and philoso
phers will almost disappear; making ,it manifest that in the sacred volume 
there is a truth divine, a something which miik.es it inuneasurably 
superior to all the gifts and graces attainable by men" (I, vii~I). 

This article of the Confession speaks of the blind who, are able to 
perceive that the things foretold in the Scriptures are being fulfilled. 
Calvin makes use of the same metaphor when he speaks of the writings 
of the apostles which "though the greater part read them blindfold, ex
hibit a heavenly majesty, which in a manner binds 'and rivets every 
reader . . . Peter and John who were employed with their little boats, 
being all rude and illiterate, had never learned in any human school that 
which they delivered to others. ,Paul, moreover, who had not only been 
an avowed but a bloody and cruel foe, being changed into a new man, 
shows by the sudden and unhoped-for change, that a. heavenly power 
had compelled him to preach the doctrine which once he destroyed ... 
The very circumstances proclaim that the Holy Spirit must have been 
the teacher of those who, formerly contemptible among the people, all 
of a sudden began to discourse so magnificently of heavenly mysteries" 
(Inst. I, viii, 11). 

These three motives' are not of the same force or quality. The ,first 
one is more or less pedagogical. The last is somewhat apologetical in 
character. Only the inward testimony of the Spirit is irresistible and-ab
solutely convincing, because it does not consist in a logical conc1us'ion 
which we draw but in the work of God Himself" in our hearts. In wit
nessing in our hearts that the Scriptures 'are from God, the Spirit makes 
use of the "evidence" the Scriptures contain. 

Article· VI. 

The Difference Between the Canonical and the Apocryphal Books 
"We distinguish those sacred books from the apocryphal, viz.: the third 

and fourth book of Esdras, etc. All of which the Church may read and take 
instruction from, so far as they agree with the canonical books; but they are 
far from havi'ng such power and efficacy that we may from their testimony 
confinn any point of faith or of the Christian religion; much less may they 
be used to detract from the authority of the other, that is, the sacred books." 

a. The canonical books are called, the sacred books; they are holy, set 
apart from others. There is sharp and deep separation between these 
books and all others; the apocryphal books, accordingly, however reli
gious they may be, belong to the non-sacred beoks. 

b. The church may read the apocryphal, it must read the sacred 
books. The church may take instruction from the apocryphal books; 
it must take instruction from the sacred. The church may use the 
apocryphal books, so far as they agree with the canonical books; the 
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latter are the only standard of faith; all other hooks have no authority 
in matters of faith, and even the age-old and much-revered apocryphal 
"books are not permitted to confirm any point of faith or of the Christian 
religion, nor to detract from the Bible's authority. 

Article VII. 

The Sufficiency of the Holy Scriptures to Be the Only Rule of Faith 
"We believe that those Holy Scriptures fully contain the will of God, and 

that whatsoever man ought to believe unto salvation is sufficiently taught 
therein. For since the whole manner of worship which God requires of us is 
written in them at large, it is unlawful for anyone, though an apostle, to teach 
otherwise than w,e are now taught in the Holy Scriptures: nay, though it 
were an angel from heaven, as the apostle Paul says. For since it is forbidden 
to add unto or to take away anything from the Word of God, it does thereby 
evidently appear that the doctrine thereof is the most perfect and complete in 
all respects. Neither may we consider any writings of men, however holy 
these men have been, of equal value with those divine Scriptures, nor ought 
we to consider custom, or the, great multitude, or antiquity, or succession of 
times and persons, or councils, decrees or statutes, as of equal value with the 
truth of God, since the truth is above all j lor all men are of themselves liars 
and mOTe vain than vanity itself. Therefore we reject with all our hearts 
whatsoever does not agree with this infallible rule, which the apostles have 
taught us, saying, Prove the spirits whether they are of God. Likewise, if 
anyone cometh unto you, anti bringeth not this teaching, receive him not in 
your house." 

a. This article is directed against Rome, which teaches that the Holy 
Scripture is insufficient and must be supplemented by tradition. The 
Council of Trent declared that Scripture and tradition were to be re
ceived by the Church as of equal' authority (pari pietatis affectu ac 
reverentia). The first sentence of Article VII is directed against this 
Romish doctrine. These words do not mean, that the will of God is 
limited to the contents of Scripture. The revealed will -of God is to be 
found in the Bible, and then only in so far as we need to know that will; 
for some prophetic and apostolic writings have disappeared (I Kings 4: 
33; I Chron. 28: 19; I Chron. 29:29; II Chron. 9:29; I Cor. 5:9; Col. 
4: 16) and we read in John: "Many other signs truly did Jesus in the 
presence of His disciples, which are not written in this book" (John 
20: 30.) Moreover we do not find in Scripture the rules for all customs, 
ceremonies, temporary and local rules of the church, but we do find 
in it the complete will of God concerning our salvation and the manner 
of worship, which God requires of us. 

We know from Scripture, and from Scripture only, the way to God in 
Jesus Christ and the manner in which we should glorify His Name. 
This doctrine "is most perfect and complete in all respects." 

h. The uniqueness of Scripture is therefore stressed in the immediately 
following words of the article. By these words all the pillars on which 
tradition leans are pulled down (custom, great multitude, etc.); only 
Scripture presents the truth of God because all men are of themselves 
liars. Calvin rightly states: "If we reflect how prone the human mind is 
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to lapse into forgetfulness of God, how readily inclined to every kind 
of error, how bent every now and then on devising new and fictitious 
religions, it will be easy to understand how necessary it was to make 
such a depository of doctrine as would secure it from either perishing 
by the neglect, vanishing away amid the errors, or being corrupted by 
the presumptuous audacity of men" (I, vi, 3). 
, c. "Therefore we reject with all our hearts whatsoever· does not agree 
with this infallible rule, which the apostles have taught us, saying: 
Prove the spirits, whether they are of God." 

The relative pronoun "which" in this sentence should be substituted 
by the conJunction "as." (French text: comIDe nous sommes enseignes 
de faire; Dutch text: gelijk ons de apostelen geleerd hebben.) 

What is meant by the expression: infallible rule? The opinion has 
been defended that these words express the same idea as that of the 
Westminster Confession (1647) I, ix. "The infallible rule of interpreta
tion of Scripture is the Scripture itself; and therefore, when there is a 
question about the true and full sense of any Scripture (which is not 
manifold, but one), it must be searched and known by other places that 
speak more clearly." 

Now there is indeed a striking similarity in words between the two 
Confessions, but this does not mean that there is also similarity in 
thought; the Belgic Confession speaks of the sufficiency of Scriptures, 
the Westminster Confession speaks of the interpretation of Scriptures: the 
Belgic Confession exalts the reliability of Scriptures above the deceitful
ness of man, the Westminster Confession speaks of passages in the Bible, 
which are difficult to understand and which have to be elucidated by 
other passages which speak more clearly. 

Methodologically it is better to make use of. the Gallican Confession 
of 1559 in the interpretation of Art. VII of the Belgic Confession than 
to refer to the Westminster Confession of 1647. In the Gallican Con
fession we read in Art. V: "Whence it follows that no authority, whether 
of antiquity, or custom, or numbers, or human wisdom, or judgments, 
or proclamations, or edicts, or decrees, or councils, or visions, or mira
cles, should be opposed to these Holy Scriptures, but, on the contrary, 
all things should be examined, regulated, and reformed according to 
them." 

In these words of the Gallican Confession it is clearly indicated that 
the rule of examination, regulation and reformation of all things is the 
Holy Scripture. 

The same conclusion must be drawn in regard to Art. VII of the Bel
gic Confession'. This article speaks of the uniqueness of the divine 
Scriptures; in these Scriptures we find the truth of God. Then follow 
the words: "Therefore we reject with all our hearts whatsoever does 
not agree with this infallible rule." The word "this" points back to 
something referred to earlier, namely, the antecedent, "those Scriptures." 
We must conclude, therefore, that the Holy Scriptures in this article are 
called an "infallible rule." This conclusion is supported by the head-
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ing of the article, ."The sufficiency of the Holy Scriptures to be the only 
rule of faith." This -does 'not belong, .however, to the original text, but 
was added to the Latin edition in the Hannonia Confessionum of 1581.. 

The term "infallible'Tule" contrasts with the fallible writings of men; 
all men are of themselves liars; but in Scripture God speaks, He who 
cannot lie, and whose Word cannot fail. 

d. Is all tradition to be rejected then? De Bres speaks of this ques
tion in his Baston de la fey, in which book he quotes many church 
Fathers and councils. He defends this method against all those who 
prefer to quote only from the Word of God. In the works of the Fathers, 
he says, are many gifts of God. We must find out whether they speak of 

. themselves or whether God speaks through them. "We will know that, 
if their doctrine. agrees with the rule of all truth (recht), which is the 
Word of God, the doctrine of prophets and apostles" (Polman, De 
Nederlandse Geloofbelijdenis, I, p. 278) . Calvin speaks in the same way 
when he expresses a due respect for councils, and yet "the highest place," 
he says, should "be given to Scripture, everything being brought to it 
as a test" (Inst. IV, ix, 8). 

e. Is the Scripture an "infallible rule" in all its words regardless of 
the context? Article VII speaks of the will of God, which is to be found 
in the Holy Scriptures, of the teaching about salvation and of the man
ner of worship which God requires of us. This means that we find in 
Scripture a message from God; and that the words of Scripture serve to 
make known that message to us. They do so in an infallible manner, 
but it is our responsibility to find God's special message in every part of 
His Word,"comparing spiritual things with spiritual" (I Cor. 2: 13). 

Interestingly enough, Voetius asks the question: "How far does the 
authority of Scripture reach?" He gives the following answer: "The 
divinity and authority of Scripture has to be considered either as his
tory, or as a rule to be followed in our worship and life. As to the first, 
it reaches to all parts of Scripture. As to the second, the divinity of 
Scripture extends itself absolutely to the words and works: 1. of our God; 
2. of Christ as God and man; 3. of the angels. And as to the words of 
the prophets and the apostles, in which they in their writing or speaking 
edify the Church these are infallible; and concerning their works, these 
are by and in themselves not an infallible rule, unless Scripture approves 
them" (Catechisatie over de Heidelb. Catechismus, 1662, ed. Kuyper 
1891, p. 71). 

Analysis of Some Answers of the Heidelberg Catechism, 
Relevant to Our Inquiry. 

Answer 21. "True faith is not only a sure knowledge, whereby I hold for 
truth all that God has revealed to us in His Word, but also a firm confidence 
which the Holy Spirit works in my heart by the Gospel." 

a. In this answer the Catechism distinguishes between the Word- of 
God and the gospel. Mention is made of the gospel also in answers 19 
and 22. In connection herewith, U rsinus makes the distinction between 
faith in general and faith in particular. "Faith in general, as became 
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evident from our description of it, embraces the entire Word of God, 
and assents to it fully. But justifying faith in particular respects the 
promises of the gospel or the preaching of grace through Christ." The 
Reformed dogrnaticians made the same distinction in speaking of a 
ti¢es generalis and a fides specialis. Prof. Louis Berlthof explains that 
by "fides generalis" is meant saving faith in the more general sense of 
the word. Its object is the whole divine revelation as contained in 
the Word of God. Everything that is explicitly taught in Scripture or 
can be deduced from it by good and necessary inference, belongs to the 
object of faith in this general sense ... (Fides speciali,] is saving 
faith in the more limited sense of the word. While true faith in the 
Bible is absolutely necessary, that is not yet the specific act of faith 
which justifies and therefore saves directly. It :p1ust and as a matter of 
fact does lead to a more special faith. There are certain doctrines con
cerning Christ and His work, and certain promises made in ·Him to 
sinful men, which the sinner must receive and which must lead him to 
put his trust in Christ" (Systematic Theology, 4th ed. p. 506). 

h. According to Ursinus, faith in 'general "embraces the entire Word 
of God and assents to it fully." In this embracing of the entire Word of 
God no exceptions are made. "I hold· for truth ali, that God has re
vealed to us in His Word." The Word of God is a unity, a totality of 
truth. Wielenga says in his explanation: "All, that little word has a 
special accent. No sifting by an authority which exalts itself above the 
Bible (is permitted]." 

"All Scripture, law and promise, history and prophecy, objective mes
sage and subjective expression, the most important things a~d the 
seemingly superfluous things, (is] object of faith. In this book all is 
the Word of God, it is not, as the holy things in the temple, covered 
with gold, it is solid" (Onze Catechismus I, pp. 153, 154). 

c. This answer of the Catechism does not speak of the manner in 
which the Word of God came to us. It does not speak of inspiration, 
but only of revelation. It points out, however, that we have a God-given 
book which is trustworthy in all its parts, without any reservation. 

Answer 25. "Because God has so revealed Himself in His Word that these 
three distinct persons are the one, true and eternal God." 

The doctrine of the holy Trinity is known only from revelation. 
That revelation is found in the Word which we read in the Holy Scrip
tures. This answer too does not speak of inspiration, but only of revela
tion. But this also points out that we have a revelatory book from God, 
by means of which we can know the Triune God. 

Answers 95, 96. "It is, instead of the one true God who has revealed Him
self in His Word, or besides Him, to devise or have something else in which 
to place our trust." "That we in no wise make any image of Gad, nor worship 
Him in any other way than He has commanded in His Word." 

a. The first commandment forbids idolatry and the second forbids 
worship of images. Both are human inventions which try to take the 
place of the service of the one, true God. The Catechism stresses the 
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point that we are able to know God adequately only through His Word 
and that the only manner of worship which is allowed is the manner 
prescribed in that Word. 

h. Although none of these answers speak of inspiration, they all stress 
the necessity and the authority of the revealed Word, which we find in 
the Bible. 

Answer 117. "First, that from the heart we call upon the one true God 
only, who has revealed himself in His Word, for aU He has commanded us 
to ask of Him." 

This part of the Catechism speaks of the requirements of prayer. The 
first requirement is, that we know Him to whom we speak. That knowl~ 
edge depends on revelation, because God dwells Hin light unapproach
able; whom no man hath seen, nor Can see" (I Tim. 6: 16). True prayer 
is addressed only to the God who has revealed Himself in His Word. 
The Word only is the way to the knowledge of God which is prerequisite 
to acceptable prayer. 

Moreover we need the Word to know the things for which we should 
pray. We are to pray "for all that He has commanded us to ask of Him." 
We know God and our needs only by means of the Word. This part of 
the Catechism also omits speaking of inspiration, but it does point out 
the necessity and the authority of the revealed Word of God which 
we find in the Bible. 

Answer 123. "So rule us by Thy Word and Spirit that we may submit our~ 
selves more and more to Thee; destroy all the wicked counsels conceived 
against Thy holy Word." 

The coming of the kingdom of God is closely connected with the con
tinuing influence of the Word of God. Submission to the Word of God 
is submission to God Himself. And counsels against God's Holy·Word 
are counsels against His kingdom. 

Once again we note: in this Lord's'Day the doctrine of inspiration is 
not at stake. The Word of God, however, is considered as the Word 
of the King, who rules absolutely. Disobedience to that Word or at
tempting to undermine that Word is leze-majesty. 

Analysis of Some Parts of the Canons of Dort Relevant to Our Inquiry 
Chapter I, Art. 14. 

"As the doctrine of divine election by the most wise counsel of God was 
declared by the prophets, by Christ Himself, and by the apostles, and is 
clearly revealed in the Scriptures both of the Old and New Testament, so it 
is still to be published in due time and place in the Church of God, for which 
it was peculiarly designed, provided_it be done with reverence, in the spirit of 
discretion and piety, for the glory of God's most holy name, and for enlivening 
and comforting His people, without vainly attempting to investigate the secret 
ways of the Most High (Acts 20: 27; Rom. 11 :33, 34; 12: 3; Heb. 6: 17, 18)." 

a. This article of the Canons explains the necessity of preaching the 
deep and incomprehensible doctrine of divine election. This follws from 
the fact that it was first declared by the original oral revelation and later 
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was clearly revealed in the Scriptures. The words of this article find 
their foundation in the exposition of this subject in Calvin's Institutes. 
When Calvin begins to speak of eternal election; he mentions a class of 
men, who "recommend that the' subject of predestination should scarcely 
if ever be mentioned, and tell us to shun every question concerning it 
as we would a rock." Calvin continues then: "In order to keep the 
legitimate course in this matter, we must return to the Word of God, 
in which we are furnished with the right rule of understanding. For 
Scripture is the school of the Holy Spirit, in which as nothing useful 
and necessary to be known has heen omitted, so nothing is taught but 
what it is of importance to know. Everything, therefore, delivered in 
Scripture on the, subject of predestination, we must beware of keeping 
from the faithful lest we seem either maliciously to- deprive them of 
the blessing of God, or to accuse and to scoff at the Spirit, as having 
divulged what ought on any account to be suppressed. Let us,. I say, 
allow the Christian to unlock his mind and ears to all the words of 
God which are addressed to him, provided he do it with this moderation 
-viz., that whenever the Lord shuts His sacred mouth, he also desists 
from inquiry" (III, xxi, 3) . 

b. In another place Calvin stresses the same point, even with stronger 
words. He is accused of using too strong expressions in speaking of 
the hardening of the heart by God. He answers then with an appeal 
to the clear expressions of Scripture and says: "It is not I that said 
'that God turned the heart of the nations, and hardened them to hate 
His people'; or 'that He hissed for the Egyptians, and used them as His 
servants.' It was not I that said- 'that Sennacherib was God's rod in His 
hand, to punish His people.' I did not say all these things. They are 
the declarations of the Spirit of God Himself' ("Defense of the Secret 
Providence of God," 1558, d. H. Cole, Calvin's Calvinism, p. 320). 

c. It is evident, that the Canons of Dort, reflecting the thinking of 
Calvin, want all the doctrine contained in the Word of God, not more 
and not less, to be preached in the church. That Word had to be 
obeyed and to be explained, even if it revealed ~'how unsearchable are his 
judgments, and His ways past tracing out" (Rom. 11:33). And that had 
to be done, because the declarations of the Word of God were declaraw 

tions of the Spirit of God Himself. 
Chapter I, Art. 17. 

"Since we are to judge of the will of God from His Wo_rd, which testifies 
that the children of believers are holy ... " 

In agreement with Art. VII of the Belgic Confession this article pre
supposes the sufficiency of the Holy Scriptures to be the only rule of 
faith. The will of God as revealed in His Word is not to be doubted. 

Chapter I, par. 3. 

" ... men are drawn away by useless questions from the truth of gracious 
justification and from the simplicity of Scripture." 

a. This paragraph speaks of the simplicity of Scripture. This expres
sion is sometimes used by John Calvin to express the artlessness of the 
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style of the books of the Bible. "Tluee evangelists give a narrative in 
a mean and humble style. The proud often eye this simplicity with dis
dain, because they attend not to the principle heads of doctrine" (Inst. 
I, viii, 11). This kind of simplicity cannot be meant here, because the 
Canons do not refer to the style of the Bible, but to the simplicity of its 
doctrine. 

b. The matter which is at stake in this paragraph is discussed by Cal
vin in the Third Book of his Institutes. He speaks there of the subtlety 
of Thomas who tries to demonstrate that in a certain sense the. fore
knowledge of merit is the cause of predestination and goes on to say: 
"But let us have done with these disputes as superfluous among those 
who think that there is enough wisdom for them in the Word of God. 
For it has been truly said by an old ecclesiastical writer, Those who as
cribe the election of God to merits, are wise above what they ought to 
be" (III, xxii, 9). He speaks similarly when he reproaches some of vain 
curiosity in speaking of God's providence, and giving themselves up to 
utterly useless speculations. He cans all these things "the very wiles of 
the devilll because they try "to obscure or corrupt that which the Scrip
ture declares with all, possible and naked simplicity" (op. cit. Cole, Gal
vin's Calvinism, pp. 228, 229). 

c. In speaking of the simplicity of Scripture the Canons of Dort refer 
to its quality of perspicuity in doctrine, which may not be confused by 
human subtleties. No human wisdom can compete with the wisdom of 
God's Word. 

Chapter III and IV, Art. 12. 
" .. ,this regeneration is not inferior in efficacy to creation or the resur

rection from the dead, as the Scripture inspired by the Author of this work 
declares." 

a. The Canons of Dort often speak of the testimony of Scripture, but 
only here of the fact that this Scripture has been inspired by the Holy 
Spirit. 

b. In this article the Holy Spirit is named the Author of the work of 
regeneration. This means that He and He alone makes dead sinners 
live. This Author of regeneration has inspired the Scripture. There He 
announces and explains His own work. No one else could do that, be
cause only the Author of this mysterious work knows how it transpires. 

c, In this article our Creed clearly confesses the inspiration of Scrip
ture as a work of the Holy Spirit by means of which he informs us of 
spiritual mysteries which no man of himself could kn'ow. 

Chapter V, Art. 10. 
"This assurance, however, is not produced by any peculiar revelation con

trary to or independent of the Word of God, but springs from faith in God's 
promises, which He has most abundantly revealed in His Word for our com
fort, from the testimony of the Holy Spirit, witnessing with our spirit that we 
are children and heirs of God (Rom. 8: 16) j and lastly, from a serious and 
holy desire to preserve a good conscience and to perform good works. And 
if the elect of God were deprived of this solid comfort that they shall finally 
obtain the victory, and of this infallible pledge of eternal glory, they would be 
of all men the most miserable." 
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a. This article speaks of the perseverance of saints and of the assur
ance which the true· believers may have of this perseverance: 

h. This assurance has three sources: 1. faith in the promises revealed 
in the Word of God for our comfort; 2. the testimony of the Holy Spirit 
and 3. the desire to perform good works with a good conscience. Since 
even that desire is worked by the Holy Spirit, it may freely be said that 
the assurance of the perseverance in faith is a' work of the Holy Spirit. 

c. Therefore this assurance is fin,ally called "an infallible pledge of 
eternal glory." Infallibility is not a human quality, but the distinguish
ing mark of the work of the Holy Spirit, which is to bc found in the 
promises of the V'! ord of God as well as in the sealing of these promises 
in our hearts. 

d. This article does not speak directly of inspiration; it calls the prom
ises of the Word of God an infallible pledge of eternal glory. This Word 
is trustworthy in an absolute sense and the Holy Spirit seals it as such 
in Our hearts. 

General Observation on the Use of Scripture in the 
Rejection of the Errors 

a. Every "head of doctrine" in the Canons ends with a rejection of 
errors. And almost every paragraph of this rejection ends with an ap
peal to texts of Scripture. This constant appeal to Scripture to reject 
errors is a result of the conviction that Scripture cannot err. and is the 
end of all contradiction. 

h. Sometimes the quotation of Scripture is prefaced thus: "the apostle 
writes," "the apostle declares," "Moses addresses the people of Israel as 
follows," "Christ said," etc. Other times this is evident from such ex
pressions as, "This is repugnant to the entire Scripture," "they. contradict 
the Holy Scripture which teaches," "this is repugnant to Scripture which 
teaches," "the Scriptures testify," etc. 

c. It is clear that the Canons of Dart have made use of Scriptures 
as a unity of truth. 

Concluding Observations From the Analysis of the Confessions 

1. The term "inspiration" appears only in the Canons of Dart (III 
and IV, Art. 12). 

2. The Church confesses that the books of the Bible are from God 
(Belg. Conf. Art. V). 

3. They are called "holy and divine Scriptures" (Belg. Conf. Art. III) 
and "sacred books" (Belg. Conf. Art. VI). The meaning is that they 
are separated from all other books and have a divine quality. 

4. They are called "the Word of God" (Belg. COnf' Arts. VII, XXIV, 
XXVIII, XXIX, XXX, XXXI, XXXII, XXXIII, XXXVI, XXXVII; 
Cat. Answ. 21, 123; Can. of Dart, I, Art. 17). 

5. They.are called "an infallible rule," which means, (1) that this 
Word can not fail (Belg. Conf. Art. VII); (2) that the assurance em 
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joyed by their promises is "an infallible pledge," (3) that the Word of 
God is absolutely trustworthy (Can. of Dort, V, Art. 10). 

6. All that God has revealed in this Word is without exception or 
reservation the object of faith for the Christian (Cat. Answ. 21). 

7. This Book is necessary for the knowledge of the Triune God (Cat. 
Answ. 25), eternal election (Can. of Dort, I, Art. 14), the way to God 
in Jesus Christ, and the manner in which to worship Him and to glorify 
His Name (Belg. Conf. Art. VII; Cat. Answ. 95, 96,117). 

8. The doctrine of Scripture is simple and ought to be published in 
the Church of God in all its perspicuity, without however attempting 
to investigate the sacred ways of the Most High (Canons, I, Art. 14, 
III and IV, Art. 12). 

9. The Triune God reveals Himself in Scripture progressively. In the 
course of the history of revelation things which were first somewhat 
obscure are gradually made plain; the shadows yield to the light; the 
ceremonies and symbols of the law cease; the culminating-point and 
centre of revelation is Jesus Christ (Belg. Conf. Art. IX and XXV, Cat. 
Answ.19). 

10. The Church confesses that against the Bible no allegation can be 
made. The Holy Scriptures must have the last word (Belg. Conf. Art. 
IV). The Church gives expression to her faith-commitment to the Scrip
tures further by "believing without any doubt all things contained in 
them" (Belg. Conf. Art. V). 

V. DOCTRINAL IMPLICATION OF THE WITNESS OF THE CREEDS 

The Creeds posit the objective· reality of divine special revelation. 
This revelation is more than a human witness to the will of God. It is 
a divine self~disc1osure, which finds its source and origin in God, who 
in it makes himself known to man. Men spoke from God who com
municates his redemptive purposes through his appointed and qualified 
organs of revelation. The ultimate motivating force behind this revela
tion is not the will of man, but the will of God mediated through the 
inspiration of the Holy Spirit. 

In conveying his self-revelation God employed both the tongues and 
the pens of prophets and apostles. Originally divine revelation was com
municated orally to man through these chosen and commissioned spokes~ 
men. Receiving their message from the revealing God, they in tUrn 
proclaimed it to their contemporaries. Since, however, the mind of man, 
both that of the preacher and that of the hearer, is deceitful, unretentive 
and unreliable, God provided for the inscripturation of his revelation 
in the Bible. This added provision is abundant evidence of his great 
concern for the integrity of his revelation and for man's right under
standing of the will of God unto salvation, on the part of man. This 
recasting of the substance of the original divine revelation into written 
and readable form is designed to secure it against the deteriorating ten
dencies to which oral traditions are inevitably subject. This second 
form of revelation is therefore not merely an added convenience, nor 
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a dispensable luxury, but a dire necessity, if succeeding g·enerations are 
to possess a divine revelation which is trustworthy. 

For us today the Word of God inscripturated· is the sole source of 
special divine revelation. In it alone the original oral revelation lives 
on, and though long silent, still speaks. The thrust of bo(h modes of 
revelation is identical, namely, to express Godls special care for man and 
his salvation. Both are geared to man's redemptive needs and both are 
directed to the response of faith. These things were first spoken and 
later written in order that we might believe, and believing might have 
life through His name. This written form of revelation, Holy Scripture, 
is the school of the Holy Spirit. The core of its curriculum is the re
demptive grace of God in Christ Jesus unto fallen mankind. All its'in
struction is directed to the redeeming response of faith. 

The distinction here made between the original oral revelation and 
the later written revelation may not be construed to imply a divorce 
between the two. They are equally authoritative, and between them 
is a basic revelational-redemptive unity, for they have a coromon source 
in God the Revealer who once spoke to the prophets and apostles and 
through them to their hearers, and now continues this same divine self
disclosure to us through the written Word. Hence the later written 
revelation is no less holy and divine than the earlier oral revel~tion. 
This distinguishes the Scripture from and elevates it above all other 
writings. The former is sacred, the latter profane. 

In the written Word is a directness and immediacy of communication 
which reflects that of the spoken Word. The mode of revelation is dif
ferent, but the reality is the same. Scripture is a living and dynamic 
Word, bringing us into a direct encounter with the God who speaks and 
producing such an immediate confrontation with the holy oracle that 
it is the same to say, "God says" (oral revelation) and, "Scripture says" 
(written revelation). Oral revelation was doubtless broader in scope 
than its written deposit in the Scriptures. In revelational value, how
ever, and its impact upon man, they are alike. 

This Word of God written js contained in two books, the Old and 
New Testament. These two volumes differ indeed-in their outlook upon 
redemption. They differ as promise differs from fulfillment and expecta
tion from realization. Such differences serve to indicate the greater full
ness and clarify the New Testament. These differences end in distortion, 
however, when used to detract from the revelational value of any given 
portion of Scripture. 

These two testaments consist of the enumerated books, all of these, 
and these only. The Church here reaffirms its commitment to the tra
ditionally recogpized and time-honored limits of this closed and well
delineated canon over against all violations of it, whether by additions 
to it or subtractions from it. No one can bring any valid allegation 
against the canonical status of these books. This confession is anchored 
in the conviction that these books constitute not a man-made but a God
given canon. The acknowledgment of these canonical boundaries in
volves no impoverishmeI:1t for the Church, for the will of God and the 
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way of salvation is so fully revealed therein as to render unnecessary the 
inclusion of any other writings. 

The Church here confesses not only the canonical status but also- the 
canonical cJlaracter of the Scriptures. The one implies the other. The 
question of canonical status apparently stands in the foreground of 
Article IV. But in the deeper purview is also the question of canonical 
char.acter, since the former presupposes the latter. What lies in' the back
ground in the Confession, however, lies in the foreground of our interest 
in this study. 

Scripture is the canon for Christian faith and life, the overruling guide 
and the criterion of judgment for Christian doctrine and conduct. In 
fulfilling this normative function it serves as an infallible rule. No alle
gation is permissible which would weaken its canonical authority. This 
canon is inviolable, unimpeachable. It is beyond negative, destructive 
criticism, since this canon is subject to no other "canon." We may not 
pass judgment upon what Scripture should be or do or say, but rather 
Scripture passes judgment upon what we should be and do and say. 
It may be interpreted only by its own analogy, the analogy of Scripture, 
which means that Scripture brings with it its own canon in accordance 
with which it sets out to do what it is intended to do. Hence in evaluw 
ating Scripture we must work with the standards of interpretation which 
the Scripture itself gives. Scripture itself lends to its believing and dili
gent student the norms by which his study is to be governed. Just as 
God is a law unto himself, so Scripture is a canon unto itself. In hand
ling Scripture aright, therefore, we must accept it as faithful to its own 
canon in the sense that it infallibly conveys its message in accordance 
with its own professed .intent and purpose. We may not bring to the 
Scripture criteria of infallibility, inerrancy, reliability or accuracy -
for example, the literary criteria of higher criticism or the criteria of 
precise exactitude of modern science ~ which are foreign and alien to 
Scripture's expressed intent and purpose. Vve do violence t9 Scripture 
when we qemand that it comply with any and every conceivable cri
terion of infallibility; when, for example, we require it to meet criteria 
of pedantic precision which it is not intended to meet. For the whole 
and sale intent and purpose of Scripture is to serve as an authoritative 
and infallible canon for the regulation, foundation and confirmation 
of Christian faith and life. 

But how does the Christian come to receive this canon? There are 
three motivating forces which lead him to it. First there is the witness 
of the Church which serves as a pedagogical authority, teaching men 
the truth of God's Word and leading them to embrace it as their canon 
for faith and life. The Church is true to this trust, however., only in 
being a servant of the Word which it proclaims. Bowing before that 
Word the Church beckons others to do the same. Thus the Church 
becomes the "mother of believers," instructing her children to confess 
God as their Father through the Word He has given. 

A second of those motivating forces is the internal evidence of Scrip
ture itself, the self-testimony of the Word, bearing record to its own 
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divine truth and carrying within it the high and holy claims of divine 
authority. This internal evidence serves an apologetic purpose, con
firming the believing commitment with which the Christian approaches 
Scripture. But like all apologetics, standing alone it cannot produce that 
believing conviction which embraces the Bible as the inspired, authori
tative and infallible Word of God. Hence the decisive motivating force is, 
thirdly, the testimony of the Holy Spirit within the heart, certifying to 
man the truth of Scripture and impelling him to a whole-hearted sur
~ender to it. Acceptance of Scripture is ultimately not the result of a 
successful application of the law of non-contradiction. It is not a logical 
conclusion arrived at as the end-product of our rational syllogisms. 
Rather the Holy Spirit whose external testimony is embodied in Scrip
ture testifies also internally to the truth 'of Scripture, thus inducing a 
believing acceptance of it. Specifically stated, this internal testimony of 
the Holy Spirit means that we accept the Word of God by faith, and 
this faith, which comes by the very hearing of the Word which it em
.braces, is a work of the Holy Spirit. 

The testimony of the Holy Spirit is not a new source of revelation, dif
ferent from or supplementary to the revelation contained in Scripture. 
For both are testimonies of the same Spirit, the one acting upon us in
ternally, the other externally, yet in full harmony, and both directed to 
the single goal of believing acceptance of the Word of God. In implant
ing this faith the Spirit works through the very Word which He in
delibly seals upon the believing heart. For it is His Word, and in certify
ing it to us He is witnessing to and concurring with his own words, 
once given to the prophets and apostles. His inner testimony is therefore 
not merely a formal one, detached from the material content of Scrip
ture (as in Roman Catholicism), nor is it different in quality from His 
external testimony in Scripture (as in Mysticism). Rather both testi
monies are one in spirit, one in message, and one in purpose. Both are 
objectively real: the voice of the Word is a witness that comes to us; the 
voice of the Spirit is also a witness that comes to us, not from within us. 
Whenever we break this divinely established bond between Word and 
Spirit, then it is no longer God's Spirit who speaks, but our spirits; then 
we no longer hear God's Word, but our own. 

Hence, our believing acceptance of the canonicity of Scripture, its 
inspiration and authority, does not rest upon a prior demonstration 
of its infallibility, inerrancy and accuracy to the satisfaction of the laws 
of logical consistency. It is not based upon a rational apologetic which 
seeks to establish in advance Scripture's authenticity and reliability as 
a ground for this acceptance, hut upon the Spirit's internal testimony 
acting concomitantly with his external testimony in the Word. The 
Bible gains its authority from the fact that it is a Word which comes 
from God, in which God Himself speaks. But only faith will hear his 
voice in it. This faith is a work of the Holy Spirit through his internal 
testimony in the believing heart. 

Having a unique authority because of its divine origin, and convey
ing its message infallibly, since this infallibility is secured by inspira
tion, Scripture is therefore infused with a divine power, a dynamic ef-
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ficacy. As such it stands alone among all writings. For at the heart of 
the gospel is that vitalizing force which makes it the power of God unto 
salvation. 

" To obtain knowledge of God)s redemptive dealings with mankind we 
need not look beyond the Scriptures. It contains the only adequate, and 
at the same time the wholly adequate written deposit of the will of God 
and the way of salvation. Its record of God's redemptive words and 
works is indeed not exhaustive. It is sufficient however to exclude doubt 
as to his revealed will for men. It is wholly adequate unto the inte~t 
and purpose for which it was given. It infallibly conveys the meaning 
envisioned by its Author. In this it serves as a perfect canon for faith 
and life. No other canon may be permitted to supplant or supplement 
this canon, however venerable or lofty that other canon may be, whether 
it be earthly or heavenly, whether it be apostolic or angelic. 

The Scriptural canon does not however live' up to every conceivable 
human canon of value judgment. Neither was this the aim of. its Au
thor. Nor does Scripture itself make any pretense on this score. A 
confession of Scripture's sufficiency should not be construed to mean that 
it is a source-book and reference-wor.k on any and every phase of human 
knowledge, nor that it can successfully pass every conceivable test of 
sufficiency. Scripture, although it does indeed at times exhibit rigid 
precision, does not claim to possess pedantic precision, nor the meticulous 
exactitude of a scientific treatise. Neither does its reporting of redemp
tive history always reflect the precise correspondence to event and cir
cumstance which is often demanded by modern historiography. Nor is 
its rhetoric always free of irregularities and inelegancies, when judged 
by more sophisticated standards of grammar and diction. For Scrip
ture reflects the culture of its human authors, and therefore often ap
pears to us very humble and artless in style. Yet its message stands 
perspicuous and unobscured within the very simplicity and modesty of 
its literary framework. Nor, finally, are its accounts always exhaustive in 
the sense, for example, that the evangelists supply all the data needed 
for writing a complete biography of Jesus. But they do contain what
ever is needed to meet him as the Christ of God and to sense his high 
and holy claim upon our lives. The adequacy, perfection,and sufficiency 
of Scripture is geared to its redemptive intent and purpose, which is also 
true of its infallibility. Those qualifications permeate the total structure 
of Scripture to its whole extent and in all its parts. 

To affirm that Scripture falls short of its appointed intent and pur
pose is to impugn its sufficiency. To affirm that it deviates from its 
appointed intent and purpose is to impugn its infallibility. It violates 
Scripture!s sufficiency to make it say more than it is intended to say, 
but also to make it say less than it is intended to say. To say less than 
Scripture says is to impoverish its teaching. To say more than Scripture 
says is speculation. Its sufficiency requires that we neither add to nor 
detract from it. 

These qualities of Scripture constitute it an infallible rule for the 
regulation of Christian worship, for the knowledge of the will of God 
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and the way of salvation, for the foundation of the Christian religion, 
for. the confirmation of Christian faith. It is also an infallible rule in 
forming value judgments on the spirit of the times, historical move
ments, social institutions and customs, church councils and every doc
trine of men. Divine inspiration establishes Scripture as an infallible 
rule and a sufficient canon for all of Christian faith and life by securing 
it against ft;l.1sification, error and deceit. Therefore its redemptive 
promises are so solid and sure that the ,believer can embrace them as 
~n infallible pledge of his salvation, a pledge infallible in the sense that 
it secures man's salvation against failure and assures him of the full 
reliability of all that God says in His Word. 

VI. SYNODICAL PRONOUNCEMENTS 

A. Decisions prior to 1959. 

On three different occasions, namely in 1922, 1924, and 1937, the 
Christian Reformed Church has gone on record in giving an interpre
tation to crucial statements of the Belgic Confession (Articles III-VII) 
concerning the authority of -Scripture. Rather than present a detailed 
chronological report of the cases involved and the conclusions reached, 
we present the salient conclusions that the church has drawn on the 
meaning of these articles. 

1. In 1922 Synod declared that Articles III and VII disallow the in
jection of a fallible human element into divine revelation (Acts 1922, 
p. 273). In passing judgment on student notes of Professor X which con
tain the following: "Prophets are very conservative. Prophets say that 
from earliest times Jehovah lived in tent. Harks back to Mosaic cus
toms. Prophets want to perpetuate Mosaic forms of worship. But 
David wants temple. But building must be postponed; looks like com
promise. David is out and out progressive. He wants new things pro
vided they pertain to non-essentials" (idem, p. 272). Synod said: "in the 
one more, in the other less, a human, fallible element is injected into 

. divine revelation" (idem, p. 273). 
2. In 1924 Synod said that Articles III and VII bind us to maintain 

the objectivity of divine revelation. Synod found that Professor X's 
notes taught that Nathan's opposition to the building of the temple 
was due to his conservatism. To this Synod objected and declared: "The 
statement in Art. III that the Word of God was not sent nor delivered 
by the will of man, precludes the view that e.g. any influence proceeded 
from the alleged conservatism of the prophet Nathan upon the revela
tion which he received and communicated -to David" (Acts, 1924, 
p. 218). 

3. This same Synod said that the subordinate clause of Article IV, 
"against which nothing can, be alleged" "does not imply [as the pro
testant claimed] that the Reformers instituted an empirical, critical 
search into the origin and history of the books of the Bible, and as a 
result came to the conclusion that they were canonical. The phrase ... 
is simply to he regarded as an explanation of_ the term: canonical" 
(Acts, 1924, p. 204). 
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4. The same Synod also recognized that Art. VII "deals with the 
question what writings are authoritative for our Christian doctrine and 
faith, and does not have direct reference to the historicity of the Bible. 
This Article does, however., set ove!" against the absolute trustworthiness 
of the Word of God the fact that "all men are liars"; so' that if historical 
facts, attested by the Scriptures, should be contradicted from any human 
source whatever, then we are,_ according to this Article, bound to choose 
for the testimony of the Scriptures" (Acts, 1924, p. 210). 

5. In 1937 Synod declared that the evolutionary view of revelation 
and of the history of Israel (as it came to expression- in Dr. X's teaching 
that when Amos struck the death blow to the existing monolatry and 
declared that Yahweh was the supreme God "ethical monotheism had 
been attained.") is in conflict with Article V- of our Confession: "We 
receive all these books, and these only, as holy and _canonical, for. the 
regulation, foundation, and confirmation of our faith; believing, without 
any doubt all things contained in them ... " (Acts, 1937, pp. 269, 270). 
·6. In 1937 Synod declared that when Dr. X in his writings manifested 

a naturalistic view of revelation and made the vision) which is one of 
the most important means of revelation, the product'of the prophet, his 
teaching was "contrary to Article III of our Confession" (Acts, 1937, 
p.273). 

7. In 1937 Synod found passages in the notes of Dr. X which con
tain- representations contrary to the- Word of God e.g., that "Moses' 
teaching respecting God was contrary to that of Amos." In passing 
judgment Synod declared that "All such teachings are contrary to the 
Word of God and also to our Confession; Art. VII, where we read: 'It is 
unlawful for. anyone, though an apostle, to teach otherwise than we .are 
now taught in the Holy Scriptures'" (Acts, 1937, pp. 274, 275). 

* * * * 
In addition to these express interpretations of the creed, these same 

Synods have also expressed themselves concerning the principles that 
should guide the believing scholar in ,his investigation of Scripture. Since 
these are of direct relevance for the present discussion on inspir:ation and 
infallibility, we believe they also should be enunciated here. 

1. The presupposition of the believing searcher of Scripture must be 
the conviction that the Bible is the inspired Word of God. This pre
supposition disallows "any conclusion which would conflict with the pre
possession of an inspired and infallible Word of God ... " (Acts, 1924, 
p. 207). "The Bible is the Word of God and therefore must be believed 
on its own authority" (Acts, 1922, pp. 271, 272). Accordingly, "if the 
apologist dnes not proceed on the premise that the Bible is the Word of 
Gael, he has nothing anymore to defend in his apologetics" (Acts, 1924, 
p.21O). 

2. The investigation of the origin and history of the Old Testament 
writings "can be carried on only within such limits that the results will 
never conflict with the belief in the divine origin and inspiration, the 
trustworthiness and authority of said [O.T.] books" (Acts, 1924, p. 204). 
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3. The believing scholar must recognize the antithet.ical relation be
tween believing and unbelieving science in his formulation of theological 
definitions. "The statement that it is to the credit of the theologian that 
his definitions arc 'such as unbelievers can also employ can not be de
fended on solid grounds. This is a virtual denial of the antithesis in 
science, even in theological science. There can be no agreement,_ as to 
principles, between believing and unbelieving science" (Acts, 1924, 
p.202). 

4. For Scripture to be absolutely reliable, it must possess historical 
reliability. It must be "strictly according to fact." It is inadmissible 
to claim that the stories of Samson "are not important historical ac
cQunts, but current and oral traditions" (Acts, 1924, pp. 223, 224). 
"The approval of a scientific believing theologian to the Bible should 
be that of one who unconditionally accepts the facts stated by the Bible" 
(Acts, 1924, p. 211). 

An examination of the Church's interpretation of the Belgic Confes
sion as wen as of the principles which it has enunciated force us to th~ 
conclusion that the approach of the Church to the trustworthiness of 
the Scriptures is not to subject them to a long and painstaking investi
gation in order to ascer'tain whether Or not the Bible is reliable. The 
approach is rather to give testimony to the faith of the Church on the 
basis of the demands of Scripture to its own authority and trustworth
iness. An attitude toward the Bible must be taken at the outset, and 
may not be held in abeyance until after investigation has been com
pleted. This attitude must be one of unconditional acceptance. 

B. Decision of 1959. 
In 1959 Synod declared "that it is inconsonant with the Creeds to 

declare or suggest that there is an area in Scripture in which it is allow
able to posit the, 'possibility of actual historical inaccuracies (d. Article 
V, Belgic Confession, 'Believing without any doubt all things contained 
therein' ") (Acts, 1959, p. 68). 

1. This Declaration states that it is inconsonant with the creeds to 
posit the possibility of actual historical inaccuracies in the Scripture. 
It does not say that this is inconsonant with the Bible. This approach is 
to be explained from the character of the "Protest and Appeal" of Prof. 
M. Wyngaarden who charged that certain views of President Krom
minga were out of line with or fail to do justice to the "Synoclically ap
proved stand" concerning the Belgic Confession. This restrietion in the 
"Protest and Appear' is carried over into the Declaration -of Synod. 

2. In this Declaration, Synod testified that according to the creeds, 
the Bible is accurate in its reporting of historical events. Proof is ad
duced from Art. V of the Belgic Confession: "believing without any 
doubt ... " In this Article the Creed gives expression to the faith 
of the Church that the Scriptures are wholly reliable and trustworthy. 
They are so trustworthy and reliable that we must believe without any 
doubt all things that they contain. In the opinion of Synod, this trust
worthiness and reliability of the Bible extends to its reporting of his
torical events. In other words, it is impossible to believe without any 
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doubt all things contained in the Scripture except we also maintain its 
historical accuracy or reliability. . 

3. This Declaration does not further define historical inaccuracies. 
It does not indicate what standard is to be used in determining what 
is and what is not historically accurate. In other words, this Declaration 
does not bind us to an interpretation of the Bible according to' the norms 
of modem historical science. It does, however, make contraband every 
interpretation of historical phenomena which would detract from the 
trustworthiness of the Scriptures so that we could no longer believe 
without any doubt all things contained therein. 

4. In this Declaration Synod limited itself to the consideration of 
actual historical inaccuracies. It did not concern itself with apparent 
inaccuracies. Any allegation, then, that there is actually, as a matter of 
fact, an inaccurate statement in Scripture is said to be out of harmony 
with the creeds. 

5. This Declaration does not indicate whether the Scriptures are 
historically accurate only in the autographs or also in the copies and 
the translations, since Synod was interpreting the Creed which does not 
employ this distinction. 

6. Whether or not the Declaration has made a felicitous choice in em
ploying the words "actual historical inaccuracies/' is subject to ques
tion. The word "inaccuracies" here might suggest a kind of strict pre
cision which the Scriptures do not always exhibit. The word "error" 
might have been a happier choice, inasmuch as it does not necessarily 
convey the connotation of imprecision, yet guards against our undennin
ing the trustworthiness of Scripture. 

VII. CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS 

Two of the more important doctrines of Holy Scripture and the Re
formed Confessions are on the one hand the sinfulness, and consequent 
blindness, deceitfulness, and vanity, of all men, and on the other hand 
the divine authority and trustworthiness of the sacred· writings. Both 
doctrines, it is supposed, can and must be believed in one simple act 
of faith. Their apparent incompatibility is removed by still another 
doctrine of Scripture and the Creeds, that God by special revelations 
has disclosed Himself to men and has moved chosen vessels to preserve 
that divine self-disclosure in written form, so inspiring them that what 
they wrote is the very Word of God. Because of this "mighty act of 
God," both supernatural and mysterious, the writings of these Spirit
inspired men are to be received as the very voice of God speaking out 
of the "light unapproachable" into our darkness. They are to be be
lieved implicitly and obeyed unquestioningly because in them God 
speaks. They come with divine authority and are characterized by divine 
infallibility. This authority is in no way diminished and this infallibility 
is in no way endangered by the fact that the revelation has been com
mitted to writing or by the fact that fallible and sinful men were em
ployed as agents of inscripturation. The Holy Spirit's sovereign act by 
which He inspired the human writers so overruled their sinfulness and 
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their human fallibility, even while preserving the integrity of their per
sonalities, that the quality of divinity was made to pervade the whole 
product of their pens. The Scripture to its whole extent and in all its 
parts speaks with divine authority and· with divine infallibility. To be 
sure, the authority and the infallibility which pervade the whole of 
Scripture are no other than the authority and infallibility which the di
vine act of inspiration communicates to it; and inspiration Jooks to the 
preservation' and the communication of revelation. Nevertheless, when 
so viewed, the authority and infallibility of Scripture are absolute and 
are not in any way to be limited or restricted. 

It was out of jealousy fo.r this Scriptural and creedal doctrine that 
Synods of the Christian Reformed Church have been aroused to action 
whenever the uniquely divine quality of Scripture seemed to' be denied 
or questioned. In seeking to uphold it they have said that it is not per~ 
missible to teach that a fallible human element has been injected into 
divine revelation, or that a subjective element ,has in some way crept 
into revelation to compromise its complete objectivity, or that progress 
in revelation may be construed in an evolutionary framework, or that 
doctrines of one section of Scripture are in conflict with doctrines of 
another, or that the believing Bible searcher, may entertain conclusions 
that conflict with the prepossession of a divinely inspired Word of God 
possessing divine authority and divine infallibility, or that a merely 
human authority may contradict historical facts attested by Scripture, 
or that the historical records of Scripture are not "strictly according to 
fact," or "that there is an area in Scripture in which it is allowable to 
posit the possibility of. actual historical inaccuracies." While it must be 
admitted that the definitive value of these synodical declarations is 
limited somewhat by the fact that they are juridical in character and 
must be evaluated in the light of the specific cases to which they were 
addressed, by the fact also that they sometimes lack somewhat in pre~ 
cision of statement, and further by the fact that they stand v.rithout 
that larger body of commentary which is always necessary to remove all 
equivocation; nevertheless, it is obvious that the Synods of the Christian 
Reformed Church have been insistent on the unequivocal acknowledg~ 
ment of the full divine authority and full divine infallibility (understood 
as including full divine inerrancy) of Holy Scripture. Even in apologetic 
efforts, the Synods have declared, this authority and trustworthiness arc 
in no way to be surrendered since to do so is to lose at the outset the 
very -thing that one attempts to defend. In this the Synods have been 
loyal to Scripture and the Creeds since both Scripture and the historic 
Reformed Confessions disallow all teaching that tends in any way to 
deny or limit the authority and trustworthiness which Scripture claims 
fo. itself. 

Whether or not the Synods have always made proper application 
of the confessions in adjudicating those specific cases which have bearing 
on the doctrine of Scriptural inspiration and infallibility may well be 
subjected to further study, but that question has little to do directly 
with the issue at hand. It may be asked, however, whether Or not the 
Church, speaking through its Synods, may have been carried away by 
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its zeal in the defense of Scripture to espouse positions that go beyond 
Scripture and the Creeds. Has the Church, e.g., said too much when 
it said that "the approval of a scientific believing theologian to the Bible 
should be that of one who unconditionally accepts the facts stated by the 
Bible') (Acts, 1924, p. 211); or when it charged one of its professors 
with impugning the trustworthiness of Scripture because he did not ac~ 
cept a certain historical narrative as "strictly according to fact" (Acts, 
1924, p. 224); or when it said that "it is inconsonant with the Creeds to 
declare or suggest that there is an area in Scripture in which it is allow
able to posit the possibility of actual historical inaccuracies" (Acts, 
1959, p. 68)? That it may have done so is the expressed fear of some. 
It must be remembered, however, that these are not fully defined doc~ 
trinal pronouncements. They are juridical declarations issued in the 
adjudication of specific cases. As such they are subject to all the in
herent limitations noted above. In the first instance, Synod was faced 
with an assertion that a believing theologian in his scientific study of 
Scripture may "for argument's sake" demand conclusive evidence "be_ 
fore accepting stated facts." To this Synod replied that the historical 
witness of the Bible must be accepted on the authority of the Bible 
alone. It said, IIIf it is beyond doubt that the Bible states the fact, no 
more evidence can be demanded by faith" (Acts, 1924, p. 211). In the 
second instance, Synod objected to the fact that the admission of the 
Samson narratives into Holy Writ did not prevent her professor "from 
assailing their absolute reliability" by calling them popular. accounts 
which had been exaggerated after the manner of popular legends. In the 
third instance, Synod spoke in the context of a document in which a 
professor Hemployed language which may easily leave the impression that 
there is an area of Scripture in which it is allowable to posit the pos
sibility of actual historical inaccuracies" (Acts, 1959, p. 68). Without 
judging that this professor. had actually taken this position Synod went 
on to disallow it. In all three instances the Synods have defended the 
historical reliability of Scripture and have asserted that both Scripture 
and the creeds extend the trustworthiness of Scripture to its history as 
well as to its doctrine. However, in no one of these three instances has 
Synod provided a fuller commentary on her positions such as would 
preclude all misunderstanding and all mis-application of her pronounce
ments. Perhaps it was not obliged to do so in the circumstances. 

The present study has shown, we believe, that in defending the divine 
trustworthiness of Biblical history the Synods have done no more than 
Scripture warrants and faith demands. We trust that this study also 
provides that larger commentary on Scripture and the creeds which 
will provide such elucidation of these synodical pronouncements as is 
necessary to indicate in what sense they are to be interpreted and ap
plied. 

This is not to pretend that all the complex and sometimes perplexing 
problems regarding the infallibility of Scripture have been solved. Many 
questions remain. It is generally supposed today that when Scripture 
speaks of the rising and the setting of the sun it is not attempting to 
teach a fact of natural science, and when it speaks of the coney and the 
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hare chewing the cud it is not attempting to teach a biological fact. But 
when, for example, Scripture speaks of Moses as the ·author of the Pen
tateuch, does it mean to teach that he is the author of all that is con
tained in the first five books of tbe Bible? When the book of Job re
cords the dialogue between Job and his friends does it teach· that their 
dialogue was actually carried out in the high flights of poetry; or when 
tbe words of Jehovah to Job are given does Scripture mean to teach 
that God spoke to His faithful servant poetically? When- the evangelists 
report the words of Jesus do they claim to preserve the very words of 
our: Lord? Vv'hen Scripture reports that Samson slew a thousand men 
with the jaw-bone of an ass and when it reports that he caught three 
hundred foxes does it mean to teach that these numbers are exact? 
When Luke reports the defense of Stephen does he record it as a speech 
which bears the quality of divine infallibility or are we but to suppose 
that he preserved Stephen's speech infallibly? These and many other 
questions like them remain and can not be solved by mere appeal to 
the doctrine of Scriptural infallibility. They are questions that must 
be answered by careful exegesis on the part of believing interpreters who 
in all their theological labors proceed from the prepossession of a divinely 
authoritative and divinely trustworthy Bible. 

Before bringing this report to a close, two words of caution are in order. 
We should exercise caution first of all against attempting to build a de
fense for an infallible Bible merely on the basis of a historicalapolo
getics. The temptation to do so is always great in view of the relative 
readiness of, the unbelieving mind to yield to historical demonstrations. 
The temptation is intensified today when the findings of archeology are 
providentially demonstrating with almost monotonous regularity the 
historical reliability of Scripture thus exploding the theories of destruc
tive criticism to the great joy of the Church. Two decisive considera
tions should sober, our reaction in the face of these remarkable findings 
and should warn us against a purely historical apologetics. In the first 
place historical apologetics which seeks to authenticate Scripture in
volves a denial of the self-testimony of Scripture and presupposes that 
Scripture must be authenticated by evidences drawn from extra-Scrip
tural sovrces. This is to place the authority of extra-Biblical sourCeS 
above the authority of the Bible and is in effect to lose the Bible as a 
writing of unique authority and trustworthiness in the very process of 
defending it Evidences drawn from historical studies may be effectively 
employed against many of the hypotheses of unfriendly critics of Scrip
ture, but they cannot be employed to make Scripture more sure without 
diminishing the self-authenticating character of Scripture. Secondly, 
historical evidences can do no more than demonstrate the general re
liability of tbe Bible as a book of history. But it is not as a history book 
that tbe Bible speaks to us. It is a book of revelation. Indeed Scripture 
pr;eserves and communicates a. revelation which is imbedded in history. 
Nevertheless it is first of all a book of revelation. This is its uniqueness 
and it is as a book of revelation that it claims for itself divine authority 
and divine infallibility. An historical apologetics attempts to judge of 
Scripture by criteria that are foreign to the essentit.t1 nature of Scripture. 
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The infallibility of Scripture is an article of faith based on Scripture's 
own claims for itself. It is not a fact disclosed by historical studies nor 
yet verifiable by such studies. 

We would guard secondly against a pre-occupation with the doctrine 
of Scripture and its attendant problems and mystery. Beyond all doubt 
there is a Scriptural doctrine of Scripture which can be neglected only 
to the detriment of faith; and these are times when that doctrine needs 
sober study and valiant defense. The Church should remember, how
ever, that the Lord has called it not to probe the mystery that is Scrip
ture nor yet to resolve all the "problems" that are present in Scripture. 
Its basic task is rather to search the Scriptures for the testimony which 
they give of Christ. He, not Scripture, is the Savior and Lord of the 
Church, the supreme object of OUf faith. To faith in the Chx;ist of the 
Scriptures the Church must call the world. 

VIII. THE "PERIPHERY'" QUESTION 
The committee is also instructed "to study the matter upon which 

Synod withheld judgment" .(Acts, 1959, p. 71- IV, B, 3, b). The matter 
to which reference is here made is "the view expressed by President 
Kromminga" in his paper "How Shall We Understand Infallibility?" 
(p. 69-C, 7, b (3) ) against which view Dr. Wyngaarden charged that 
there is made an "unwarranted distinction between the so-called peri
phery and that which does not belong to the so-called periphery" (p. 
68-C, 7a) and that in so doing Dr. Kromminga committed himself in his 
policy as President to a "drastic reinterpretation" of Arts. III-VII of the 
Belgic Confession (p. 71-9, (3) ). The committee then is to weigh this 
charge and pass judgment on the consonance of the Kromminga distinc
tion with the Creeds. 

It should be noted that Synod did agree "that the statement of Presi
dent Kromminga [to the effect that 'It was claimed with some justification 
that the Christian Church had always believed in infallibility'] is weak" 
(p. 68-6b, (1) ); "that the word 'periphery' in this context of President 
Kromminga's article is ambiguous," and that "He [President Krommin
gal has employed language which may easily leave the impression that 
there is an area of Scripture in which it is allowable to posit the possi
bility of actual historical inaccuracies" (p. 68-7, b (1) ). Furthermore, 
Synod took note of the admission of Dr. Kromminga that his first inter
pretation of the clause in -Art. IV of the Belgic Confession . "against which 
nothing can be alleged" was "too restrictive and that he recognizes that 
it refers to the content of all the books as well as to the inclusion of the 
books into the Canon" (p. 67-3, b). 

On the other hand, the record indicates that in the judgment of Synod 
the· view of President Kromminga "does not ... substantiate so serious a 
charge as Dr. Wyngaarden brings against the President of the Seminary" 
(p. 68-b, (1) ); that President Kromminga in his paper "does not com
mit the seminary in its policies to any interpretation of the Creeds" (p. 
70-9, b, (1) ); and that Dr. Wyngaarden argues from silence (p. 64-4b) 
and "develops his argument by inference, but does not demonstrate that 
his is a necessary inference" (p. 69-8, b, (2) ). 
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It is understandable that misunderstandings and mlsgIvings should 
arise out of a reading of the Kromminga paper for, as the Acts of SY1wd 
indicate, there were a number of inconclusive and ambiguous elements in 
the situation as well as in the paper itself. The article might be construed 
to say, as indeed it was, that peripheral matters in Scripture participate 
to a lesser degree in inspiration and infallibility than do those that' are 
central. It might give the impression that the peripheral includes certain 
specific words and some historical data thereby .<:xcluding them from 
Biblical infallibility: However, President Kromminga removed these mis
understandings and inisgivings by insisting thaC the distinction he made 
is not to be understood "in terrhs of a quantitative limitation of Scrip" 
tural infallibility" (p.68-b, (2) ) nor is it intended to refer to "'this or 
that word' in Scripture but rather (to) (some aspect' of the content of 
the words which is not germane to the Spirit's purpose" (p.68-7, b, 
(1) ); and by assuring Synod that "he heartily believes that Scripture in 
its whole extent, in aU its parts, and in all its words, is the infallible and 
inerrant Word of God" (p. 67-4, b). 

I t should be noted further that President Kromminga nowhere in his 
explanation explicitly employs the distinction: peripheral and non-periph
eral. He simply uses the term "periphery" in the sense indicated above. 
The counter-term ("non-periphery") is supplied by implication to give 
us a workable distinction. To this President Kromminga does not ob· 
ject. It should be noted, however, that this intimates how little Presi
dent Kromminga conceives, of this distinction, partly expressed, partly 
implied, as a fixed and rigid categorization of his view of Scriptural in
fallibility. He might just as well have used another term (other terms). 

Although Synod averred tl1at this distinction is a relatively new one 
in our: Church, nevertheless it does have recognized standing in our 
Reformed theological tradition. As is weI! known, Reformed Biblical 
scholarship has always sought to discover what is the heart of any given 
passage and then to group the attendant data around this central truth. 
More specifically Bavinck (,Gereformeerde Dogmatiek, 4th edition, 
Volume I, pages 409, 410), in repudiating the mechanical and stressing 
the organic concept of inspiration, and using the analogy of the human 
body, where e.g. the heart and head are more central than the 
hair and nails, although all belong to the single organism, applies this 
analogy to Scripture. In Scripture too there is this centrum. Moving 
about this centrum is a periphery of truth, which though more or less 
removed from the centrum, nevertheless belongs organically to the 
revelatory circle of God's thoughts. This distinction in no way carries 
in it implications which predetermine one's approach to the Scriptures, 
or which categorically impose a fixed interpretation upon the Scriptures. 
It is used simply to describe what the Bible interpreter discovers when 
opening the Scriptures, namely, that there is in the Scriptures incidental 
and circumstantial data which has no independent revelational sig
nificance, but is dependent for: its revelational significance upon the re
lationship it sustains to the central intent and purpose of a given pas~ 
sage. When viewed in this light, the term "periphery" must be judged 
not inconsonant with creedal teachings on infallibility. 
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IX. RECOMMENDATIONS 

The Committee, having sought to fulfil the mandate given to it by 
the Synod of 1959, offers the above study report to the Synod of 1961, 
and submits the following recommendations: 

1. That Synod receive this study report as the fulfilment of the man
date "to study the relationship between inspiration and infallibility in 
the light of Scripture and our own Creedal statements." 

2. That Synod submit this study report to the Church as a guide (to 
form rather than to bind .the mind of the Church) in understanding the 
concept of Scriptural infallibility. 

3. That Synod make the committee's judgment on the '_'periphery" 
question its' own, namely, that the use of this tenn to describe Scripture's 
incidental and circumstantial data whic4 has no independent revela
tiona! significance apart from its organic relation to the central intent 
and purpose of a given passage, is not inconsonant with the Creeds. 
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